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Foreword

Daryl E. Chubin
Director, Division of Research, Evaluation, and Dissemination

A major responsibility of the Division of Research, Evaluation and Dissemination (RED) is to provide conceptual and technical assistance for the evaluation of projects and programs throughout NSF's Directorate for Education and Human Resources (EHR). The "Footprints" conference was organized in the spirit of "research on practice". We called on innovative thinkers and seasoned practitioners in the educational research community to propose fresh ideas and new methodologies that might inform the design of EHR evaluations. The result is this "Footprints" publication.

As a conference participant (in my waning pre-NSF days) and reader of the papers and discussions reported in this volume, I was especially struck by the call for two tasks which we in RED have begun to undertake:

- Identify and differentiate the audience for EHR program and project evaluations. Our immediate audience for a given evaluation is likely to include program managers and division directors, but we must also consider the information needs of the broader federal community, given its emerging emphasis on evaluation.

- Develop a clear policy with respect to the link between evaluation and dissemination. We see dissemination as a simple concept that denotes a range of activities as one of our primary responsibilities to EHR. We are committed to sharing widely research findings that can be translated into innovative classroom practice and help us achieve national goals for the improvement of mathematics and science education, for all students.

We hope that by building on this volume, we can expand and fine-tune our repertoire of evaluation strategies, and determine better ways of matching different evaluation needs with different approaches. My EHR colleagues and I see this as a major way of contributing to the success of reform initiatives nationwide. We cannot do this alone. Therefore, I welcome your comments on this volume and RED's other evaluation products.

Finally, I am grateful to Westat's Laure Sharp and Joy Frechtling, and to Susan Gross of the RED Evaluation staff for bringing the "footprint" metaphor to practical function. I am privileged to be positioned within NSF so as to apply the lessons of this conference to EHR's formidable schedule of program evaluations.
The Search For Footprints:
Nontraditional Approaches To Evaluating NSF's Programs

Joy A. Frechtling

The National Science Foundation (NSF) supports a number of programs that are designed to produce state-of-the-art research and innovative technical applications for mathematics and science education. Projects funded under these programs vary widely in their scope, size, and duration. Some are one-of-a-kind efforts, designed to investigate a new approach, theory, or technology. Some may be part of a stream of research, involving projects that build on each other to create a comprehensive model or those that move from theory to practice. Still others represent cooperative ventures that blend the resources of NSF with those of other funding agencies to address issues of joint interest.

While the peer review process for selection of grantees provides one important type of evaluation of NSF’s programs (in the sense of quality control over what is supported), NSF, like other government and private agencies, also needs to conduct more formal program evaluations—evaluations that can be used to document the impacts and, as relevant, the shortcomings of its programs. Quality control needs to be supplemented by quality review.

However, evaluating programs such as the ones described above is neither easy nor straightforward. Traditional educational evaluation strategies that have been useful in evaluating programs that support the delivery of new services, instructional strategies, or curricula (the most familiar and widespread evaluation challenge) are not directly applicable to the majority of the research-oriented, groundbreaking inquiries that make up the portfolios of many of the Foundation’s efforts. Further, the kinds of program impacts that can and should be expected of many NSF programs differ in some important ways from those typically considered where service delivery projects are the focus of study. For example,

- Traditional educational evaluations seek to attribute any impacts found to a single source, be it a support program such as Chapter 1 or a classroom intervention such as cooperative learning. For many of the programs at NSF, drawing such uni-dimensional causal statements is unlikely or impossible.

- Traditional educational evaluations have relied almost entirely on quantitative data or on counts of events. For many of the programs funded by NSF simple counts are misleading; a single successful project may justify the entire research investment, and use of quantitative indicators may exclude important areas for which no appropriate quantitative measures exist.

- Traditional educational evaluations of programs in the education sector have given priority to measures of student achievement as the impact measure of greatest concern. For many NSF programs, student achievement is an inappropriate measure either because of the nature of the research itself or the fact that any impacts on students would not be expected in the short run.

Recognizing this lack of alignment between traditional evaluation models and the nature of the programs that NSF needs to examine, the Division of Research, Evaluation, and Dissemination commissioned a series of papers designed to explore alternative, nontraditional approaches to evaluation. The goal is to “stretch our minds” with regard to evaluation and to explore new options, rather than to stipulate new prescriptions. This NSF project,
dubbed "Footprints," is an attempt to examine the impacts of funding programs that have been part of NSF's repertoire for a number of years and to assess the impressions they have made on the field, on scholarship, on other institutions, and on practice. This monograph presents the results of that project.

In reading the papers, it is important to keep in mind that they are not evaluations of any particular program or programs. Nor are they, in many cases, fully developed designs that could be adopted and used tomorrow or next week. Rather, they are options, speculations, and propositions that represent each thinker's ideas on how one might trace the impact of NSF's programs of support. Further, while designed with NSF programs specifically in mind, the approaches should provide food for thought for other institutions and agencies faced with similar evaluation challenges.

The papers have been solicited from a diverse group of thinkers who approach the evaluation task from both differing backgrounds and philosophies. And, because they were encouraged to think broadly in constructing their interpretations, they have produced conceptualizations of "nontraditional" that vary along a number of different dimensions.

• Some authors have emphasized the need for nontraditional evidence, indicators of program success that vary significantly from the student achievement indicators that have characterized more traditional studies. In line with this, several authors have looked for footprints in terms of effects on actual practice, on accepted models of learning, on methodologies, and even on policy.

• Some authors have stressed the development of nontraditional methodologies, supplementing the quantitative approach with one that relies more, or even exclusively, on qualitative inquiry. In fact, almost all the papers include qualitative analysis to some extent or another.

• Another dimension of difference is that of the role of the stakeholder, as opposed to the professional investigator, as the generator of hypotheses and the discoverer of impacts. Following recent trends in evaluation, almost all the papers underline the importance of stakeholder involvement—especially in understanding program goals and objectives. Some go even further and see the role of stakeholders as central to the whole evaluation enterprise.

• The papers also differ in the extent to which program evaluation is seen as an aggregation of the evaluations of different projects versus an evaluation of the program as a whole. Those who fall into the first camp seem to feel that the same outcomes that are used for assessing project success can, and should be somehow aggregated to assess program success. Others seem to follow the old saying that "the whole is greater than the sum of its parts" and seek other sources of evidence.

• Finally, the papers also differ in what could be called the "level of maturity" of the proposals being offered. Some could probably be implemented tomorrow, or at least next month, if NSF chose to do so. Others are more preliminary and will need considerably more thought and development before it is possible to assess their efficiency. These provide a core of ideas for new research on evaluation methodologies should NSF or some other agency choose to move in that direction.

Also included are a series of "reaction statements." These are not fully developed papers as such but, rather, brief statements offered in response to some of the ideas expressed. Some provide challenges to the authors; others are endorsements of an idea or point of view. The final responses attempt to put the ideas into perspective and provide suggestions for the next steps that NSF might take.
Susan Gross
National Science Foundation

Dear Reader:

The papers and discussions contained in this monograph were prepared for a conference on non-traditional evaluation methodologies that was convened by the National Science Foundation in July 1993.

NSF embarked on this project because of a need to evaluate several of its programs that were not structured in the typical service delivery model. The programs support research projects and special studies that are designed to shed light on what we know about the teaching and learning of science and mathematics. Four NSF programs were the focus of the commissioned papers:

Research in Teaching and Learning
RTL supports projects which investigate how individuals and groups learn, teach, and work effectively in complex, changing environments.

Applications of Advanced Technologies
AAT supports research, development, and proof-of-concept projects that address issues at the forefront of technology applications to learning and teaching in science and mathematics.

Studies
The Studies Program supports research projects on significant factors, trends, and practices in education, with an emphasis on their policy application.

Indicators
The Indicators Program supports studies that provide statistical information about the status of mathematics and science learning.

In my introductory remarks at the conference, I attempted to illustrate what we are looking for by use of the "footprint" metaphor. The metaphor arose from preliminary discussions concerning the four NSF programs in need of evaluation. Evaluation of these programs presented a challenge; we needed to find evidence that the programs were leaving "footprints in the sand" of mathematics and science education in the nation. Thus, the conference became known within NSF and among the authors as the "Footprints" Conference. The following ramblings are the remarks I made at the conference. The illustrations shown here were actually light-hearted computer art that was prepared for the conference—alas, they lose a bit in the translation. They are included here at the suggestion of several conference participants who felt they helped establish a focus or context for the day. I hope they work as well in print.

Susan Gross
Program Officer
National Science Foundation
Division of Research, Evaluation, and Dissemination
Remarks

The central theme in the papers that we commissioned is Footprints.

Footprints can be viewed as the evidence of a program's impact.

Examples include: evidence that the program has had an effect on mathematics or science education; evidence that the results obtained from one or more projects funded by a program are disseminated and used elsewhere.

Footprints come in various shapes and sizes.

We should look for many types of programmatic effect, for example, changes in how we think about teaching and learning; evidence that the latest research is considered when teacher training programs are planned; examples of how the latest developments in technology are used in classroom instruction. Different types of evidence are appropriate for different types of programs. We would hope to see payoffs of research programs affecting teacher training, classroom instruction, and student learning. The production of statistical data reports, on the other hand, might result in changes in national or state policy.

Some Footprints will last a long time. This can be both good and bad.

When something worthwhile has been accomplished, it should be disseminated, replicated and thoroughly examined and understood. However, there is the danger of a good thing hanging around too long and becoming out of date or no longer the best thinking. LOGO is an example of a computer language that served its purpose and is no longer considered state-of-the-art. Emphasis on basic skills instruction to the exclusion of higher order thinking and solving of complex problems is no longer considered the best educational approach.
The surface in which Footprints are left is important.

If the surface is not prepared adequately, the findings will be washed away. A properly prepared surface will allow lasting impressions to be made. This means that stakeholders (e.g., program planners, decision-makers, project PIs) should be involved in planning the evaluation so they will be accepting of the results.

We need to know where to look for Footprints.

How do we know we have collected all the evidence? Where are the likely places to look for missing evidence? For example: What are the untouched areas of research? What is not being done or is being done ineffectively? Are there key target groups that are not being served or are being served inadequately? What rival hypotheses can we formulate, e.g., where would we have been if this program did not exist?

We need to know when a Footprint has outlived its usefulness.

Yesterday’s goal for education reform may no longer be a goal because we have moved beyond it. We need to be vigilant in retiring or making extinct old goals and adopting new ones that move us to higher standards of excellence. We must examine with regularity statistical indicators that we use to assess the health of the nation in mathematics and science education. An indicator can lose meaning because the nation has attained it, or because people work toward it as the end product rather than as the means to a larger end.
This briefing concerns the “footprints” that might be made by an array of projects sponsored by the National Science Foundation (NSF). “Footprints” here means (roughly) traces of whether and how the results of the projects were used. The object is to speculate on what uses of data or studies are worth looking for and why, and how one might discern them.

The target research of interest includes the statistical surveys sponsored by the NSF’s Indicators Program, such as the Third International Study of Mathematics and Science. It includes policy-related work supported by the Studies Program, such as the examination of test and textbook contents and how these relate to the higher order thinking skills of students done by Madaus and colleagues.

This paper summarizes a longer report on the topic and capitalizes heavily on information supplied by NSF. Foundations such as the Rockefeller Foundation and agencies, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), and the Planning and Evaluation Service of the U.S. Department of Education have also posed questions about the value of the studies they sponsor. Their experience is also exploited here.

A major premise underlying this effort is that the data and studies on science and mathematics education produced under NSF sponsorship should be “useful.” This premise is critical in that some research products are important in the long run by a variety of standards but can be regarded as useless by a variety of other standards. The premise is fundamental, but its import is debatable at the margin.

Conclusions are framed in terms of the lessons learned from contemporary social research on the use of data and policy studies. These conclusions cover essential formalities such as definition of the “use” of a data set or study, common methods of tracking use, the uncommon and underexploited methods of tracking, and planning for enhanced data or study use.

1. It is essential to define what is meant by the “use” of information and to distinguish among types of use. It is essential also to define the initial conditions and context of use.

Statistical indicators and studies of science and mathematics education may be “used” in the senses of (a) being recognized or seriously considered, (b) informing decisions, and (c) leading to actions. Making plain what is meant by data or study use is essential for program monitoring, of course, and can help to prevent egregious argument about what has been useful.

Different kinds of use must usually be discerned in different ways. The NSF-sponsored data on the U.S. rank in science or mathematics education (SME) relative to other countries have arguably influenced public debate regardless of any specific corporate or public deci-
sions. The debate is traceable by examining public and professional press coverage. This debate arguably informed decisions to focus U.S. education goals on SME and were arguably followed by action—appropriation of funds for SME. The extent to which the debate informed decisions may be traceable through legislative hearings. The extent to which these decisions led to action may be discernible by observing changes in level of Federal appropriations for science and mathematics education research.

Definition also means specifying initial conditions, context, and constraints. In the case of NSF and other foundations that sponsor the production of data, the initial conditions include institutional memory that is limited by staff rotation, formal data banks that are limited by resources, a basic science culture that puts priority on “interesting and important” rather than on “useful and important,” and a foundation stress on “push the cargo out and fly on.” At the individual level, the initial conditions include the roles of program staff members and their relations with aspiring principal investigators, the limits on the role of each, and the subcultures in which each operates.

2. It is easy to identify methods of tracking the uses to which statistical data and studies are put, but the methods are not commonly exploited by foundations that sponsor research.

A variety of ways have been invented to register the production and use of a data set or study. The common ones include the following:

• Counts of the publication of study results, especially publications in refereed journals and high quality books, coupled with estimates of how many scholars on average read how many articles in the relevant journals;

• Awards to a person or group, especially those made by independent professional organizations, for scholarly products generated through the study or data set;

• Popular press or media coverage of the study or its product, e.g., op-ed articles;

• Presentations in professional forums and especially in public forms in which decisions about exploiting the data are made; and

• Citation counts, notably of journal articles, books, or presentations that depend on the data set or study of interest.

Each has merit. Science journal citation counts, for instance, are an inexpensive device for learning whether certain academic audiences attend to the study. Each device, too, has shortcomings. Citation counts that focus on scholarly journals are arguably ineffective for important potential users, such as policy makers. In any event, conventional citation counts fail to recognize influential studies that are not reported in journals.

These methods of tracking the production of data and studies and their use have been identified elsewhere and are, indeed, employed to gauge an entity’s performance. For instance, the U.S. General Accounting Office’s (GAO) Annual Report to the Congress has in recent years included the number of studies undertaken, the number of GAO reports produced, and the incidence of congressional testimony by GAO staff.
At GAO, output indicators such as production of reports are almost inseparable from "use" indicators because most of such reports are requested by Congress and presumably used by the requestor. Nonetheless, where evidence is sufficient, the Annual Report also provides narrative information on the consequences of particular studies, e.g., reduction in fraud, waste, or abuse. Any Federal agency such as NSF, that produces studies and data that are supposed to be useful, might produce a similar report.

These simple methods are uncommon in that they are not systematically exploited by foundations or other government agencies that produce studies. NSF, for example, has no archive of publications produced by the researchers that it sponsors; it is not clear that NSF has the resources for an archive. In any event, a custom would need to be invented to assure that researchers send publications and presentations to NSF to build such an archive; a mechanism would have to be created to assure that the archive is used.

3. Statistical data and study results are woven into applied research and analysis, often in nonobvious ways. It is important to take into account imperfect recognition of a data set or study and to understand data filters and intermediary users of the information.

Low-level, persistent use of information can be important. But traces of it are often weak. Popular press reports, for example, often do not identify properly a study's sponsor, the research entity, or study's name. Refereed scholarly journals only at times properly acknowledge the specific data sets that were used in a publication.

More generally, data and studies pass through a variety of filters or, as Chris Dwyer calls them, intermediaries. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) may reanalyze data set X, analyzed by professor Y, both sponsored by NSF. The GAO might cite the CBO's work without a reference to the NSF sponsor or the original analyst. This implies that the "reader" who is hired to track the uses of a study, or the electronic scanning strategies that are invented to track data use, must be flexible in going beyond a given user of information to the preceding one.

Identifying instances in which a data set or study is used, in literature that ranges from the popular press through policy documents and academic journals, is not easy. It requires time and competence. Those who take a temporary vow of poverty, who have both time and expertise, are a fine source of assistance in the task. They are called "graduate students" and are a natural resource for study of the matter.

An option for the future lies with the National Research and Education Network (NREN). This effort to understand how text and data can be electronically digitized and exploited easily is well underway. To the extent that NREN technology can be exploited to identify instances of "study use" or "data use," that is to the good.

4. The use of statistical data and studies is observable through direct observation and through self-report surveys. Corroboration is important. There are a variety of options.

The first obvious option is direct observation of a study's use in a meeting, by insiders or outsiders, in which
indicators or studies are considered. The interested scholar may, as an independent observer, sit in on legislative or administrative meetings, to record what data or studies were considered by the meeting's participants. This tactic is often expensive, however.

An underexploited and less expensive vehicle for learning who used what data is through committees that fall in the ambit of the Federal Advisory Committee Act. Public committee meetings under the act require minutes or transcripts. Any member of the committee or any attendant of a public meeting can be a tracker of the use of data or a study. Anyone who chooses to acquire and read the minutes of the meetings is a potential expert on the use of certain studies by the committee.

A third option presumes that it is fair to ask the principal investigator (PI) of a study whether the study findings were used and by whom and when. PIs may be well informed or not. The well-informed PI should be recognized and exploited; he or she would benefit from both of these actions. The ill-informed PI might be educated by the question. The principal investigator's report may or may not be accurate. To the extent that such self-reports can be corroborated, they should be.

There is good precedent for full-blown surveys of the potential users of information, a fourth option. Recall, for instance, studies undertaken by the National Center for Education Statistics of school district staff members' knowledge about the information resources sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education. Independence of informants is an important but difficult matter.

There is less precedent for a fifth option: formal surveys of principal investigators who have received funds from a foundation such as NSF. The grant applicant who asks for more money is at times prepared to document users, e.g., the General Social Survey. But most grant recipients are not equally equipped to provide evidence about the usefulness of their work.

Doing surveys and so forth may help to provide evidence about what study or data set appears to have been useful. Prospective controlled field tests are a sixth option dedicated to understanding what could enhance usefulness of studies. Such controlled tests have been run in the mental health arena to learn, at least, that merely providing information is not enough to encourage change.

5. Peer review of research proposals to science foundations is a fundamental device for deciding whether a proposal warrants funding. More important here, the peer review process is an underexploited method of tracking the use of studies completed earlier by researchers who submit proposals.

Experts who are asked to review a research proposal can take into account the earlier performance of the researcher who submitted the proposal. The experts may consider a variety of indicators of the value of the principal investigator's earlier work. The performance indicators might include the uses to which an earlier NSF-sponsored study or data set, generated by the same or other investigators, were put.

There appears to be no uniform, formal mechanism for this kind of capitalization on external reviewers at NSF or at other foundations. Individual reviewers vary in their interest in the earlier
performance of a researcher who submits a proposal. It implies that where “use” of a study or data set is important, the data uses that are identified by a scholar who requests funding to do more data collection are important.

6. The durable civil servant is a fine vehicle for understanding what data set or study has been used.

For instance, both Murray Aborn (NSF) and Howard Rosen (Department of Labor) periodically produced “findings” for their directors, findings that could be used to argue that something happened as a consequence of the agency’s investment in research. Foundation program staff who rotate through an agency arguably are not relevant to this task simply because it usually takes time for a study to be used in policy or scientific forums full-time. Charging a civil servant with responsibility to monitor data or study use is a good approach if no other options are available. With access to a phone, proposals, and final reports, this amanuensis can turn out periodic reports on the use of reports. Stake suggested that employing a group whose independence is guaranteed would be an interesting option, and this option is worth considering too. Review panels for research proposals might also be exploited productively in this effort.

To the extent that the culture of the civil service agency is changeable, engaging all career civil servants in the task of understanding which data or studies are used then seems desirable. Those who are capable of communication with both PIs and colleagues, and who wish to do so, are in a position to encourage PI's to attend to the matter. Limited resources and legitimate philosophical antagonism toward such a role for the scientist-civil servant need to be taken into account.

7. Focusing only on the use of data sets or studies is misleading. Data production methods are themselves useful products of a survey or study.

For instance, the NSF’s support of the Second International Study of Mathematics and Science resulted in comparative data on mathematics achievement. The thoughtful tracker of the uses of data might reckon that the adoption of higher quality survey methods and testing methods is no less important. And indeed, there appears to have been an improvement in the international studies in that principals have agreed upon definitions, e.g., of 9-year-olds and grades, and methods of sampling that make cross-national comparisons more sensible.

Data on the use of methods may be available through self-reports, through monitoring attempts to augment or piggyback on national surveys, monitoring the adoption of survey data or methods in local surveys, and so on.

The slogan “technology transfer,” though trite, is apropos. The methods of measurement of academic achievement, the methods of sampling, and so on that are a product of foundation investments are important. The adoption of these methods is important. It ought to be tracked.

There are good precedents for expecting that new methods of producing data are as important as the data set’s implications. Precedents for the adoption of new data collection methods are easy to find. For example, randomized controlled tests of programs in criminal justice are now common partly because of the Minneapolis Domestic Violence Experiment. Randomized clinical trials in medicine have become frequent partly on account of the Salk Vaccine Trials.
The research design issue is whether one ought to sponsor one massive study or sponsor several independent ones if the object is to assure that the resultant data are used.

There is good empirical evidence that what matters in assuring that data sets or studies are used includes variables such as the potential users' access to the data or study, the quality of the data, the context and complexity of use, and the background of the potential or actual data user.

Each of these variables is in some sense observable. In the absence of any opportunity to directly observe data use, one might impute the use of data from observations on such variables and a simple statistical model that relates the outcome variable—use—to these variables. There appears to have been no published work on such an effort.

Policy, strategy, and systems for data use enhancement are important and warrant special study.

Sponsors of studies have helped to enhance the likelihood that a policy-relevant data set or study will be used, notably by investing funds in dissemination, e.g., Rockefeller Foundation’s investment in underclass research. Sponsors have been less sensitive to assuring that the effect of this investment is discernible. The Rockefeller Foundation is an exception in that it has asked for independent review of its investment in both policy research and the dissemination of research results.

Data-sharing policy has been adopted by NSF, the National Institute of Justice, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, and other organizations that sponsor data production and research. This is remarkable relative to many other agencies and foundations. Tracking the sharers is warranted, however. None of the data-sharing agencies have a tracking system, and this invites the invention of a low-cost independent tracking system.

Data enhancement policies and systems that include piggybacking, sample augmentation, and satellite design are promising. For instance, that several agencies cooperate in trying to produce a useful product is worth recognizing. Presumably, all agencies thought the need for the data set or study was sufficiently important to collaborate in the effort to produce it. The collaboration is an easily measured phenomenon and may be taken as an indicator of expected usefulness of a study or data set.

The option of designing multiple independent studies or multiple loosely coupled studies, instead of a single massive study, deserves more attention. The research design issue is whether one ought to sponsor one massive study or sponsor several independent ones if the object is to assure that the resultant data are used. It is certainly easier to manage a big study rather than several smaller ones. But if multiple studies rather than a single study invite more uses than planning multiple studies rather than a single massive study may be productive.

When it is important to assure that data or studies are useful in the policy-making process, staying close to the process is crucial. Keeping distant from the policy maker is crucial, too, in the interest of credibility at least.
To the extent that the indicator/study is close to a policy-making process, the closeness can be monitored, for instance, through logs on who spoke to whom, why, and when. Telephone records, speaking records, and so on are vehicles for tracking.

Gaining the distance that is needed to assure credibility, while keeping close, is harder to do. It is not clear how to observe this.

To judge from contemporary empirical research on data use, however, credibility of the source of information that is purported to be useful is important. It is for credibility reasons that some institutions such as the National Center for Education Statistics and the Bureau of Labor Statistics separate the data production function, which ought to be more independent of politics, from the data use function, which ought to depend on the body politic. The General Accounting Office is similarly sensitive to such issues, but meets its concerns in ways that differ from those used at the statistical agencies.

The source of support for a data set or study is also important. To the extent that a sponsor such as NSF or NCES is viewed as dispassionate, the information may be regarded as credible. The public and others do at times register opinions about credibility of sources of information and of sponsors. Formal surveys of credibility of either are possible in principle, but it is not clear how to do this economically.
Planning an evaluation for any major national program is a complex task. Often similarities in structure across program implementation in various sites serve as the basis for implementing traditional evaluation designs. If it is a service-oriented national action program, such as Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) or Headstart, there are certain parameters of input, as well as specific outcomes that can be measured and compared, even though specific projects have unique characteristics.

Many funded research programs have common parameters. The requests for proposals may have been structured to elicit examination of certain key constructs, methodologies, instrumentation, or populations, and these may provide the base for evaluation.

Educational research programs of the National Science Foundation (NSF) have goals that are primarily aimed toward expanding the envelope of scientific knowledge and being on the cutting edge of research. Such programs elicit a variety of proposals from researchers with considerably greater variety in terms of constructs, methodologies, and instrumentation than might typically be obtained. They also pose a more formidable challenge to the evaluator.

The Research in Teaching and Learning (RTL) program as well as other divisional programs present delivery models different from traditional school mathematics and science, and projects may vary in size, scope, and focus. Of course, there are intended effects of these programs. However, the variety of approaches and strategies employed, and the broad range of intended effects, spur the search for a method to examine and identify a number of different ways in which these programs may have left their marks—hence, the concept of footprints, left firmly, sufficiently protected from the elements, and molded well enough to be examined, understood, and replicated, and then converted into sturdy trails for the advancement of young learners of science and mathematics.

This paper presents an approach for developing an evaluation of programs composed of diverse projects. A general orientation to the task and the evaluation perspective employed is presented, followed by an overview of the one such diverse program, Research in Teaching and Learning (RTL). That program is then used as an example. Questions that an evaluation should address, and some ways of approaching them, are then presented. In the process of forming the questions, present and former program officers were interviewed. Included are suggestions prepared by a Research in Teaching and Learning Panel convened in the summer of 1992.

The Evaluation Perspective

If one could examine a complex program of funded research from an all-knowing perspective, what could be seen? In developing a strategy or plan...
for evaluating a program of this type, it can be useful to examine it initially from this omniscient perspective, that is, to think of all the things that it would be great to know about it, even though they may be impossible to know—to take an almost “divine” perspective, if you will, and see where it leads you. The broad diversity of research activities funded, especially when that diversity is along so many dimensions—target populations, techniques, methodologies, etc.—further encourages this initial perspective in considering the evaluation task.

This omniscient perspective would go backward and forward in time to examine intention and planning, as well as long- and short-term outcomes. It would cut across all levels of researchers, participants, and other interested or not-so-interested parties. The outcomes would include those conventionally measured, and those virtually immeasurable. It would include the full range of unintended outcomes, both positive and negative, including those unknown and unknowable to the researcher and the ordinary human evaluator.

This perspective would go even further, though, in that it would discern what might have been. The solicitation, review, and selection of research for funding has many decision points, implicit and explicit. Suppose different directions had been taken in the identification of research projects for funding. Would there be important “Footprints” that are not currently in the picture?

Are there areas of desired footprints where we see more evidence of activity? What areas of possible effects show no effects? What footprints are missing?

In a sense, these are questions of ontology. To the logician, the question “what is there?” can be answered “everything,” which while true, may not be especially informative, since the elements included may range from the universe to the empty set. Yet they are questions worth raising as a beginning point when the areas of possible effects are broad and diverse. A program officer also noted the need for an epistemological view in determining the extent and value of the “play-off” from funded projects, because the created knowledge is invisible, and the extent of its utilization difficult to identify.

It would seem that this perspective calls for the evaluator to measure the immeasurable, observe the invisible, assess what might have happened if something else had been done, somewhere else, by someone else—a discouraging task, to say the least. In fact, the perspective being advocated here is meant to broaden the sensitivity, thinking, and powers of observation of the evaluator so that a more complete and useful appraisal of the program can be made. When one studies abstract art, or jazz music, or abstract mathematics, one begins to see, or hear, or conjecture more intensely, carefully, and ultimately, more clearly and with greater satisfaction and sense of thoroughness. When one is observing and enjoying a woodland scene, one can see, appreciate, learn, and enjoy even more, albeit somewhat differently, under the guidance of a trained forester, field entomologist, or ornithologist.

The goal of this exercise is to become sufficiently open to experience, information, and ways of knowing so that in developing an evaluation design and examining the many aspects of a complex program one can identify the need to measure a wider range of constructs with more diverse (perhaps, but not always) but less quantitative measures.
As a result, one should begin to see more as one looks more and more carefully, understand the logic of what alternative implementations might have made sense, where they might have occurred, and who might have been the most appropriate persons to have done them.

Crucial to this perspective is an openness and acceptance of alternative ways of knowing (Gordon, 1992), a willingness to question broadly a range of sources, and the time, interest, and wherewithal for sustained observation. Some vital occurrences do not occur often, and only the persistent may receive the reward of witnessing them. Scientific knowledge emerges from careful observation, yet sometimes dependence on conventional documentation limits discovery. While in no way should we expect to discard all of what we know about sound evaluation practice, neither do we limit our observations to conventional models. An approach that is open to receiving data from alternative sources is more scientific, not less so, because it means more careful observation and attending to alternative outcomes (y’s from a given x, and receptivity to alternate x’s as explanations for a given y).

This open and questioning attitude means, for starters, the questioning of oneself as evaluator, and repeating this among the evaluation team. It then means that more than the usual suspects are interrogated, and actually listened to.

Conventional methodology, in terms of examining specific projects, describing their inputs, and examining results of outcome measures does have a place in such an approach. In fact, the evaluation could be conceived as having three tiers: the first looking for untouched areas, or the absence of footprints. For tiers two and three, the loci of the footprints (or non-footprints) are developed through a series of questions that examine effects on the program, on other research, on practice, and on other institutions.

In the following section, an overview of the RTL program is presented. From the perspective discussed here, a set of possible initial questions is raised. These questions, of course, would be supplemented by others as the thinking continues, and as initial data are collected.

**Program Overview**

The RTL program was begun in 1984 to support new discoveries about how individuals and groups learn, teach, and work more effectively in complex, changing environments. To this end, the program supports basic and applied research on factors that underlie the teaching and learning of mathematics, science, and technology at all levels. The program aims to support cutting-edge research, and has current priorities to look at the following issues.

1. How students learn complex concepts in science and mathematics.
2. How advances in knowledge of mathematical modeling link to learning complex concepts in science.
4. How teachers learn to become inquiring practitioners and active researchers and how they learn to apply that knowledge in their classrooms.
The impact of RTL studies on educational decision making by parents, teachers, administrators, scientists, policy makers, and curriculum developers at all levels regarding student literacy in science, math, and technology of knowledge is an important concern. Program staff also try to incorporate this generated knowledge into teaching methods and educational programs that have direct usefulness in educational programs.

The program is aimed at teaching and learning by persons of all ages in formal school settings from elementary school through college, and informal personal and public settings. Accordingly, projects are conducted in broadly differing environments — classrooms, labs, homes, museums, conference halls—with a variety of methods and techniques from the cutting edge of work in these areas. About a quarter of the projects seek to improve understanding of special needs of learners and teachers traditionally underrepresented in scientific careers or whose needs for scientific literacy have not been met. These include women, African Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans, the physically or cognitively disabled, the gifted and talented, and learners whose native language is not English.

Another quarter of the projects examine motivational, attitudinal, or affective factors in learning and teaching with a focus on family, social content, cross-cultural differences, teacher beliefs, or classroom interactions.

The major goal of the RTL program is to generate a knowledge base that informs the national effort to reform mathematics and science education. Within this goal, activities of the program are aimed at achieving the following objectives:

- Supporting research on teaching and learning specific knowledge domains (chemistry, physics, mathematics, biology, computer science, etc.) at both the precollege and college levels, placing strong emphasis on establishing the content and sequence of learning that can be most effective in developing science and mathematics literacy and problem-solving skills.

- Building a coherent and comprehensive base of knowledge on learning and teaching in mathematics, science, and technology to meet future and current needs of decision makers, practitioners, and the research community.

- Encouraging research that will inform the reconceptualization of measures of performance and provide alternative methods for assessing student learning.

- Seeking research projects on the effects and significance of the nature and quality of laboratory experiences at all levels.

- Exploring factors that may influence interest, participation, and achievement in science and mathematics; development of motivation and curiosity; and the making of and persistence in, curricular and career choices at various student ages and educational levels, with a special emphasis on factors that influence underrepresented groups in their choices of course of study.

- Initiating an emphasis on direct teacher involvement in educational research so that questions arising out of classroom practice will
more effectively inform the perspectives, methodologies, and findings of such research.

- Helping assure the application of research findings by teachers, teacher educators, policy-making educational administrators, parents, and other researchers.

What Questions Should Guide This Work, and How Will They Be Answered?

The broad program goal—generating a knowledge base that informs the national effort to reform mathematics and science education—along with the implementation objectives, provides the framework to generate questions. Other questions may be generated by interactions between objectives.

Impact and utilization are clear watchwords of the RTL program. The evaluation design should be centered on these terms, but with two thrusts. The first is a more traditional set of questions, using data conventionally explored in such investigations. These include the following:

- What publications were generated by the study?

- What awards were received by RTL researchers for publications based on RTL projects?

- How many undergraduate and graduate students have been supported by RTL-funded programs? What indices are available on their productivity?

- What conference and seminar presentations have resulted from RTL projects?

The second impact and utilization thrust is a less traditional one, and involves the utility of new knowledge and its effect on practice. Here we are examining impacts from the level of actual classroom practice, through teacher change, to effects on policy formulation in the education and political communities. The impacts of interest are often connected to studies with a rather traditional experimental sort of format, but the evaluation plan should relate to impact of new knowledge on practice. Such a format is the following:

- How do people (children, teachers, etc.) come to know and understand [concept, procedure, or configuration] y? How does [software, metacognition, instructional strategy] x help this process?

The evaluation plan then needs to examine questions of this sort in terms of the entire program.

- What are the influences on classroom practice, in terms of differences in what goes on in the instructional process, and in outcomes for learners? The outcomes should not be confined to problem solving and laboratory skills, although these are certainly of interest. They should include attitudes toward science and mathematics, interest in pursuing a mathematics or science career, interest in electives in science and math, and math and science interest and inquiry orientation, such as use of evidence in decision making, visiting science exhibits and museums, reading popular science periodicals, etc.

- What effects have RTL projects had on the research and develop-
ment community in terms of changes or developments in text materials, computer software, and teacher education? Curriculum material could be surveyed for answers here.

- What has been the effect of the emphasis on videotape technology in RTL projects? Has it had an effect on teaching practice? Are there steps needed to broaden the effects? What are specific examples of high impact? Can these be broadened? Richness of evidence of instructional value and quality is often applied to videotape. What evidence supports this, and does it show impact in practice?

- A reported impact on teachers has been that the research on children's thinking and mathematical understanding has empowered teachers; that is, as they have found that children have "incredible ideas," significant teacher enhancement has been reported. What documentation supports these incidental teacher effects, from studies which actually focus on children's thinking? What techniques would make this effect more broadly experienced?

There is an issue of what is not being done, or is being done insufficiently. The scope of "non-footprints" or at least fewer and fading ones, is an area of concern. Staff have indicated a need to get new players into the research community, and have pointed out the problem of the aging academic cadre. Many research settings are not where problems in our schools are located. Think tanks opt for less harsh surroundings, as do most universities. But should RTL focus more on a broader base of populations? The Eisenhower Project of The Department of Education is important in expanding this direction, but there is certainly need and room for more. Yet there is still the need for basic research, and RTL is one of the few sources funding this work.

- What is the evidence of impact on utilization of new knowledge on mathematics and science teaching on what is actually going on in classrooms, as well as student outcomes in low-income communities, particularly those in schools serving African American, Hispanic, and Native American children?

- The program overview indicates that one-fourth of all projects were aimed at these students. Did these studies involve sufficient resources to maximize impact?

- Are program solicitations distributed to institutions that would be likely to carry out RTL work in inner city settings? Are workshops and professional group information sessions provided to encourage participation?

- What outreach activities related specifically to RTL studies are directed toward newer and nontraditional professionals? To what extent are they involved in panels and related activities?

- Some research centers have been very successful in RTL projects. They have been consistently funded, and their work has resulted in extensive publications, research-related projects, and the development of young scholars. What factors are related to the success of these projects? In what ways can their impact be broadened?
Collaboration is an important objective of RTL projects. It is encouraged within individual research projects as well as across the program. It is cited by staff as a primary objective of all projects. Another objective involves teachers as researchers, both to develop their inquiry and teaching skills and to impact students.

- Have collaboration and involvement of teachers as researchers been used extensively in inner city schools in RTL research projects?
- Has collaboration encouraged new researchers to seek RTL funding?
- How do teachers who have participated in RTL programs feel about collaboration?
- How has collaboration encouraged activity within the scientific community and between the science and math communities?

Here the work of recent years on standards in math and science, and the importance of these for assessments and teaching should be stressed.

In general, the questions above relate to effects on practice, the profession, the development of new research, and other institutions. Several sources of data are implied directly from the questions.

Other types of evidence and methods of obtaining them are found in the report of a 1992 Research in Teaching and Learning Panel. The panel suggested that RTL go back to the planning for the development of the RTL program that occurred in 1977-78, and engage in the following activities:

- Look at how RTL-funded research has influenced research reported at professional meetings.
- Have an independent group evaluate the quality of reviews, both supported and nonsupported, and how the proposers have reacted to them.
- Develop a genealogy to assess the impact of NSF-funded projects on people, i.e., the number of researchers whose initial work emerged out of working on NSF projects as undergraduates, graduate students, postdocs, consultants, etc., and how they developed as professionals.
- Assess the number of people recruited to the field as a result of NSF-funded projects.
- Document the impact of the program by asking people about their impetus into research in teaching and learning (autobiographies).
- Look at comprehensive reports that have reviewed projects funded by RTL.
- Assess the number and quality of journals that have been created as a consequence of the program.
- Assess the research agendas and their outcomes that have emerged from NSF-sponsored conferences.
- Look at PLATO, which has been a hothouse for future developments.
- Provide a snapshot of the people who have served on RTL panels.
- Look at research reports from the American Educational Research Association (AERA), National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), etc., to assess the number or percentage emerging from NSF funding.

- Look at mathematics and science educators who have broadened their views as a result of interactions with people outside the field, that is, look at the people who have served as consultants and on teams of the projects.

- Assess the time and efficiency of the program relative to NSF structure.

- Do a contrasting analysis of the mathematics and science communities.

- Look at applied journals for both authorship and citations, e.g., Physics Teacher, Science Teacher, and Mathematics Teacher.

- Assess the movement of people into other areas.

- Assess how many proposals in Teacher Preparation and Teacher Enhancement programs and the Instructional Materials Development program build on RTL-sponsored research.

- Assess the extent to which research is blended with practice.

- Look at the research discussed at NCTM conferences.

- Look at how RTL has affected programs at other foundations.

- Assess the impact of research on frameworks and standards.

- Conduct an ERIC keyword search.

- Look at all the regional laboratories and assess what they are disseminating.

- Look at the impact of the research and teaching methods that have been developed as a result of RTL-funded projects.

The questions and data collection sources and procedures above provide a beginning framework for the examination of RTL projects and the impact and utilization of new learning and discoveries. They provide multiple ways of knowing more about the program and its consequences. A parallel examination should provide similarly for other diverse programs of funded research.

It should be noted that the time and resource base available to the evaluator are essential considerations. The evaluator is not in sole control of the evaluation. The approach advocated here requires that the funding source allows for sufficient resources, time, and access to allow the kinds of things to happen that enrich the quality of the data and the evaluation report. If external constraints do not allow for this activity, the evaluation may be severely limited, despite all the openness in attitude conceivable.

Finally, the fact that an evaluation developed using these guidelines focuses on a broader range of evidence than is often considered should in no way be interpreted as minimizing the importance of rigor. Nontraditional does not mean sloppy, nor does it provide an exception to careful, intensive work. In fact, doing
such work well is often more difficult and time consuming than working with "hard" data. Rhetoric is no substitute for data, but good science means careful observation and the accumulation of evidence from different sources, carefully and responsibly reported. Nor should a nontraditional label serve as a rationalizing shield for those using traditional statistics poorly, and claiming that their work is not accepted because they "aren't hung up on a lot of statistics." Nontraditional evaluation does not depend on magic: just on science thoughtfully conceived, coherently organized, and clearly reported.
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Basic Nature of Grant Programs and Purpose of This Paper

The National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsors many programs in science, engineering, and mathematics (SEM) education. All of these programs are "extramural," in that NSF makes awards to some performing organization—generally a university or nonprofit organization. The award is usually a grant award, administered under conditions specified in Grants for Research and Education in Science and Education (NSF, 90-77, October 1992). (The programs also make contract awards and enter into cooperative agreements, but these are a very low proportion of all awards and are not the subject of this paper.)

With a grant award, the performing or grantee organization is supposed to conduct a "project." These funded projects become the collective entity known then as the "program," and individual NSF programs routinely issue reports on the nature of these funded projects. (In many circumstances, the work done under these funded projects may not be readily delineated from work supported by other funded projects simultaneously received by the grantee, but this topic also is beyond the scope of this paper.)

The challenge addressed by the present paper is to develop better methodologies for evaluating programs consisting of this sort of infrastructure. Three NSF programs in particular were used as background information for this challenge:

- Applications of Advanced Technologies Program ("AAT" program);
- Policy-Related Research: Studies Program ("Studies" program); and
- Policy-Related Research: Education Indicators ("Indicators" program).

The paper only aims at developing preliminary ideas in this methodological direction and is not intended to be a complete prescription or even operational set of guidelines for carrying out an evaluation. Rather, the goal is to describe why such new methodologies are needed, and then to point to the further methodological work to be done that will lead to the creation of these better methodologies.

Potential Conflicts Between Grant Programs and "Standard" Program Evaluation Methods

The need for new methods derives from the potential inappropriateness of the standard program evaluation model as it might be applied to a grant program.
Exhibit 1 “Standard” Program Evaluation Model

The model of real-world impacts. In the SEM education field, such impacts would be expected to occur in actual school systems (K-12 or universities), involving actual teachers and classrooms, and therefore involving actual students. Traditionally, the model also puts heavy emphasis on defining the impacts in quantitative terms. Ideally, the model would like to help policy makers understand how many classrooms and students or teachers were impacted, and to what quantifiable degree, by investing in a particular NSF program.

Attempts to implement the model usually begin with data being collected about the individual projects. The projects may have led directly to applications in the field—and hence may have produced impacts that can be measured. However, if the projects only produce new ideas that are not carried into the field, the model may not be useful. Similarly, the user of standard evaluation data collection methods will encounter difficulties if the impact in the field: a) occurs over a long period of time (say, 10 years) after the ideas were first produced by the project—a commonplace time lag in SEM education; or b) is difficult to attribute because of the relatively small size of the NSF program investment—also a commonplace occurrence because NSF’s investment may be in the millions of dollars, whereas the education system of the United States operates at the level of tens of billions of dollars. In either situation, the resulting impacts may be considered overdetermined, and attributing them to NSF-funded projects is hazardous at best.

As a general rule, because education is largely a state or local matter (grades K-12) or a university matter (postsecondary), Federal initiatives must be relegated to extremely minor roles. For instance, the Studies program lists as its major goal the strengthening of SEM education in the United States. Such an impact is very hard to trace, however, given that the program operates with an annual budget of less than $5 million. Similarly, of the three programs, the largest is the AAT program, which supports $10-20 million of funded projects annually in an educational technology market worth at least hundreds of millions (if not billions) of dollars.
At a programmatic level, the interpretation of the results of a standard evaluation also may be little more than the aggregate of all of the project-level results. Strategic considerations pursued by programs—e.g., to overinvest in certain areas of high priority, or to make a few high-risk awards, or to follow any portfolio criteria—tend not to be covered well by the standard evaluation model, as traditionally practiced.

The main sub-goals (for example, none of the three NSF programs have specific legislative mandates), and none may have been articulated beyond the statement of need for investing in the area. Second, the award characteristics of a grant mitigate against other ways of thinking. Grant awards deliberately permit grantees to make reasonable adjustments in a project as it starts up and is implemented. Indeed, the purpose of a grant is not to limit an investigation to a rigid design, but to encourage the investigator to make the best choices leading to high-quality R&D. Further, the grant award is considered important in attracting proposals from highly capable investors, who have

---

**Exhibit 2 A Grant Program Model**

*Grant Program Model*

The standard evaluation model does not reflect well the way that Federal grant programs are created, or how the staff or sponsors of grant programs usually strategize about their programs. Exhibit 2 contains a simplified version of how the program might be conceptualized by its staff or sponsors, using a grant program model. Essentially, a public commitment has been made to support R&D in a pre-identified priority area of scientific research. The role of NSF, as a sponsoring agency, is to make these awards in as rigorous and utilitarian a fashion as possible. The subsequent concern is whether the research was completed in a high-quality manner.

In most grant programs, the grants are used to support basic research. But even where applied research is the main subject of a program, this same type of thinking has traditionally been followed for two main reasons. First, the mandating legislation may contain no specific...
... some scholars reduce the likelihood of failure by performing new studies that are one step ahead of their awards."

traditionally been able to take advantage of the independence of grant award conditions to create inventive results.

In the grant program model, the notion of quality would include such criteria as: 1) advancing the state of understanding about a topic ("making a contribution"), 2) developing a framework or foundation for further research on a topic, and 3) far exceeding the standards of a field or academic discipline. Quality may not necessarily include such criteria as relevance to immediate problems, much less having an impact on them.

When a grantee fails to produce high-quality R&D, the major consequence is that—in the long run—the grantee will find it increasingly difficult to obtain new grants. However, other than strictures regarding fraud, waste, and abuse, it is not incumbent for the grantee to "perform" productively on any given grant award. On the contrary, the underlying philosophy is that much new research will fail, and that the nature of research involves a high incidence of failure. In fact, the grant mechanism was designed in part to accommodate this aspect of the scientific enterprise.

Competitive scholars, of course, will always find a way to produce a gain from every funded project. A minor publication, a new descriptive understanding, or a methodological lesson may have to compensate for the failure to complete the original project as proposed. As another variation, some scholars reduce the likelihood of failure by performing new studies that are one step ahead of their awards. Their new proposals therefore contain proposed inquiries whose outcomes are already known, though not yet published or shared with colleagues—and therefore increase the probability of getting a grant award.

The grant model, however, clashes with the traditional evaluation model. The grant model gives little attention to impact. At the same time, high value is placed on quality—which in turn is generally ignored by the quantitative orientation of the traditional evaluation model. In addition, unlike the traditional evaluation model, the grant model highlights the portfolio of projects and incorporates strategic investment goals that are not just the aggregate of all individual projects. For instance, the AAT program prides itself in being a "high-risk, high-gain" effort. In other words, the hope of the program administrators is that a few of their projects will produce scientific breakthroughs, even though the majority of the projects may not lead to significant advances in knowledge. The grant model accommodates this strategic objective more readily than the traditional evaluation model.

Why Evaluation Is Needed

Public investments in grant programs, whether in support of basic research, applied research, or R&D more generally, necessitate the assessment of external benchmarks of progress. Most commonly, the evaluation of a grant program is put into the hands of an expert panel, which may be organized as a "visiting committee" or operate under some prestigious sponsorship such as the National Academy of Sciences. NSF-SEM education programs have been subjected to these types of evaluations as well as numerous other administrative reviews. The challenge is not to displace these efforts, but to ascertain whether formal evaluation methods can complement them.
A New Evaluation Strategy

Formal evaluations can, in fact, be complementary, if only the methods used to conduct them are modified. The modifications are needed to make evaluation applicable to situations such as these occurring in the R&D grant program, in which:

- The intervention is weak or small, relative to the measurable impact of interest;

- The intervention is not a part of a formal research design, because the intervention was not designed to suit the needs of evaluation, but rather to suit policy-related or real-life needs; and

- Extensive time (five years or more) or resources (millions of dollars) are not available to support the needed evaluation effort.

To deal with these conditions, COSMOS’s ongoing research has been developing a new methodological strategy (Yin, 1993; and Yin and Sivilli, 1993). The main feature of this new strategy is that it aims to make multiple, partial comparisons instead of imposing a singular research design in carrying out an evaluation. The new strategy offers the opportunity to collect diverse data and to target multiple inquiries in lieu of an overarching research design. The new strategy and how it modifies the traditional evaluation model appears directly related to the evaluation of R&D grant programs.

Exhibit 3 summarizes the traditional evaluation model and its varieties, also showing the niche filled by the proposed new strategy. Randomized clinical trials (“true” experiments), quasi-experiments, and database analyses have all been used in the past as traditional evaluations. The U.S. General Accounting Office (1992) has developed a meta-analytic approach of synthesizing data from these different strategies. The proposed new strategy presents an alternative—filling the gaps between these strategies.

The exhibit shows that when research investigators have no control over the intervention, and when the interventions are not even designed to suit a research design, the need is for some new strategy more powerful than mere database analyses. The new strategy will make some causal inferences possible, even though these will not be nearly as potent as those in quasi-experiments or clinical trials. However, the new strategy may be more generalizable and less costly than quasi-experiments or clinical trials. The new strategy has six features:

- The use of partial comparisons, based on multiple “partial” designs;

- Designation of each single component of a comprehensive program—rather than the program as a whole—as the main unit of analysis (therefore leading to multiple sets of partial comparisons, if a program had several components);

- Greater emphasis on the use of proximal rather than distal outcomes where interventions are of low strength or “dosage;”

- Explicit assessment of the “process” logic of an intervention;

- Replication across multiple components or programs where objectives are similar; and

- Triangulation about key events by using multiple measures.
## Characteristics of Evaluation Situation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Strategy</th>
<th>Researcher Control over Intervention</th>
<th>Interventions Intended to Suit a Research Design</th>
<th>Casual Interpretability</th>
<th>Generalizability</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RANDOMIZED CLINICAL TRIALS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>True comparisons and causal inferences possible</td>
<td>Trials limited to narrow client populations</td>
<td>High in cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUASI-EXPERIMENTS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (except random assignment)</td>
<td>Causal inferences possible</td>
<td>Trials limited to narrow client populations</td>
<td>Moderate in cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARTIAL COMPARISONS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Series of partial comparisons possible, ruling out key rivals</td>
<td>Comparisons cover moderate range of client populations</td>
<td>Moderate in cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATABASE ANALYSES</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Poor comparisons and causal inferences possible</td>
<td>Databases cover full range of client populations</td>
<td>Low in cost (data already collected)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Of these six features, the most innovative and important deals with partial comparisons, and the remainder of this paper therefore suggests how this feature might work in evaluating a program like the illustrative three programs of NSF.

Application of the New Strategy

Exhibit 4 lists an illustrative set of partial comparisons. The comparisons are considered partial because none alone provides definitive causal evidence about the outcomes of a program. However, each partial comparison is intended to support a positive inference about the program and its outcomes. Thus, the more partial comparisons that an evaluation can cover (and these partial comparisons go beyond the 18 listed in Exhibit 4), the more compelling the argument can be made that: a) positive results were produced, and b) the program under evaluation produced them. The goal of the new evaluation strategy is therefore to identify and collect data that can satis-

Outcomes-Only Comparisons
1. The program performed better than at earlier time (pre-post).
2. The program performed better than another program (cross-section).
3. The program performed better than broader group of programs (cross-section).
4. The program’s performance trend is in desired direction (time series).
5. Outcomes appear faster or better than expected.
6. Outcomes exceed initial goals or objectives.
7. Outcomes exceed established standards.

Process-Only Comparisons
8. The program implemented a new set of activities, not previously conducted.
9. The program improved an existing set of activities.
10. The program staff can describe how the program differs from previous policy or practice.

Causal Interpretation
11. The program staff can provide a compelling explanation for a documentable chain of events.
12. Ditto external observers
13. Ditto a key informant (insider)
14. The pattern of outcomes is uniquely related to the program.
15. The intervention is uniquely related to some infrastructure, in turn related to the outcomes.

Rival Interpretations
11R. The program staff can provide rationale for rejecting explanations:
   - general climate
   - competing programs.
12R. Ditto external observers
13R. Ditto a key informant
14R. Ditto pattern of outcomes
15R. Ditto infrastructure

Policy Analyses
16. Magnitude of positive outcomes far outweighs costs of program.
17. Outcomes achieved for the first time in this program.
18. Outcomes generate support for further desirable action.

Exhibit 4. Illustrative Partial Comparisons
fy as many of these partial comparisons as possible. The strategy provides flexibility because the relevant data for each partial comparison and the instruments needed to collect those data may vary. Further, no singular research design is being relied upon; rather, the final evaluation will consist of multiple, partial designs.

A critical subset of the partial comparisons is the explicit consideration of rival interpretations. Unlike database analyses, the new strategy encourages and accommodates the collection of evidence to test such rivals. The identification and selection of rivals is not easy (McGrath, 1982). However, the more the rivals are shown to be untenable, the greater the credibility that can be given to the target program’s effects. To this extent, the new strategy should produce more definitive evidence than database analyses.

For the R&F grant program, the application of this new strategy yields a modified model of the R&D program, shown in Exhibit 5. This model shows that an evaluation can go beyond the grant program model (Exhibit 2) and assess the production of new ideas as a legitimate program outcome. These new ideas would be considered legitimate payoffs from any of the three NSF programs. For instance, the AAT program aims at producing new ideas demonstrating proof of concept, the Studies program aims at policy-relevant ideas; and the Indicators program aims at benchmarks reflecting educational progress. However, the model also falls short of the traditional evaluation model (Exhibit 1) in that it does not attempt to deal with program impacts.

Exhibit 6 shows how the modified model can be augmented to incorporate rival interpretations. Two such rivals are shown, although others might also be relevant. The Rival 1 hypothesis suggests that other funded projects produced the same valued ideas; the Rival 2 hypothesis suggests that other programs would have supported the same funded projects in the absence of the targeted program.

**Immediate Needs for Developing the New Strategy**

This new evaluation strategy cannot be put into place at the current time. Further evaluation or methodological research is needed to refine the strategy and make it operational. As a result, this paper concludes with recommended methodological steps, and not an actual plan for evaluating a real-life program.

The first recommendation is for the development of “measures” of the key program outcomes—new ideas (for research or for practice), influence on policy decision making, and capacity-building of the performance community (where relevant). Conceptually, any measures of new ideas should represent new concepts and new ways of thinking about a problem or situation. Similarly, influence on policy decision making should represent the incorporation of ideas into new decisions. Finally, capacity-building should represent improved skill levels and performance by appropriately trained personnel. Operationally, new ideas, impact on decision making, and capacity-building have generally been identified through peer review panels, such as committees organized by the National Academy of Sciences. Determining whether alternative measures can be developed is the objective of this first recommendation. For new ideas for applications, for instance, the AAT program’s operationalization of “proof of concept” is already a
Exhibit 5. A More Practical Evaluation Paradigm Applied to an R&D Program (I)
Exhibit 6. A More Practical Evaluation Paradigm Applied to an R&D Program (II)
promising approach that should be explored further as a methodological advance.

The second recommendation is to develop designs for conducting case studies of funded investigators and the projects they undertake. These investigators may be able to report or demonstrate how they have blended different sources of funds to make different projects or different findings possible. Such patterns might provide clues about the importance of the targeted program, compared to other sources of funds—thereby helping to unravel Rival 2 in the previous example (Exhibit 6).

The third recommendation is to extend the logical list of partial comparisons in Exhibit 4. A comprehensive list is needed, even if any given evaluation can only cover a subset of the list.

Finally, some testing needs to be done to assess the level of effort and costs of undertaking partial comparisons. Exhibit 3 assumed that these costs would be moderate, compared to the costs of conducting randomized clinical trials. However, actual data about the costs would be extremely informative. Some comfort may be derived from an earlier effort (Fitzsimmons, et al., 1992) that managed to track causal program relations within a reasonable time frame and cost limit. This earlier effort did not follow the proposed methodology but did cover a roughly similar scope, evaluating NSF’s Coordinated Experimental Research in Computer Sciences (CER) Program.

Summary

The evaluation of ongoing Federal programs—in mathematics and science education and related research—is a challenging problem. The programs already exist, have been operating for some period of time, and were not designed to be part of formal evaluations. An evaluator must therefore address these programs without assuming the ability to manipulate key experimental or treatment conditions.

Traditional evaluation designs do not serve well under these circumstances. As a result, new evaluation strategies are needed. The present paper deals with this challenge by proposing a new strategy of partial comparisons. This new strategy entertains and deliberately seeks to investigate rival explanations and threats to validity. However, the strategy does not assume the creation of a singular evaluation design to deal with all rivals (as do traditional designs). Rather, the total evaluation of a single program will consist of multiple substudies—each potentially using different designs and sources of evidence as relevant.

This paper demonstrates, in a preliminary manner, how the new strategy would be relevant to typical NSF programs in mathematics and science education such as the Applications of Advanced Technologies Program, the Studies Program (policy-related research), and the Education Indicators Program (policy-related research). The paper concludes by identifying the needed methodological work before the strategy can be considered a truly competitive alternative.
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Thank you for the opportunity to react to the papers. Coming from an evaluation office charged with producing evaluation reports to inform policy and legislation for the elementary and secondary programs in the Department of Education, I appreciate the clear thinking that has gone into the writing of these papers. The presentation today lifts our sights beyond looking at our day-to-day evaluations in the traditional way.

Our problem in program evaluation studies, and I'm sure this is shared with the National Science Foundation, is that our evaluations are very much tied to the legislative cycles, to budgetary needs, and to looking at administrative changes that have to go on in programs. If they don't do that, they usually don't make it beyond the prospective stage. We rarely have use for studies for which we can't see immediate payoffs.

Further, we must work within some important limitations. Our funding is often dependent on a particular program or a congressional mandate to investigate a particular program. Chapter 1 presents a good example. Because we have a line item for evaluation in the Chapter 1 compensatory education program, it's little wonder that most of the activities in my office concern Chapter 1 and look at issues involving disadvantaged students. At the same time, we need to avoid getting stuck in a rut, relying on boilerplate methodologies when some radical rethinking is really needed. However, currently there is no demonstration authority in the largest of the Department of Education's elementary/secondary programs, Chapter 1. This means that our work is dependent on finding naturally occurring examples of effective practices and programs. Yet we realize that the field desperately needs new approaches to replace the low-level basic skill and drill models that currently prevail. These constraints lead us to take opportunities where we can find them.

Let me share some examples of using opportunities. When sufficient funds were unavailable to launch a full-scale national study looking at math and science programs for gifted and talented students, we scaled back to case studies. These case studies were done by Cosmos, Robert Yin's company. To limit the field of possible sites—we could have gone to hundreds and hundreds—we decided to focus on projects that served disadvantaged students. This resulted in a study that has contributed in several ways to refocusing the Federal effort on assisting the disadvantaged. The study findings were used to craft priorities and selection criteria for both Native American education and the Javits Gifted and Talented program. The study encouraged other work, spurring us to look at strategies from gifted and talented instruction that could be applied to the regular classroom and to examine the impact of these alternatives to conventional wisdom regarding educating disadvantaged students.

We try to stretch our resources and broaden the scope of our evaluations to examine the larger context for Federal programs, rather than always looking program by program. For example, we are currently competing an evaluation contract to examine the Eisenhower Regional Math and Science Consortia and State Curriculum Framework Projects in tandem. It will also look, to the extent we can, at the National Science Foundation's Statewide Systemic Initiative projects. From this study we hope to develop a better understanding of Federal initiatives as they complement or operate independently of each other.

To get more bang from the evaluation buck, we've looked to cooperative efforts across our own evaluation office and with other evaluation offices. Our national evaluation of the Chapter 2 block grant program needed to look at how private school students were participating in Chapter 2—specifically,
what special arrangements were being made for their participation. At the same time, we had commissioned a special study to look at Chapter 1, the categorical program, including how private school students were participating. The solution here was very simple. We decided to piggyback the Chapter 2 items on to the larger Chapter 1 study.

Similarly we're working with the Department of Health and Human Services to examine the impact of the JOBS program on the education of the children of JOBS program participants. To study the linkage to adult literacy, we are pulling funding from adult education evaluation funds.

The national performance review initiative by the Vice President has given us a challenge that I hope we can turn into an opportunity. The Department of Education has volunteered to serve as a reinvention lab. It plans to develop performance indicators for our major programs similar to those being mandated in Public Law 103-62. The staff offices in the department, including our own, are also participating. For our part we are developing, with the help of people like Bob Boruch and the members of the National Academy of Public Administration, ways to look at our own productivity and impact. Bob is helping us by developing a user survey similar to the work described today.

I'm thankful to the National Science Foundation for funding the conference and the work of the authors of the papers presented here. Such conceptional work is rarely undertaken without the prospects of immediate payoffs or knowledge of exactly how the work relates to immediate concerns. NSF is making a valuable contribution to evaluation methodology by leaving these footprints. Other agencies can follow them as they go through the process of thinking how to assess the impact of their work and the programs and projects they support.
It's a pleasure to comment on three such intelligent and creative papers. When I first heard of the concept of footprints, it struck me as being of doubtful usefulness, but I've changed my mind.

I like Johnson's paper primarily because she raises both of the two big questions. One question we all ask in this field is, How do you attribute causes from effects? The question we don't ask often enough is, Compared to What? Programs and explanations compete. Johnson longs for the all-knowing perspective, looking backwards to intention and planning, forward to outcomes, and sideways to what might have been. I think some of this sideways vision is possible, as Bob Yin seems to believe. The field of public policy, a major sponsor of program evaluation, does ask very broad questions about what, in a given era, was on the public agenda; what sorts of efforts were deployed (some nonobvious); and what in the end these led to. Although these questions are not very rigorous, eventually there is historical consensus: Were income maintenance plans cost effective? Was the tax cut of 1981 successful? The logical step here is that what might have happened may have happened. It's helpful when, over a decade or more, streams of evaluation are directed so as to flow down ALL the major channels of program and policy reference, not just the main stream. It makes the historical judgment more complete and more sound.

Let me try to relate this to education. Here are three examples of what are essentially competing explanations for certain broad sets of effects. First, in the cognitive realm, there is an established tradition of work in educational psychology that says that the demonstrated level of achievement in knowledge-item testing, at least a variable portion of the score, is a function of the amount and intensity of specific instruction, of actual brain time-on-task in the delivered curriculum. We in Education and Human Resources would not deny this, but we would think the matter more complicated. The point is that this explanation doesn't concern itself with pedagogy or the quality of thinking by the student or the generativity of knowledge: it talks about measured content exposure, the length of the school year, the sequencing of material and the timing of testing, and so on. If the stated criterion is test score improvement, and program evaluation were to show that this molecular and measurable kind of approach yields interventions that pay off, compared to some of what EHR is doing, it might suggest to those who pay us that some of the stones we are lifting are not worth lifting.

Second, at a higher level of generality, there's a "bet" in the nineties that there is a more powerful avenue for the welfare of young people than educational reform: I refer to the well-child movement involving the integration of human services of all kinds, as pioneered at the Harvard School of Public Health and the Carnegie Councils and funded at quite high levels in the Department of Health and Human Services. An implication here is that the dropout rate in high school is perhaps not fundamentally an instructional matter: to explain it, you need to look at the social aversiveness of schooling for some kids, at the labor market and at foregone earnings for these kids, at the family—including nontraditional families—or the neighborhood or the subculture as an economic enterprise, and at still other kinds of explanations. At any rate, this is the kind of situation where in 20 years experts will say which general strategy was "on target"—although if the identified problem has changed, then the desired target may also have changed.

Finally, there is also a bet going that the tocsin sounded in the early eighties about a competent work force, economic competitiveness, and national security is not really something the schools can solve. The argument, now becoming explicit, is, if business needs an up-to-date technically trained work force,
let them do the training, invest the capital, and capture the benefits; why load it on the schools?

The general point I am making is that, in a medium-long timespan, if we don't want instances of program evaluation to appear at some later time as quaint or irrelevant, we need to keep in mind the definition of the problem and the public choice arena in which a program existed, compared to other problems and choices. That's why I'm pleased with Yin's Exhibit 6, which begins at the right place and ends ... almost at the right place. Legislative mandate refers, inevitably, to some perceived problem or need, where intervention is thought to be possible. With regard to NSF, the Vannevar Bush report and the 1950 enabling legislation refer to a compact between government and especially the military, industry, and universities that would ensure that a domestic Manhattan Project could be mounted at any time of crisis. Later, in a different era, the report language concerning authorization and appropriations for EHR during its rather extraordinary period of budget expansion gives us various statements about why, for what purposes. The corresponding language for the Department of Education presumably has addressed other large issues: the dropout rate, the school-to-work transition, and the problems of multilingualism and multiculturalism. It is important in program evaluation to examine the sense of problems, needs, and possibilities that existed as the program itself came into existence. All I want Yin to do is to bring that analysis around to the right-hand side of the figure, so that we see outcomes with respect to what. That is, what do the new ideas, applications, capacity, and so on address? Is it leading a good life? Is it economic viability at the personal and societal level? Is it raising achievement in school?

This bears directly on Yin's commendable inclusion in his model of two locations for rival hypotheses: that is, competing explanations. The two boxes represent different sorts of processes. The box at the top, subscript 1, refers either to historical convergence of cause to effect processes or to alternative causes or paths to the same effects. That is, these same ideas, applications, influences, and capacities would occur anyhow, for different reasons. In that case, the program in question was in synch with other cause-to-effect processes; at worst, it duplicated them unnecessarily.

The box at the bottom, subscript 2, refers to a narrower kind of explanation: that normal science, including "normal" applied research, is highly overdetermined, reflects the Zeitgeist and runs under its own steam. It is not genuinely directed toward the ends shown in the chart, though they may indeed be true consequences. The challenge is that the specific mandate, appropriations, priorities, and funding decisions of an NSF program contributed nothing distinctive: the availability of any orderly decision process would have led to the same quantity and quality of R&D. Examples: there is a technological shift lying behind Research in Teaching and Learning; there is a particular public policy research agenda driving the Studies program.

We are more familiar with this latter kind of "compared to what" challenge in evaluation of granting programs. I have two specific suggestions. First, it is useful to map the portfolio of funded projects onto the set of all fundable research projects: projects designed, proposed, field tested, or conceptualized by a given pool of researchers. If what NSF selects is basically an exact subset of all possibilities out there, across a defined set of research generators, then there is a tight relationship between the field and the program. The field drives the program, the program fuels the field. This is said to be the case in some programs at NIH, where a successful grant-getting investigator always proposes the research he or she has just successfully piloted (or even completed). If the two distributions are not alike, it may be evidence for a specialized ecology, some sort of lock and key fit in research funding: some proposals go to NSF, some to
ED, some to Spencer, and so on. In this case, the differentiated route to outcomes is more easily traced.

I would like Yin's box, Portfolio of Funded Projects, to be shown in relation to another box, called Portfolio of Possible Projects, in some other plane or orientation. This comparison is not done often enough; it is feasible, but it is difficult. As these papers point out, investigators work on different things under the same grant, or on the same thing under different grants, etcetera. Since the outcomes in question are not always measurable in terms of money, it is impossible to construct their production functions in the usual econometric terms. So my second suggestion is to use time as the metric. In principle, it is feasible to go into the population of those doing educational research and ask about investments and yields (appropriately discounted) and opportunity costs. Why did you do this research rather than that? When did you expect a payoff? When did it arrive? How much time have you spent not doing research, but volunteering in a high school classroom? Serving on a school board? Lobbying for specific educational practices at the district office or the state house? Teaching a course in the School of Ed—if you're a departmental scientist—or accepting an education graduate student for a dissertation? Urging young faculty to go out into the schools ...? Johnson, in her paper, suggests some of these possibilities, and there have been some useful studies by the Woods Hole circle around Zacharias and Bruner in the early sixties along these lines. After all, researchers choose among research possibilities, and they are not just researchers. If real impacts and outcomes in the educational arena are to be attributed to a full range of causes, or even if the dynamics of the research process are to be fully understood, then these "compared to what" tracings and paths are important.

I apologize to my esteemed friend Bob Boruch for not delving deeply into his paper in this forum. He knows that I think it's full of good ideas. Briefly, I endorse the importance he gives to filter mechanisms and intermediary groups: these are key aspects of both quality control and uptake of information. Overlooked sources of unique information about knowledge into practice include, besides those Boruch mentions, scholarly autobiographies, Festschriften documenting intellectual circles and institutional histories (e.g., of the Education School at Stanford), and retrospective why-I-worked-on-what-I-worked-on-when-I-worked-on-it volumes such as the one Rossi did for the Russell Sage Foundation a few years ago. And the idea about tapping into the memories of longtime civil servants can be extended to certain retired agency officers, who can give crucial information and advice at important moments without their egos being on the line. (You remember how in John le Carre novels Smiley was always being brought back from retirement or disgrace, because they needed him at Cambridge Circus.)

One thing Boruch just touches on (as does Yin) but which is very important, is that in the grant-giving arena it is impossible to trace effects to causes if the only information used is what the researcher proposed to do. All the agencies and most of the foundations do a poor job in documenting what was actually done. Program evaluators are quite familiar with this problem, but it's time we in the agencies took some of the burden off them by doing a better job of record keeping and documentation of first-level outcomes ourselves, that is, what the intervention or activity actually amounted to.
I represent a mission agency, NASA. We are not the National Science Foundation. We are not the Department of Education. Our programs have a specific kind of very results-oriented approach. We have a mission to carry out, and that determines the kinds of programs that we can do.

I was very pleased to discover that, while all the papers described what were called nontraditional research methodologies, I didn’t find them nontraditional at all. They all model what should be, and is, good evaluation practice. They are only nontraditional in the sense that they are not often carried out in Federal government work.

One of the things that came through in several of the papers, and which I think is important, is the unit of analysis that should be looked at in evaluating programs. That is, what is the distinction between a program and a project? People often confuse the two. At NASA, for example, we have over 300 different programs, many of which are, in fact, actually small projects. I think each of the papers, in different kinds of ways, encourages us to look at the impact of these projects in the aggregate rather than as individual small effects. Such small projects are going to have a limited impact in that the effects, if not immeasurable, certainly will not be very useful to anyone.

There is also a lot of discussion about the difference between quantitative and qualitative data. I have reflected on this since I have been in the government. Why do we spend so much time and emphasis on the collection of quantitative data about our programs? (How many teachers were served? How many curriculum products have we turned out? and so forth.) I blame that machine—the overhead projector. I feel a little bit vulnerable here because I am not using viewgraphs, and in the government, as well as many other organizations, there is a point where you have to present information about your program that can be summarized on one or two viewgraphs. That almost requires a quantitative approach, so that you can build a little chart with numbers and statistics. I give this challenge to myself, as well as to my colleagues and to the writers of these research proposals: think about creative ways to present the results of research that uses qualitative data and a variety of very creative analyses of all those data. Think about how qualitative information can be summarized and communicated in an effective way so that it really will have an impact on future program operation.

There was not much discussion about needs assessment in the papers, and I think it is very important for all of us evaluators to pay closer attention to that issue. There is a recognition that what drives programs in the Federal government is legislative authorization. But, in many cases, there is a great deal of flexibility. There are options, different choices that can be made about the programs. Those options should be selected on the basis of comprehensive needs assessment, which is almost never done.

Finally, I would like to thank Dr. Boruch for teaching me a new word in his paper, "amanuensis." I was not familiar with that word. For those of you who don’t know what it is, it is someone who writes from dictation or copies manuscripts. Very often I feel like this at work, and I think many of my tired colleagues feel the same way. Maybe if we expand our horizons in the production of evaluations our vision will be brightened and our work will become more creative and meaningful.
Introduction

This paper contains a set of considerations and suggestions for the evaluation of any National Science Foundation program. Of special interest to the writer is the Applications of Advanced Technologies (AAT) Program, which seeks to generate knowledge on the applications of new advanced technologies to the learning and teaching of mathematics and science. Moreover, the AAT Program strives to inform researchers, policy makers, decision makers, vendors, and developers of instructional materials about the research associated with funded projects.

An initiative that focuses on rapidly transforming technologies, the AAT Program, by its charter and mission, requires flexibility. The program accepts certain inherent risks in the funding of advanced technology projects, some of which may meet outstanding "success," while other funded projects may appear to "fail."

Program Profile

The AAT Program has supported projects whose goal is to investigate the development and use of advanced technologies, as well as projects that permit the broadest dissemination of information about the uses of technologies in various settings. AAT has supported research on, and uses of, innovative, cutting-edge technologies that have not previously been applied to particular uses in math and science education. Because the program supports advanced technologies, the program's goals, along with some of the technology applications to be supported, have changed somewhat over the years to reflect concerns with innovative, experimental technologies that might have applications in education.

By most standards of experimentation, "successful" projects yield outcomes which are desired, hypothesized, and expected. In some cases, unexpected outcomes, though not originally desired, generate results that are unforeseen, but still positive. In other cases, while the hoped-for results might not be realized, the project might yield valuable information that has long-term effects on the program and subsequent projects.

By its mission, therefore, AAT tends to support high-risk projects in which a "successful" outcome is uncertain. If successful, the projects also have the potential to provide a high payback to the education community at large. As a result, AAT has been willing to accept a higher risk and a potentially higher "failure" rate for funded projects. For the evaluator, such high risk/high gain outcomes present a challenge of assessing the value of the project outcomes, particularly when a substantial number of projects may not produce the desired results.

Part of the value of the program resides in project grantees' abilities to quickly disseminate information about their findings. Regardless of the project outcomes, the application of new technologies in learning settings requires that...
project results reach potential technology users as broadly and rapidly as possible.

**Introduction to the Evaluation**

Since 1984, NSF’s Directorate for Education and Human Resources, through its Applications of Advanced Technologies Program, has funded projects designed to generate knowledge on the applications of new advanced technologies to the learning and teaching of mathematics and science. NSF is currently engaged in planning for the evaluation of the AAT Program, and this paper has been prepared to assist that effort. Specifically, it describes potential approaches to evaluation of the program, methods that might be useful in evaluation, and special considerations for evaluation due to the innovative nature of the program. While each NSF program carries out internal evaluations, primarily through committees of visitors, this evaluation project represents the first attempt at an external evaluation of several NSF programs. As such, regardless of the frequency of evaluation, the current evaluation should be perceived as part of a system of self-renewal (Worthen and Sanders 1987), not as a discrete study oriented toward specific decision outcomes.

Program evaluations may be designed concurrently with program development or added subsequent to the program’s development and initial operation. In general, the evaluator’s role is more broadly defined where the evaluation is planned during the program’s development. In such a case, the evaluation is collaborative with the program, administrators and grant recipients. Then, the evaluation itself is viewed as part of a continuing process in the life of the program, and all participants view the evaluation and its outcomes as central to the program’s development.

By virtue of the fact that the current evaluation was conceived after the program had been operating for a considerable time, the question of what to evaluate, how to evaluate it, and what to observe presents a significant challenge. By design, the evaluation is “post hoc,” in that many of the observations are made in retrospect.

Ordinarily, in the retrospective approach to evaluation, especially one that follows many years of program operation, valuable data collection and observation opportunities are lost. In particular, the opportunity to collect data that measure progress toward goals is absent. Regardless of whether the evaluation is goals-based, the post hoc evaluator has fewer options in the observation of outcomes of the program and its projects.

A concern that often arises in the evaluation process is the “intrusion” of evaluation in program design. Clearly, in the post hoc evaluation design, the evaluation cannot be said to inhibit the program design, because the program is designed independently of any evaluation plans. Therefore, despite its limitations in data collection during the progress of the project, the post hoc evaluation has substantial merit.

The post hoc evaluator has neither precedents for the design of this evaluation nor historical, systematically collected data that might contribute to it. Therefore, the evaluator is relatively free of predeterminations and biases that might have been introduced by design precedents and historical data schemata.
Approaches to the Evaluation of NSF Programs

In light of the developmental history of AAT and other programs, several alternative evaluation directions are evident. The principal approaches can be labeled broadly as objectivist and subjectivist. While a systematic, objectivist approach may be desirable for the evaluation, it may not work effectively because of the complex phenomena to be observed in such a program and in the projects that the program funds. Therefore, a subjectivist approach, which accounts for a variety of phenomena and various methods of measurement, would seem more appropriate.

To what extent should the evaluation rely on programmatic goals to set the evaluation agenda and scheme? In light of goals established for the programs, some combination of goals-based and goal-free evaluation seems warranted.

Goals-Based Evaluation

In cases where programmatic goals have been clearly established during the program’s formation, the goals and the subsequent concrete and precise objectives become the criteria for measuring the “success” of the program. The goals-based approach is particularly useful for evaluating those aspects of the program that are circumscribed by goals established for the program. In this case, the goals established for the program articulate in a general way the outcomes expected from the program. In turn, the expected outcomes form the basis for the measurement of actual outcomes.

The AAT program has some general goals and objectives, which could form the basis of an evaluation. Nevertheless, a goals-based evaluation project, to be successful, requires the important intermediate step of validation of the goals as historically accurate and representative of administrators’ intentions. A pre-evaluation paper summarizing the AAT goals is an important step toward a goals-based evaluation. A goals-based evaluation, in which outcomes are compared to goals, is desirable for part, but not all, of the evaluation. It is important to note that the goals-based component of the evaluation is not to be construed as utilizing a discrepancy model. The discrepancy model chiefly seeks differences or discrepancies between goals and outcomes. As a result, the model is “problem-oriented,” and therefore biased toward negative evaluations.

Goal-Free Evaluation

In the absence of clearly articulated goals, or where articulated goals do not appear to circumscribe the sum of possible evaluation criteria and data to be collected, a naturalistic approach is appropriate. Such a strategy permits the collection of data from multiple sources in a retrospective manner free of the constraints of goals and their outcome expectations. Based on the description of the program and information gleaned from the clients and stakeholders, the evaluator organizes potential sources and locations of data and collects available existing and new data.

Scriven (1972) would most likely argue primarily for a goal-free evaluation, particularly where either goals are not clearly articulated or where the goals do not delineate the likely outcomes. The goal-free evaluation avoids the narrow focus of pre-established program goals and allows the evaluator to focus on actual outcomes, including unanticipated outcomes, rather than intended program outcomes only. A goal-free
evaluation is likely to increase the likelihood that unanticipated side effects, both positive and negative, also will be noted.

"Footprint" Evaluation

A type of goal-free evaluation that is both phenomenological and constructivist has been labeled "Footprint" evaluation. Free from the stringent limitations of traditional, management- or objectives-oriented, goals-based evaluations, the investigator examines the project outcomes not anticipated by goals. Of particular relevance in the NSF evaluation are the short- and long-term effects of the programs on their various stakeholders and nonstakeholders. The outcomes of each funded project can be observed most centrally and efficiently at the level of the project director. The broader outcomes, especially secondary influences of the project, require the evaluator to cast a wider observation net.

The assessment of dissemination efforts and outcomes especially crystallizes the trade-offs that occur in selecting either a goals-based or a goal-free evaluation approach. In favor of the goals-based evaluation, the more planned the dissemination has been, the greater the likelihood that dissemination outcomes will be traceable and identifiable. At least the evaluator has clues about where to look for evidence of dissemination attempts, so that the efforts might be assessed and future footprints will be identifiable and identified.

Dissemination Evaluation as an Example of Footprint Evaluation

The dissemination process raises other issues for the "Footprint" evaluation and provides pertinent examples for goals-based and goal-free evaluations. From the perspective of the goal-free evaluation, the evaluator observes possible dissemination outcomes, somewhat systematically and randomly, but anticipating where they are most likely to occur. The investigator searches in many and various places, not just in the places where the planned dissemination was to occur.

In particular, the effects of project information dissemination may be most effectively assessed in their potentiality, that is, the dissemination efforts attempted that are not part of the actual or real impacts of the project on the profession and the public. As demonstrated in NSF program goals, the dissemination process is vital to program success. Therefore, project dissemination attempts should compose a major portion of the evaluation.

Among the dissemination questions to be treated by the evaluation are the following:

- How and to what extent do project information and outcomes influence the variety of publics who are among the target groups of the program?
- What impact does the project have on individuals in the education profession and other institutions in terms of the development of ideas, research, and practice that emanate from the funded project?
- What new research and applications are undertaken as a direct result of the funded project and its findings?
- To what extent has the funded project yielded information that has been widely disseminated to groups and individuals in education and in business?
While the potential impact assessment of the project and its dissemination are identified above, the actual dissemination process should also be evaluated. Included in the process evaluation are the type, methods, and extent of both planned and unplanned dissemination of project results.

**Evaluation Orientations**

To be avoided in the evaluation of NSF programs is a utilitarian approach, which would suggest that the value of any program rises in direct relationship to the number of people the program serves successfully (House 1976). Applying such an evaluation scheme to NSF programs and their funded projects would result in the predetermination that projects that serve the most individuals, either directly or indirectly through information dissemination, would have the highest value. While the indirect influence of the programs and projects may be immense, there are limits in the ability to adequately measure the sum of the influence.

As for any program evaluation, the evaluation of NSF programs demands the recognition of one or more orientations or clients. Principal orientations or clients of the NSF evaluation are NSF administrators, consumers or taxpayers, and experts in the fields of investigation.

On behalf of the program management, the evaluator seeks to identify the decisions the administrator might make and collects useful information that demonstrates the advantages and disadvantages of each decision alternative. Program modification and improvement are examples of decision alternatives of the NSF program evaluations. The management-oriented evaluation assumes that the administrators are the clients of the evaluation and that they seek the evaluation findings.

A consumer-oriented approach to the evaluation of programs has the taxpayer-citizen as client. Through a consumer orientation, the evaluator seeks to determine the effectiveness of the program in terms of its value and service to the public, however that public is defined. When combined with a management approach and applied to NSF programs, the evaluation takes more of a public interest stance: How is the program benefiting the public citizens in general or some broad group of individuals the program is intended to serve?

Because of the esoteric nature of some NSF programs, there is considerable value in an expert-oriented evaluation, which relies primarily on the subjective professional judgment of experts in the fields of research whose outcomes are being evaluated.

The clients represented above can be considered stakeholders in the NSF programs. While a stakeholder evaluation alone, as such, is not advocated here because it lacks necessary breadth, it is important for the evaluator to consider the client/stakeholders as both sources of data and as groups to observe for the collection of data. Among the stakeholders are

1. The funders, NSF administrators, and program administrators;
2. The grant recipients and their associates who execute the projects;
3. Direct recipients of the project results or information dissemination, mostly in the academic and technology business communities;
4. Indirect beneficiaries of the project results, mostly the public at large; and

5. Possible unintended “victims” of the program, such as taxpayers, groups systematically excluded from projects or their outcomes, and people who suffer negative side effects of otherwise useful projects.

Data Collection for the Evaluation

The measures of the goals-based evaluation flow directly from the operationalization of the goals, and tend to be more quantitative than qualitative. The Footprint evaluation requires a different set of data collection and methods from the goals-based evaluation. Data are collected more “naturalistically,” with an emphasis on qualitative, as opposed to quantitative, data. Some of the measures, methods, and evaluation targets are described below.

Recommended Evaluation Topics and Measures

- Assess perceptions of the project, especially project outcomes, through interviews with project directors, their colleagues and associates, participants, and other experts who are familiar with the field.

- Assess the number and perceived value of new ideas and models of learning and teaching with technologies created and tested under NSF sponsorship or stimulation.

- Assess experts’ perceptions of the ideas and models created and tested under NSF sponsorship.

- Assess experts’ perceptions of funded projects and the value of project outcomes.

- Assess experts’ retrospective and current perceived value of NSF-supported research and development on applications of advanced technologies, especially with regard to innovativeness, national impact, and uses of advanced technology for learning, thinking, and problem solving.

- Assess the perceived “usefulness” and value of research on cutting-edge technology.

- Estimate the extent of uses of program-supported advanced science and mathematical concepts by educational leaders and in classrooms.

- Estimate the capacity of students to cope with problems of increasing abstraction and complexity at earlier ages.

- Analyze the results of pilot testing of new concepts and prototype materials in schools and colleges, especially with regard to the understanding of how and when new ideas can be introduced into the curriculum.

- Analyze the results of dissemination of all research completed under NSF support, including scholarly articles, articles in professional publications, news coverage, and presentation in other media.

- Undertake studies of public awareness of key concepts developed and disseminated under NSF support.
• Assess how and to what extent project information and outcomes influence the variety of publics who are among the target groups of the program.

• Assess the impact of projects on individuals in the education profession and other institutions in terms of the development of ideas, research, and practice that emanate from the funded projects.

• Determine what new research and applications are undertaken as a direct result of the funded project and its findings.

• Assess the extent to which funded projects have yielded information that has been widely disseminated to groups and individuals in education and in business. Identify the type, methods, and extent of planned dissemination of project results, and the type, methods, and extent of unplanned dissemination of project results.

• Assess the number of minority individuals participating in a program; the type, number, and effectiveness of minority outreach efforts; and the number of minority groups and individuals reached.

• Assess the program’s impact on teaching and learning among individuals who have participated in the project and among individuals who have been reached by the program dissemination efforts.

• Assess among grant recipients the sources and origins of project ideas and goals, including the role of NSF funding and support in the generation of the ideas.

• Investigate follow-up activities to the grant activities, in particular what new research, projects, and dissemination have occurred.

• Track the planning of future anticipated directions and applications of the funded activities.

• Determine from principal investigators the duration of projects and the difference between the proposed and actual duration of each project.

• Assess investigators’ initial goals for research and project activities, unanticipated findings that emerged from the research, and other research that has been pursued outside the scope of the grant or the project plan.

• Assess the effects of the project on participants, their attitudes, and their learning, and perceptions of the role of the project in their lives.

• Assess the impact of the projects and their activities on the professional activities of other individuals and organizations who have used the projects and their findings for other purposes.

• Conduct a thorough document analysis, including a review of each proposal and final report to determine initial goals and actual outcomes. Conduct interviews of NSF program decision makers regarding feedback received from past recipients, how past-funded project results affect future funding goals and decisions, and how the project results guide the formation of future goals.
• Assess criteria NSF uses to determine the “success” of projects and how NSF decision makers arrive at the criteria.

• Assess the methods NSF programs use to decide which projects are to be funded. Determine what predictors of success are applied from past projects.

**Conclusion**

The paper has offered recommendations for the evaluation of NSF programs. Given the posthoc nature of the evaluation design and the absence of identified measurement criteria, an evaluation that is solely goals-based carries serious limitations and is ruled out. Instead, a combination of evaluation approaches that includes both goals-based and goal-free methods is necessary and recommended. In general, the goals-based approach is seen to be valuable in the measurement of anticipated project outcomes, while the goal-free approach assesses broad effects, including unanticipated effects. Both approaches utilize quantitative and qualitative data.
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Introduction

When evaluating National Science Foundation (NSF) programs that fund research and innovative technical applications in mathematics and science education, it is important to consider the main purposes of the evaluation. One well-established purpose calls for the evaluation to identify the effects of the program—on the profession, on other research, on practice, and on other institutions. But focusing attention on effects tends to direct attention away from the intended audience of the evaluation. Stated differently, the evaluation of NSF programs should not only identify the effects of programs, but the evaluation should communicate the value of those effects to a variety of audiences—such as the United States Congress, the mathematics and science education professions, the NSF administration, and the public. Indeed, the value of research and innovative technical applications is often greater than its immediate effect, and any evaluation that fails to communicate this value will fail to live up to its potential. Consequently, in the effort to design nontraditional approaches to evaluation that is presented in this paper, I argue that the determination of a program’s value should be integrated with the communication of its value.

A full appreciation of promising approaches to the evaluation of NSF programs that fund research and innovation requires an understanding of several factors. The Research in Teaching and Learning Program, the Applications of Advanced Technologies Program, the Educational Indicators and Studies Program, and other NSF programs are complex. Each program has multiple goals, incorporates expectations that are not always clearly articulated, uses limited resources to solve large problems, and is required to be sufficiently flexible that it both responds to immediate concerns and prepares the Foundation for future needs. Given this complexity, a productive evaluation of these programs should draw upon knowledge of at least the following:

- The nature of research, innovative development, and research-driven enterprise;
- The long-term pay-offs of some kinds of research;
- The most promising lines of inquiry at any given time;
- The past record of established researchers;
- The need to nurture young researchers; and
- The relative importance of groups that have a special interest in the research.

The evaluation of NSF programs that fund research and innovation is further complicated by the nature of mathematics and science education. The teaching and the learning of mathematics and science are different. Each field has...
different curriculum needs and traditions. Those who work in or interact with each field vary greatly in their interests, work, and demands that are placed on them. This observation applies with equal force to teachers, teacher educators, students, researchers, scientists, mathematicians, school administrators, and policy makers. Each field of mathematics and science education has its own community of scholars and researchers. Nonetheless, NSF programs must serve both fields and, at times, must even allocate resources among the researchers who work in both fields.

As a body of inquiry, evaluation itself adds to the complexity of determining the value of governmental research programs. Studying and evaluating an NSF program has political overtones and ramifications. In addition, amidst calls for public accountability for programs of this kind, the task of assigning a value to the work of the program may create some troubling paradoxes. Specifically, the evaluation of research that is carried out under a given program may validate the high quality of one set of research findings that run counter to the findings of other well-publicized and developed projects supported by the same agency. Further, because each NSF program funds a wide spectrum of projects, this situation could even occur within an individual program. Finally, the costs of evaluation also add to the complexity of determining the value of programs. The benefits of an evaluation to the program and the Foundation must be weighed against the expenses of conducting evaluation that can adequately deal with the multifaceted composition of the program. Since these kinds of factors are important practical constraints upon program evaluation, they should be considered when designing and selecting models for the evaluation of NSF programs.

In this paper I have tried to speak to some of these concerns. However, a full explication of these factors and their relationships to evaluation would require a major document. My intent here is to offer sufficient explanation that the rationale for each nontraditional approach to evaluation is made clear.

In brief, I recommend a series of evaluation studies, since the varied characteristics of the studies best accommodate the variety of goals that a program can have.

- One recommended study, a retrograde analysis, considers how funded projects have built on and used findings from previous projects that were funded by a program. The retrograde analysis is designed to communicate the integrity of the programs and to show how funded research and projects have built on each other to develop a body of knowledge that is being applied to science and mathematics education.

- A second proposed study, a video documentary, is designed to use visual images to communicate the findings and innovations that have been generated through NSF programs and to elucidate their value to educational practice.

- The purpose of a third proposed study, a research community culture analysis, is to communicate the richness and productivity of the community of researchers that has evolved, at least partly, be-
cause of funding that it has received from NSF. A significant number of people have served on NSF-funded projects and have gained knowledge and experience while working on those projects. The work and expertise of these researchers and others extend beyond the boundaries of the work that they have performed for the NSF. An analysis of this community can reveal some of the extended effects of NSF programs.

* The fourth proposed study, generalizability analysis, is an attempt to attend to the spectrum of impacts that NSF programs can have. The analysis would use sampling techniques and large-scale instruments to produce information about results from a collection of funded projects, and the analysis would attempt to identify the impact of those studies upon likely users.

The body of this paper begins with a brief description of one NSF program, Research in Teaching and Learning (RTL), to exemplify the complexity of a funding program and the wide variety of projects that are funded. The other programs that are pertinent to this study, such as the Applications of Advanced Technologies Program and the Educational Indicators and Studies Program, have comparable characteristics and are equally diverse. The description of the RTL program is followed by a discussion of the diversity of research in education. This discussion is followed by statements of specific evaluation questions that are central to this kind of undertaking, and by a brief enumeration of issues and pitfalls that are likely to arise in the evaluation of NSF programs. The paper concludes with an outline of four promising approaches to program evaluation that would communicate the value of NSF programs to the most important audiences that could use the results of this kind of evaluation.

**Brief Description of the Research in Teaching and Learning Program**

Overcoming conceptual difficulties in science; generating more and better mathematical discourse in elementary classrooms; building models of student achievement in science and mathematics; identifying the theoretical and national policy implications of the persistence of high-ability minority youth in college mathematics, science, engineering, pre-medicine, and predentistry programs; and assessing changes in home processes related to children’s interest and proficiency in mathematics as they are affected by a program designed to help parents be more active in their children’s mathematics learning: these are only a few examples of the 187 new and continuing projects that were supported by the Research in Teaching and Learning Program during the 1987-91 period. Over these 5 years, grants totaled $23.45 million—not including the funding of 26 projects that were shared jointly with other NSF programs between 1987 and 1990. Significantly, in terms of the numbers of projects funded, the greatest concentration of awards was in the field of mathematics, followed by physics, general science, interdisciplinary area, biology, chemistry, and astronomy.

**Goals of the Program**

Research in Teaching and Learning—a program in the Division of Research, Evaluation, and Dissemination—seeks to support new discoveries about how individuals and groups learn, teach, and work more effectively in complex, changing environments.
and learning of mathematics, science, and technology at all levels. Findings from this research are to inform those who are active and interested in education and its reform. Policy makers, teachers, teacher educators, curriculum developers, parents, and researchers are among the people who compose the intended audience for the research output and findings that appear in reports, videos, computer software, laboratory activities, and instructional materials. Although RTL has been supporting research since 1984, its current priorities are to advance our understanding of the following:

- How students learn complex concepts in science and mathematics;
- How advances in knowledge of mathematical modeling link to the learning of complex concepts in science;
- How teachers' subject-matter knowledge and competencies affect student learning; and
- How teachers learn to become inquiring practitioners and active researchers, and how they learn to apply that knowledge in their classrooms.

The goal of the RTL program is to generate a knowledge base that informs the national movement to reform mathematics and science education. To attain this goal, the program has specific objectives.

- First, the program seeks to establish the content and sequence of learning that can be most effective in developing science and mathematics literacy and problem-solving skills.
- Second, the program endeavors to meet the current and future needs of decision makers and other people who perform critical roles in education and research by building a coherent and comprehensive base of knowledge of learning and teaching in mathematics, science, and technology.
- Third, RTL seeks to produce research that will inform the reconceptualization of performance measures and that will develop alternative methods for assessing student learning.
- Fourth, the program is to study the significance of the nature and quality of laboratory experiences and determine their effects.
- Fifth, RTL is to explore factors—especially those influencing underrepresented groups—that empower students to participate and achieve in science and mathematics and to develop a positive disposition toward these fields of study and work.
- Sixth, the program seeks to engage teachers in education research, as a strategy to help make findings become more closely attuned to classroom reality.
- Finally, RTL's seventh objective is to assure that research findings are applied by members of the education community—teachers, teacher educators, policy makers, educational administrators, parents, and other researchers.
Range of Projects Funded by the Program

Projects supported by the Research in Teaching and Learning Program vary in their purposes, methods, age levels of student populations, and subject matter. As indicated by the nature of the projects that were cited at the beginning of this paper, goals of projects can range from addressing policy issues and providing information for policy decisions to very specific learning problems. The program uses five categories to group and describe the range of its projects: setting the research agenda, research in teacher enhancement, research on student learning, curriculum research, and cross-cultural research.

RTL involvement in setting the research agenda includes supporting major conferences, reports, and publications within the research community. Recent funding has been directed toward research projects that advance current efforts to reform mathematics and science education. For example,

- The “NCTM Research Catalyst Conferences” had six groups of researchers, each of which involved two mentor researchers who met with less experienced researchers, to design and encourage research critical to the implementation of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics.

- Another RTL-funded project prepared the aptly titled report “Establishing the Research Agenda: The Critical Issues of Science Curriculum Reform.” This report was discussed at national meetings and published in the Journal for Research in Science Teaching.

Other funded projects have helped to define the research agenda in education by summarizing key research findings and by examining ways that findings can be communicated to practitioners.

Funded research in teacher enhancement targets the teaching process and reveals ways that student learning of mathematics and science can be expanded.

- The Cognitively Guided Instruction Project, directed by Elizabeth Fennema and Thomas Carpenter at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and funded jointly with the Division of Teacher Preparation and Enhancement, produced research-based materials and strategies for inservice and preservice teachers to be more effective by using knowledge about student thinking to make instructional decisions.

- Another example of funded research in teacher enhancement is a school-based research project that is run cooperatively by the University of Maryland and the Montgomery County Public Schools in Maryland. Project Impact (Increasing the Mathematical Power of All Children and Teachers) strives to enhance student understanding of mathematics through summer inservice programs for teachers of minority children.

In the course of these programs, teachers study pedagogical content knowledge, mathematical content knowledge, and their beliefs. Teachers use the opportunity to examine and develop...
instructional activities that foster mathematical understanding and problem solving. Evaluation is ongoing in studying the implementation of the summer inservice goals and in a multiyear impact evaluation of the effects of the inservice programs on student learning and teacher beliefs and practices.

Research on student learning embraces projects that focus on student cognition, concept learning, problem solving, and the knowledge that students bring to the formal educational setting.

- In science, funded projects are devising and studying new ways to help students learn such traditionally difficult concepts as force, motion, gravity, harmonic motion, and the adaptation and natural selection mechanisms that underlie biological evolution.

- In mathematics, funded projects focus on topics that range from early number concepts through multiplication, estimation, pre-algebra and algebra, geometry, calculus, probability and statistics, and abstract algebra at the college level.

Curriculum research includes projects that endeavor to inform instructional materials development. Research focuses on topics from the school and college curriculum and is designed to foster curricular and instructional innovations.

- In science, research on topics in physics, chemistry, and biology help to structure instructional materials.

- In mathematics, other studies focus on Logo geometry for elementary schools, mathematical modeling and exponential functions for high schools, and calculus concepts and computers for courses at the college level.

Finally, in funding cross-cultural research, RTL intends to raise the expectations of educators concerning student achievement and classroom practices by studying practices and results from other countries.

- The work of Harold Stevenson and others on Japanese, Chinese, and American students has been highly acclaimed and widely published in both the scientific and popular press. These researchers have articulated their objectives in the following terms, “the goal of this research is to increase understanding of prior and contemporary influences on achievement in mathematics so that effective suggestions may be made for the improvement of mathematics education in the United States” (NSF Summary of Awards, Research in Teaching and Learning, Fiscal Years 1987-1990 [hereinafter NSF 1987-90] 80).

- Other research projects in this category seek to maintain and enhance the database of the IEA Second International Mathematics Study and provide American educators access to research monographs that have been published exclusively in the former Soviet Union.

The five categories of research projects that are supported by the Research in Teaching and Learning program embrace diverse projects. The objectives of the projects that are included in these
categories range from very broad issues of reform and international perspectives to very specific concerns in concept learning, teaching practice, and materials development. Moreover, the range of project goals within any given RTL funding category is very extensive and broadens, rather than concentrates, the diversity of research endeavors. For example, under the category of research on student learning, some studies use students’ mathematical errors as a springboard to critical thinking (NSF 1987-90, 6); another project focuses on systems of concepts in multiplicative structures; a third studies the cognitive processes that are involved in understanding and using scientific diagrams; and still another project is attempting to facilitate the process by which students learn to connect real-world phenomena with scientific representations of the phenomena. This variety in projects is also evident in the educational level that serves as the focus of funded research, as indicated below.

- Approximately 29 percent of the projects during 1987-91 concerned the elementary level of education;
- Fifteen percent concerned the middle school level;
- Thirty-three percent concerned the secondary level;
- Eighteen percent concerned the undergraduate level, and
- Nineteen percent were not related to any single grade level, since some projects treated more than one grade level.

Another indicator of the diversity of these projects is the fact that over 300 key words and phrases are listed in the index of the 1987-90 RTL summary report. In brief, NSF’s program of Research in Teaching and Learning appears to seek broad coverage over concentration in the projects that it supports, since RTL addresses learning and teaching by people of all ages, and since RTL tries to provide information for decision making by a range of people, including parents, teachers, administrators, scientists, policy makers, and curriculum developers.

The Practical Nature of Research in Education

Educational research incorporates many kinds of inquiry and is not limited to a particular mode of investigation. The objectives of educational research can range from efforts to understand the learning process to the gathering of information that is intended to improve decision making. Borg and Gall (1983) have classified educational research into four typologies that differ according to the following characteristics of the research: topic, purpose, hypothesis testing, and basic versus applied research.

Topic describes the phenomena investigated, such as learning process, cognitive abilities, and teaching methods. Purpose addresses whether the research attempts to describe or characterize a group of phenomena, or whether it tries to reveal relationships among variables. Hypothesis testing research involves studies based on some prior theory or findings that are used to confirm or reject conjectures. Basic versus applied research distinguishes between research that focuses on understanding fundamental structures and processes (basic research) and research that focuses on structures and processes as they appear in educational practice (applied research).
Research to Inform the Practice of Teaching and Learning

Although the nature of educational research is varied, education is a practical field that continually requires teachers, administrators, supervisors, and others to make decisions that have cumulative influences on the lives of students. Research that facilitates decision making, that provides guidelines to help reduce the complexity of educational content and instructional practices and materials, or that provides answers to questions that arise repeatedly has enormous potential for teachers and others, provided findings are put in a useable form. For example, knowing that 6-year-old students enter first grade with thinking strategies that are useful when solving mathematics word problems that have generally been presented to older students (Carpenter and Moser 1983) is a powerful finding that could help first grade teachers to work effectively with their students.

The curriculum, the goals, objectives, and instructional materials that are necessary to achieve desired outcomes, is a dominant force in determining what is taught in classrooms in this Nation. Research can benefit the development of curriculum materials by indicating what works and what does not work. Systematic feedback on draft versions of instructional and curricular materials can be critically important to curriculum developers who are writing materials for use in classrooms.

Research to Lead Reform

The relationship of research to education reform often incorporates an important bifurcation: research can prompt reform; or research can be a response to reform. To cite a significant example, the NCTM Standards were written by people from the research community and by other mathematics educators in the profession who were very knowledgeable about research findings. This knowledge—in addition to collective, accumulated experience in teaching and producing effective curriculum materials—was very valuable in the preparation of the NCTM Standards that have served as a driving force in current efforts to reform mathematics education in this country. Furthermore, the NCTM Standards went beyond existing, verified knowledge and established new expectations regarding the nature and extent of mathematics that all K-12 students should experience. The Standards also presented content topics (e.g., discrete mathematics) for which there were very few available curriculum materials. The Standards then set an agenda for additional research that would be needed to effect the vision that the Standards offered to the community of mathematics educators and researchers. In this manner, research can do more than add fuel to the fervor for reform by helping to ignite the flame and by adding tinder that will keep the flame going.

Research to Develop and Confirm Theories

Theory building, theory verification, and model building have been applied to education and have been an application of research. If we share the view of Kaplan that "a theory is a way of making sense of a disturbing situation so as to allow us most effectively to bring to bear our repertoire of habits" (1964), and that a model is "the embodiment of a structural analogy" (1964), then we can see that theories and models are useful in providing a language for communication and in making predictions. Indeed, with well-developed theories and models, predictions can be very precise. Piaget's theory of the development of intellectual capacity in children, and its focus on...
their attempts to structure their world and give it meaning, fostered a large body of research. Carroll's model of learning (1963) that depicted learning as a function of prior knowledge, perseverance, opportunity to learn, and other variables, was instrumental in the mastery learning movement and was used to design research to verify that model under different conditions. Because education is complex and involves many variables, educational theories and models are difficult to develop, but successive iterations in the development of these theories and models help to define research questions more precisely and productively, and link individual research studies to other bodies of organized inquiry.

**Research to Explain Outcomes and Practice**

A common use of research in education is to describe outcomes, practices, and conditions. Teachers who are isolated in their classrooms can benefit from descriptive studies that reflect on the practices of others. Such studies provide confirmation for a teacher who rarely has the opportunity to observe other teachers in their classrooms or to consider variations in teaching practices. National and international studies that describe the achievement level of large groups of students, or the achievement differentials by different groups of students, are helpful for policy makers when they review policies and allocate resources.

Education is notorious for borrowing direction and methods from many other fields, such as psychology, the natural sciences, anthropology, and linguistics. Educational research is no different and has applied a variety of methods to study questions that bear on the field. The range of methods includes ethnography (anthropology), computer simulations and models (computer science), case studies (medicine and sociology), statistical analyses (statistics), cost-benefit analyses (economics), and policy and historical analyses (political science and history). These methods of inquiry have an impact on the ways that researchers interact with their findings, and can reveal different information concerning the same phenomena. In light of the large number of variables, factors, and complexities that arise in most educational research, multiple methods of research are necessary if we are to begin to identify and understand the important variables and relationships among variables that exist in education.

**Research in Science and Mathematics Education**

The nature of research on teaching and learning in science education and in mathematics education is defined by a multitude of factors. In a certain sense these fields are very young. The bodies of knowledge, methodologies, and traditions that they draw upon are continually under development. Moreover, both fields are greatly influenced by the content areas of mathematics and science, and many researchers have been trained in those disciplines. In addition, the education of students in these content areas requires attention to psychology, learning theories, and educational foundations. Because education is so diverse, researchers in both science education and mathematics education have drawn upon many methodologies to study teaching, learning, curriculum development, and policies. The emerging technologies and their applications to education have required mathematics and science education researchers to expand their knowledge to understand these new and changing forms that have the potential to change drastically the teaching and
learning of mathematics and science. Given these varied sources and methods in education, research on teaching and learning in mathematics and science education calls for corresponding variety in the approaches that are used to conduct research and maintain contact with research advances. This compounding of complex educational methods and research approaches often makes it difficult to understand the research, and to identify and communicate the value of the research.

**Evaluation Questions**

The questions that are to be answered in the course of evaluating such NSF programs as the RTL program should be structured by the purpose of the evaluation. As argued at the beginning of this paper, the central purpose of NSF program evaluation is the communication of the value of NSF programs that fund research and innovative technical applications in mathematics and science education. Communication is constructing knowledge. The acts of writing, speaking, reading, and listening require building on existing knowledge, making decisions, analyzing information, and drawing conclusions. The act of communicating the value of NSF also entails constructing the value of the programs by focusing on what is important, analyzing information, and drawing conclusions. The act of communicating the value of NSF programs requires depicting what the programs have done, what their main effects are, and how these effects have been applied to practice.

Clearly, additional purposes for an evaluation of the effects of an NSF program can be phrased in other ways. One purpose could be to ascertain the accomplishments of the RTL program and the impact of these accomplishments on instruction and learning in mathematics and science in the United States. Two other purposes could be served by the evaluation: the undertaking can gather information targeted to strengthen the program, so that it will be more effective in achieving its goals; and the evaluation can reflect upon the goals of the RTL program. In reflecting on the goals of the program, attention would need to be given to their relationships with the goals of other programs, so that a clear view of the correspondence among goals can be obtained, and so that the future needs of mathematics and science education over the next 5, 10, and 15 years can be defined. In brief, the evaluation of the program needs to be specific enough that it can be accomplished, but it needs to be general enough that it will provide confirmation, direction, and a rethinking of procedures. Focusing on the communication of the value of the program can meet these criteria.

**Sample Questions**

In communicating the value of NSF programs, there are at least six important questions that the evaluation should strive to answer.

1. What research findings and information have been produced by individual projects and by the collectivity of projects that have been supported by the RTL program?

In thinking about this issue, it is useful to decompose the question into its components by employing the two-by-
Exhibit 1

Four questions for an evaluation of the Research in Teaching and Learning program, structured by the information that is now known as a result of the research and by the applications of those research findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Results</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Know</strong></td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What findings and information have been produced that have successfully solved a problem or fulfilled a need?</td>
<td>What findings and information have been produced that have not been applied to solve an important problem or fulfill a need?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do Not Know</strong></td>
<td><strong>No</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What critical problems or needs have not been resolved or refined by research findings and information?</td>
<td>What negative or poor applications have filled the gap in the absence of solid research findings and information?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two matrix that is depicted in Exhibit 1. One dimension represents the information and findings that have been produced by RTL projects. This “research” dimension can be divided into two categories—what we know and what we do not know. The second dimension represents the application of research to existing problems. This “application” dimension can also be divided into two categories—what research has been applied and what has not been applied. This simple matrix helps to generate four classifications of questions that should be answered by the program evaluation.

1a. What findings and information have been produced that have successfully solved a problem or fulfilled a need?

The responses to this question will be the success stories of the program. Projects that have been successful in gaining results and in having these results applied to the solution of important problems will provide strong evidence about the impact of the program. An important part of the answer to this question lies in the identification of problems and needs and in demonstrations of the ways that funded research provided solutions to the problems or met the needs. In addition, it is critically important that the question and consequent answers focus on significant problems. For example, helping elementary teachers to learn how to build on student thinking in their teaching is more significant than deciding between the use of vertical addition or horizontal addition.
The evaluation should determine what the program has not done in areas where information and research results would be useful.

1b. What critical problems or needs have not been resolved or refined by research findings and information?

The evaluation should determine what the program has not done in areas where information and research results would be useful. Some explanation of why research has not been successful in resolving—or at least, in refining—important problems will need to be incorporated into the answers to this question. There may be many important reasons why research findings are not available. Possible explanations might include the following: research may have been tried, but findings may have been inconsistent; funds may not have been available to support the needed research; the research may not have been concentrated in the manner that would have been most likely to resolve the problem; and insufficient time or resources may have been allocated to solve the problem.

1c. What findings and information have been produced that have not been applied to solve an important problem or fulfill a need?

In any research program, some efforts will not produce the intended results or will not be productive. Alternately, some research may not address questions that are as important as other research. One would hope that there would be a minimum of such research that is supported by the RTL program. However, a program without any such efforts is probably insufficiently aggressive in advancing knowledge in a given area. Still other research will address basic questions whose answers do not have any immediate applications. For example, some psychological research in the learning of nonsense syllables is basic and lacks direct classroom applications. A complete evaluation of the RTL program would need to identify research efforts and findings that have not been applied and would need to assign some value to these efforts, since they may have made a significant contribution to a body of knowledge and may be an important outcome of the program.

1d. What negative or poor applications have filled the gap in the absence of solid research findings and information?

Any program that supports research will have to decide between the research that it will fund and the research that it will not fund. In some instances, important educational questions will arise, and no information from research may be available to help respond to those questions. The absence of this information may suggest that the program has failed to anticipate the issues that will arise in the future. In that event, practitioners will have to use the best information that is available to them. In some cases, the information that is available or the practices that are current may be relatively unsuccessful or may even produce poor results because the needed information has not been produced. For example, some feel that an extended use of mathematics worksheets with young children can result in rote learning and the development of a very mechanistic view of mathematics. Without research findings that refute this practice, some teachers will continue to have a worksheet-based mathematics classroom. Consequently, the evaluation of the RTL program should at least acknowledge the kinds of
research that have not been funded and should consider the implications—both positive and negative—of the decisions not to fund certain research.

In addition to evaluation questions that focus on the application of research findings, there are five other questions that should be considered.

2. How has the RTL program contributed to the development of a community of researchers who serve as resources for the education system?

3. How have findings and information from the RTL program supported other program efforts, and how have the findings and information been used by other NSF programs, such as that in Instructional Materials Development?

4. How has the RTL program shaped and set the research agenda in mathematics and science education; and, more particularly, how has this agenda setting derived from provocative questions that have been formulated by the program and that have motivated large numbers of studies?

5. How have the RTL program and its funded projects built on findings from related research programs and fields, such as those in psychology and computer science, to ensure that supported research is relevant and does not duplicate work in other fields?

6. How have the operations and funding strategies of the RTL program served the program’s goals?

Issues and Pitfalls in Evaluating the Research in Teaching and Learning Program

There are seven issues that are central to the design of program evaluations for the National Science Foundation.

- One issue concerns the unit of analysis for an evaluation. To show fully the extensiveness of the NSF program’s accomplishments, whenever possible, the unit of analysis should be the program.

- Scale is a second issue. One major goal of the NSF is to improve the quality of the Nation’s science, mathematics, engineering, and technology education. Trying to observe movement in the national system poses massive problems for the comprehensive evaluation of programs.

- A third issue is that the observation of important effects will depend somewhat on the time and duration of the research projects. Sometimes important systematic effects do not appear until years after the completion of a project. Also, the research or project could have been worthy, but the project or research may not have been extended over an adequate period of time to produce observable systematic effects.

- A fourth issue is that change and the evidence of change is not uniformly apparent over the education system. The problem becomes one of locating the points at which change has been concentrated in the educational system, and of attributing the change to identifiable research and development projects.

“Sometimes important systematic effects do not appear until years after the completion of a project.”
A fifth issue concerns the synergy of the research and education systems and how information flows between the two. Funded research may be of a high quality, but the dissemination of findings may be poorly implemented.

A sixth issue in studying the impact of research on practice is that there may be conflicting forces that bear on the support of research and the application of research. What research has determined to be theoretically sound practice may confront current practice that is strongly embedded in tradition and values. Or, the recommended changes may be overwhelmingly expensive. Quality research cannot always be expected to find its way into practice.

Finally, in any evaluation of research programs there are unintended outcomes that in many cases will be positive. This implies that in studying NSF programs some consideration needs to be given to effects that go beyond those stated in projects’ proposals or final reports.

Promising Approaches to Evaluation

Evaluating the impact of the NSF programs is complicated, as indicated earlier, by the great variety of projects that were funded under the programs, the range of age groups that were targeted by projects, the forces within education that retard the implementation of research findings, and the lack of concentration of results that can be brought to bear on the educational system in the United States. Tracking the effects of any one of the programs, such as the RTL program—on the profession, on other research, on practice, and on institutions—is further complicated by the many other influences that affect schools and education. Alternate approaches to evaluation are needed in order to reveal the levels of outcomes and the variety that exists among outcomes. In light of these considerations, some nontraditional approaches to evaluation can communicate to others the value of NSF programs that fund research and innovative technical applications for mathematics and science education. To help simplify references to the different programs, the four approaches to evaluation are described in the context of only one funding program, Research in Teaching and Learning. The approaches, however, could be applied to any of the other programs or to combination of programs.

Retrograde Analysis

One indicator of a research program’s value is its internal integrity: how research produced over the years builds upon research that was previously produced by the program. A program with internal integrity will develop a coherent body of knowledge with evident chains of inquiry. The value of the program, in this case, is the created body of knowledge that can be drawn upon by different people for multiple reasons. Strong chains of inquiry are more apt to lead to significant applications when ideas are highly developed, expended effort and resources have been concentrated, and findings have stood the test of time. Communicating the value of created bodies of knowledge becomes a problem of describing what the body of knowledge is, how it has evolved from the work of projects within the program, its importance, and its potential applications.

The study of the internal integrity of the RTL program and the bodies of knowledge that it has generated could be
done by a team of three people—one evaluator, one science educator, and one mathematics educator. The principle charge to the evaluation team would be to analyze the relationships that exist among the findings of projects that have been supported over time. The central focus of the evaluation would be to document the relationships among the findings of the most successful projects and to establish the fact that projects have built on each other to form coherent bodies of knowledge. The work of other projects could be studied as appropriate or warranted. The most productive projects to begin this investigation can be identified from the amount of funding received, the visibility of the project, and the extensiveness of findings. The Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) project is one example of such a “star” project.

Instead of the usual approach to evaluation, which examines the progression from early studies to more recent studies, it would be useful to proceed in a retrograde manner, by examining the ways that more recent studies have relied upon and built upon a succession of earlier studies. Such retrograde analysis would examine relationships between funded projects by focusing upon the “generation” of the projects under consideration—by moving from the current research generation to research that was funded and conducted one, and two, and three or more generations earlier. In this approach to program evaluation, what is currently known from each of the “star” projects could be described by using information obtained in interviews of the project staff and others, by reviewing project documents and technical papers on findings and results, and by surveying other sources of information as appropriate. Then, one could analyze the research bases for the current findings and information, and the derivation of these research bases from research that was conducted one and more generations earlier. In this manner, a project genealogy would be produced (Webb, Shoen, and Whitehurst, 1993). Subsequently, the linkages between research generations would be used to identify the initial or formative ideas that underlie research over time. The intent in this approach to analysis is to establish a chain of inquiry linking the generations of projects, and to relate this chain to support from the RTL program or to the manner in which RTL has built upon support from other sources. Such an analysis has the potential to demonstrate the cumulative or building effect of research findings, the evolution of projects over time, the evolution of project staff thinking, and the productive use of RTL funding. The most likely chains to be revealed are ones that follow a researcher, group of researchers, or a topic of research. Theoretical mappings and idea tracings over time are possible outcomes.

Chains of inquiry and other findings from this analysis can be validated by direct evidence—a researcher reporting and showing evidence of a link to work of another project—or triangulation of evidence—confirming evidence received from different sources. The final product of this evaluation could be a report including both a narrative explanation of the linkages found and charts depicting the development of bodies of knowledge.

**Video Documentation**

A second evaluation approach to communicating the value of the RTL program builds on Marshall McLuhan’s idea that the medium is the message. The central evaluation question focuses on the coherent messages about classroom practices and educational innova-
tions that can be gleaned from the program. The form of reporting findings from this investigation would be a video documentary. The process of creating the documentary will be, in and of itself, an evaluative investigation extended further by using the different elements available in video to communicate the findings. Video is a powerful medium for reporting to large and varied audiences. Video, as compared to text, has the advantage of communicating more clearly the visual materials that are produced by projects, new applications of technology, and the full range of diverse projects that form the program.

The preparation and production of the video RTL documentary would be the responsibility of an evaluation team consisting of an evaluator, mathematics and science educators, a producer, a script writer, and necessary production support staff. The time that any one person would spend on the evaluation would depend upon the extensiveness of the study and the role to be assumed. The process would begin by researching and analyzing the main messages that can be derived from the RTL program. Then, the selection and focusing process would identify the major theme or themes for the video, based on validated findings, what has been put into practice, what is visually exciting, and what is ongoing, exciting work that has the potential for change. Subsequently, an editorial board, consisting of NSF staff, researchers, and others, would critically analyze the themes and the work selected to create the video and to substantiate the selections of material. The evaluation team would need to have some autonomy to do the necessary research, prepare the script, and produce the video. Some written materials could be prepared in support of the video, but the video should be the main form of communication.

The actual story and the major themes of the documentary will be decided as part of the process of evaluation. Many possibilities exist.

- One is to report on actual classroom applications where practices have been directly influenced by RTL projects. A variation in focusing on classroom practices would depict the applications of research findings by making a composite of an ideal classroom for different grade ranges and content areas. Classroom composites could reveal in concrete terms the practical body of knowledge that has been generated by funded research. The classroom composites could consist of written and video scenarios of the RTL-influenced classrooms that depict teaching practices, student activities, and student learning.

- Another possibility for the storyline of a documentary would be to take an issue, such as opportunity to learn, and show how RTL projects, such as the Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS), have advanced our understanding of that concept and how there are consequences that can be documented or anticipated from this advancement. For example, SIMS data indicated that opportunity to learn was strongly correlated with achievement, as has been supported by other studies. This can be a powerful message when thinking about “world class standards.” A treatment of opportunity to learn could also lead to a timely analysis of equity, and to an analysis of differences in content and in presentation to various groups of students.
An evaluation of the value of RTL and other programs would grow out of the process of revealing the implications of what we know to be true and what we think is possibly true.

In addition to investigating major themes across the RTL programs and their applications to practice, the video development process can be used to reveal the questions that projects are pursuing and the substance of what is being learned. Many projects use video as a research tool to record student interviews and classroom interactions, and a video documentary could build on these video resources that communicate very well what has been developed. This could be accomplished by collecting video and other visual materials from projects, by abstracting depictions of new findings and applications, and by creating video episodes to present the major ideas. This process serves both as a means of evaluating the richness or weakness of findings and as a form of communicating and describing some of the RTL program’s effects.

Other video techniques afford unique ways of communicating the range of findings, the scope of work, and the applications to practice. Some of these techniques are:

- Video interviews with researchers, teachers, and students;
- Voice-over segments that illustrate a new practice while the audience hears a teacher reflect on the practice;
- Montages that present a range of investigations through a sequence of music-accompanied images that are flashed on the screen; and
- Presentations of computer simulations, software demonstrations, or CD-ROM applications to explain the wide use of technology that is being supported by RTL.

The process of producing a video documentary using these and other techniques, along with presenting major themes and applications, requires grouping RTL work and findings into categories, deducing meaningful conclusions, portraying classroom applications, and validating what is reported. All of these activities are part of an evaluation process and communication.

Formal review mechanisms can be imposed on the development of the video to ensure that the substance of reports and communications adheres to the rigorous requirements of good evaluation. A review process can be designed to include an editorial panel, researchers as advisors, and practitioners. These people would have the responsibility of ensuring that the information presented is accurate, and that the information appropriately communicates the effects of the RTL program and how the findings benefit the educational system. Outside reviewers can be employed as impartial technical advisors and even on-screen critics or discussants. Cost controls would need to be imposed, but the expense of developing a 30 to 60 minute video documentary of studio quality could be less than the cost of developing both a conventional study with similar evaluation purposes and a video that describes the study’s findings. It is likely, however, that the cost of a video documentary will vary with the overall quality of its content and imagery. The least expensive video would derive from a collection of existing video materials from RTL projects; the video and evalu-
aison would be edited from these materials and presented with a sound track to communicate the range and value of RTL projects. The most expensive video would consist of original footage; the video would be of network quality and the analysis would investigate RTL’s impact on classroom practices.

Research Communities Culture Analysis

An important contribution of the RTL program and other NSF programs is the development of mathematics and science education research communities. A cultural analysis could be carried out on these communities and on the links that these communities have with other relevant professional communities. The analysis of the mathematics and science education research communities could then be compared or contrasted with analyses of research communities in other subject-matter areas (such as language arts, social studies, and fine arts), other funding situations (such as the private sector or research funded by private foundations), or in other countries.

An evaluation team would be responsible for conducting the analysis. This team would—at a minimum—be composed of a mathematics educator, a science educator, and a cultural anthropologist/evaluator. In exploring the culture of researchers that has evolved through their individual interactions with the RTL program and other NSF programs, a number of questions can be addressed.

- What constitutes the research community culture that has evolved through NSF programs? Which people form the community? What is the entry into this community and how do people drop out?

- What interactions exist among the members of the community, when one considers both the mode and frequency of interactions? How do members of the community join together for cooperative work?

- What beliefs are shared by the members of the community? What support systems are in place?

- What are the patterns of migration and grouping? What are the traditions and forms of communications? Is there a common language? Are there those who would be considered outliers in the community?

- What alliances have been formed with the community and other organizations and groups? What is the power base within the community, and how powerful is the community in relation to other communities?

- What is the “gross community product” as indicated by materials produced, conference presentations, funding generated, and other measures of production?

- What are the mechanisms for transmitting the culture, and is it in the process of expanding or declining?

The main sources of information for a cultural analysis would be the researchers who have received funding through NSF and others who could be considered members of the culture (graduate students and other researchers closely aligned with members of the research
A cultural analysis would gather information from the members of the community using interviews, questionnaires, personal resumes, and other sources used by anthropologists in studying cultures. One of the fundamental questions that would be have to be addressed first in such a study concerns the actual existence of communities of researchers in science and mathematics education. Even though communities that are identified may not be considered to be "cultures" from a narrow anthropological perspective, such an analysis could produce useful descriptive information about the communities that will communicate some of the value that has been gained through the NSF programs. The methodology of cultural analysis, as used by anthropologists and others, offers the means to validate the information and conclusions that would be developed in such a study. Contrasting the research communities that have evolved out of NSF programs with other situations where other research communities have—or have not—evolved would add to the credibility of information about the importance of NSF. For example,

- One significant point of contrast might be found in the educational research communities that exist in other countries, a contrast that would be instructive despite acknowledged differences between educational systems and their relationships to local and national government.

- Another significant contrast might be found in the research communities that have formed in this country for other content areas in which no NSF funding is available.

- A third significant contrast might be found in the work and interactions of educational researchers who are supported primarily by private foundations, and in the interactions or overlaps of this group with the community of researchers funded by NSF.

- Yet another source of confirming information would be to consult the different mathematics and science education professional organizations, to ascertain the value placed by these organizations on the research communities at issue. Some indicators of this value include the visibility of the research communities in these organizations and the distribution of research findings by these organizations.

The ultimate product of the culture analysis recommended here would consist of written reports that would provide detailed profiles of research communities, their relationships with NSF, their contributions, and their uniqueness in contrast to other research communities.

Generalizability Analysis

In order to identify and examine the breadth of the RTL program's impact it would be useful to undertake a generalizability study. The purpose of a generalizability study would be to consider the impact of the program by looking at a sample of projects that have been selected randomly from those funded by the program. Although the study would reduce the costs of studying program effects by focusing on a smaller number of projects, it would have the power to suggest generalizations about the program. Certainly, the ideal situation would be to be able to study, in depth, all of the projects that have been funded by the program, and to report the effects of
The four varieties of studies that have been described in this paper have been designed to provide information on a range of effects of NSF programs.

Each one. However, with the nearly 200 projects funded by RTL, for example, this would be a very large and expensive task. One assumption for doing a generalizability study is that it is important to look at the effects of the program as a whole, rather than the effects of only a few projects that might be considered to have been the most productive. One reason for doing a generalizability study is that not all projects have the same scope or concentration as others. Some projects serve specific local needs; others support beginning researchers; and others may be in the very initial stages of developing an important chain of inquiry. A random sample of the projects from a program would provide a cross-section that would offer a better description of the whole program than a review of only a few, large "star" projects. How large a random sampling is needed and how the selection should be done would depend on the program and the different facets of the program to be considered.

The study of each project would require data gathering to document the effects of the projects on classroom practices, teachers, theory-building, and other applications. The expectation is that the findings from this cross-section of projects will be distributed across all of the four cells in Exhibit I. Depending on the findings across the projects studied, statistical techniques can be used to generalize from findings common to a number of the sampled projects to all those in the program. Some supporting information on the extent of the effects of the NSF program can be obtained by using the more traditional means of administering questionnaires to a random sample of the members of targeted groups, such as the teachers' professional organizations (e.g., NCTM and NSTA), classroom teachers, scientists, and mathematicians. The purpose of these questions would be to determine what awareness members of these groups have of the NSF programs' findings, their knowledge of the findings, and the degree of implementation. This more traditional approach to evaluation is recommended in the expectation that it may determine, at some level, the range of people who are being reached by information generated by the programs. For example, a number of people are probably at least aware of some of the findings reported by Harold Stevenson from his study of Japanese, Chinese, and American students. Adherence to assumptions and conditions for doing the statistical analyses will be used to verify the findings and conclusions. The results of the generalizability analysis would be presented in a written report.

Discussion

The four varieties of studies that have been described in this paper have been designed to provide information on a range of effects of NSF programs. The four studies have been conceptualized in nontraditional ways so that they could capture aspects of the NSF programs that may be overlooked by more conventional analysis and so that they can communicate the value of the NSF programs.

- The retrograde analysis can be used to examine the effects and value of research that emerges from within a program, and to communicate a clear view of how projects within a program build on each other. If the projects within a program do not build on each other, then it is very difficult to argue that people outside of the program will be using the results. Because the research efforts of a program are directed toward developing a body of knowledge, in the absence of some internal
consistency the developing body of knowledge will be fragmented.

- The video documentary approach to evaluation can very effectively communicate to a wide audience the major themes and main messages that grow out of a program. The production of a video will depend on the existence of a created body of knowledge, but it will also consider applications of work beyond the projects that fall within a program. The process of producing a coherent and precise video requires a thorough analysis of the program under investigation. Video can be a very efficient way of condensing a large amount of information in a short period of time—information that communicates the range of projects that are supported by an NSF program.

- The cultural analysis of research communities focuses on the ways that NSF programs are developing a national resource of mathematics and science education researchers. A careful explication of these communities and the operations of these communities will document and probe one of the important contributions that the National Science Foundation has made. An analysis of clearly described research communities will highlight the work of these communities in producing research and applications under NSF sponsorship; simultaneously, the analysis will report the secondary effects of experience that has been gained through work on NSF projects, and it will identify the importance of those effects to other efforts—in teacher education, writing curriculum and evaluation standards, curriculum development, assessment development, and evaluation studies.

- The generalizability analysis is designed to reveal the spectrum of effects across an NSF program by studying a sample of funded projects. This kind of study can produce information on the range of research and innovation across a program, the diverse nature of these projects, and how these projects as a collection are infiltrating the educational system both locally and nationally.

Together, the four types of evaluation study treated here would present a strong profile of the National Science Foundation to its varied audiences, and would very effectively communicate the value of the Foundation’s support of research and innovation.
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Introduction

This paper explores an approach for nontraditional evaluation of National Science Foundation (NSF) programs that deals directly with the impact of those programs on selected organizations engaged in education reform. The proposed approach advocates examination of a "slice" of the larger picture of educational change, focusing on selected stages and actors along the continuum from knowledge development to dissemination through implementation and reform. The examination would yield information about the stage linking the knowledge generated by NSF programs to implementation. The process would trace the influences and uses of that knowledge by intermediary organizations that have training and technical assistance functions, such as teacher training institutions, educational laboratories, and state departments of education. The basic idea of tracing influences on intermediary organizations is carried through in evaluation questions, variables, criteria for selecting a sample, and data collection processes. The paper illustrates the viability of the plan through an extended example and suggests some ways to address methodological problems.

This evaluation idea fits best with the purposes of those NSF programs designed to generate knowledge about the teaching and learning of mathematics and science to inform the work of researchers, policymakers, developers, and teachers. Several characteristics of NSF programs have inspired the design, including the following:

- The goals of creating a base of knowledge applicable to learners at all levels and useful to education reformers;
- The value placed on direct utility of projects for education;
- The targeting of underrepresented groups;
- The concern for systemic change;
- The variety of projects funded and the resulting array of outcomes and types of knowledge generated;
- The high profile among practitioners of many projects and their personnel;
- The collaborative nature of funded projects, which suggests multiple paths of project influence; and
- The emphasis on innovations.

Those characteristics also suggest the major challenges for evaluation design: the difficulty of capturing important, systemwide influences; the need for a new set of assumptions to replace traditional attribution concepts; the elusiveness of effects; and the need to separate development and dissemination for evaluation purposes. A study of the effectiveness of dissemination is not intended here. Lessons from the study of policy and program implementation over the past 20 years, along with our own
The purpose of the evaluation is to learn more about the varied paths and processes by which NSF programs influence educational practice, through a look at the impact on particular intermediary organizations ...

Experiences, have taught us that basing this evaluation on the programs' direct impact on educational practice would not be fair. So while this paper looks for connections to education practice, it is not intended and should not be interpreted as an evaluation of the dissemination or implementation of NSF projects.

In the next section, the evaluation purpose is discussed, with the goals of being fair to original NSF program intentions and also useful to policymakers. The section also includes an overview of the approach with special attention to explaining the concept of intermediaries. Following that is a summary of background influences that shaped the approach: the logical extensions of the Footprint metaphor; some applicable lessons from research about the influence of knowledge on policy and practice; and the author's experiences with the operations of technical assistance intermediaries. A framework for an evaluation plan, along with sample evaluation questions and a discussion of the nature of study results, follows. Finally, an extended example is presented, and practical issues to be encountered in carrying out the evaluation are discussed.

Key Features: Purpose and Rationale, Overview, and Role of Intermediaries

The purpose of the evaluation is to learn more about the varied paths and processes by which NSF programs influence educational practice, through a look at the impact on particular intermediary organizations that have the mission of linking research and practice for reform. The evaluation examines how the knowledge generated by NSF programs has affected or been incorporated by selected intermediaries within the larger education system. It focuses on those intermediary organizations with missions connected to systemic reform of mathematics and science teaching and learning. Simply stated, if knowledge was originally generated for the purpose of such reform, the question is how and to what extent active reformers have acquired and used the knowledge.

The proposed evaluation emerges from a "macro"-level perspective of how knowledge changes practice, yet focuses on one element of the system of influences surrounding the knowledge generated by NSF programs. Instead of looking directly at effects on practice at the classroom or institutional level, it examines the effects on the larger system that supports, influences, and changes the work of education practitioners.

Intermediaries are agencies such as technical assistance centers, universities, teacher institutes, and laboratories with established dissemination, training, and reform functions. They serve both linking and leadership roles and bridge the cultures of research and development and educational practice through materials development, training, and networking. They are proactive in seeking knowledge generated by the research and development community. Intermediaries include the educational laboratories, the content-related Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) research centers, technical assistance centers with categorical reform missions such as the 16 Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Centers (TACs), state departments of education. Federally supported project dissemination networks such as the National Diffusion Network (NDN), selected Statewide Systemic Initiatives (SSI), state and university projects for teacher training supported by the Eisenhower Mathematics and Science Education Program, universities that prepare teachers, and professional associations. Of greatest interest for this paper are those organizations with the closest...
connections to the reform of mathematics and science education.

**Evaluation Overview** - The proposed evaluation would (a) illuminate the paths and processes by which knowledge generated by NSF programs is selected, acquired by, and transferred to intermediaries; (b) describe the knowledge that is of interest and not of interest to intermediaries; and (c) learn what functions that knowledge has served for intermediaries. Other possible evaluation purposes deal with the processes used by intermediaries to translate and transform knowledge and then the experiences of intermediaries in influencing education practitioners. The sample evaluation questions below suggest what could be learned from brief case histories of both intermediaries and the paths of influence of particular knowledge examples:

- How have regional Chapter 1 TACs used NSF-supported work in the teaching of elementary mathematics to improve programs serving disadvantaged students? Do the materials used by TACs include the principles and practices that emerged from the work on cognitively guided instruction, for example?

- To what extent do any techniques developed by specific NSF programs appear in the programs promoted and funded by the Department of Education's National Diffusion Network?

- Has Eisenhower-supported state-level teacher inservice been shaped by the knowledge generated by NSF programs?

The questions suggest the components of a model framework (i.e., objects, respondents, data collection processes) to bound data collection. Clearly, the evaluation process requires heavy involvement of at least some grantees and NSF in defining the information to be tracked, hypothesizing the varied influences of particular work on practice, and identifying the intermediaries that would be both likely and unlikely candidates for influence. Therefore, a component of the approach includes work with grantees to identify the presumed paths of influence of their work. The cluster evaluation method for identifying common outcomes would be relevant (Barley and Jenness, 1993) for identifying common paths of influence. The proposed data collection processes are akin to investigative journalism approaches (Smith, 1981; Guba, 1981), tracing leads about whether people in intermediate agencies are familiar or unfamiliar with, have used or not used, knowledge generated by NSF programs.

It is easy to anticipate arguments about this approach. One could argue that because the explicit intentions of NSF grantmaking did not (and should not) include the expectation of leaving traceable marks on practice, it is simply not valid to look for effects later. Or, from an instrumentalist perspective, one might assume that, because the intentions of knowledge developers may not have been specific uses of knowledge, it will simply be impossible to trace the processes by which that knowledge was acquired and transferred within the larger system. Finally, the anticipated elusiveness of information as a result of interpretation and translation over time may make the approach seem overwhelmingly complex to some.

On the other hand, it is very easy to imagine that policy makers and decision makers at all levels might expect an eval-
There are several compelling arguments for using technical assistance and reform intermediary agencies as the 'surface' on which to look for footprints of influences from NSF-sponsored programs.

More about Intermediaries- As is clear by now, intermediaries are a critical element of the evaluation design. Obviously, the value of using the approach depends partly on how possible it is to achieve agreement about which intermediaries act as primary channels or paths linking research and educational practice. Will grantees and NSF agree that it is both fair and valuable to trace and describe effects on the functions, understanding, beliefs, and attitudes of intermediaries? How complex will it be to attain agreement on which intermediaries are appropriate? While responses to those challenges are unknown to us at this point, it is a relatively simple matter to gather initial reactions. There are several compelling arguments for using technical assistance and reform intermediary agencies as the "surface" on which to look for footprints of influences from NSF-sponsored programs.

- First, from some perspectives, intermediaries represent manipulable levers of change; in the spirit of systemic reform, it is critical to know how and to what degree they are influenced by and take advantage of the knowledge generated by NSF programs. They are likely to recognize and discuss the influences on their work, if any, of selected NSF programs because their espoused missions are to influence practice (whether by training, consulting, or product development) and to do so, they must be proactive in seeking knowledge and research.

- Second, intermediate agencies offer a potential solution to the problem of tracing isolated and discrete effects on practice and/or entirely avoiding looking at the effects on practice because of the complexity of where to look. Because of their multiple functions, intermediate agencies are likely to have had varied opportunities for contact with the knowledge generated by several NSF projects. For example, a regional educational laboratory initiative may have incorporated specific examples of technology use, as well as assessment practices and curriculum examples in its work with teachers.

- Third, because intermediaries are in the business of transforming research into materials, training, experiences, policies, and expertise for the purpose of influencing educational practice, they will be able to offer a rich perspective on the process of acquiring and using knowledge, and describing their own paths of contact and develop-
ment, including how they have come to know and value NSF program material. Well-selected intermediaries would be expert reporters on the entire system of influences that connects knowledge generated by NSF programs to educational improvements.

• Fourth, depending on the intermediary, there may even be some limited opportunities to estimate the effects on the broader field of practice through internally maintained client databases. A hypothetical example would be finding out the number of teachers trained in a particular set of teaching techniques developed by NSF programs and incorporated in National Diffusion Network physics programs. This is a simple matter in the case of the NDN, because information about teachers trained by specific programs is a data element maintained in a central database.

• Finally, agencies with technical assistance functions are of special interest because they generally assume a proactive role that increases the likelihood of contact with NSF-generated knowledge. That proactivity is manifested in the “scanning” associated with technical assistance agencies; by design, they are searching continuously for emerging issues and perspectives within a number of environments. Further, technical assistance intermediaries draw upon the varied worlds of research, policy making, and education practice. Thus, technical assistance intermediaries are likely to find useful a wider variety of types of knowledge generated by NSF programs than other agencies that may be interested exclusively in direct use training materials or research to shape policy.

Developing a Perspective: Influences on the Approach

The Footprint Metaphor—The metaphor of the footprint is a helpful starting point for thinking about reasonable boundaries for an evaluation, the nature of evaluation questions, and some options for data collection. “Footprint” signifies a mark or effect that will remain visible, at least for a certain time period. The footprint metaphor also suggests an evaluation that is concerned about what marks are made, how marks are made, and where they can or should be found. The metaphor suggests that the impressions left by an NSF program may be of varied depths, more or less visible, and more or less lasting. Much of the variation in impressions has to do with the other part of the metaphor: the surfaces on which the footprints fall. The approach in this paper emphasizes looking for the most appropriate (and one might argue, the most important) surfaces among the candidate intermediaries, meaning those that are most likely to accept, hold, and then even preserve footprints. The surfaces proposed here are examples from the national, regional, and state agencies or interest groups that have educational dissemination and reform support functions. In Karen Seashore Louis’ (1981) terms, they are agencies that have external agent functions and multiple roles related to knowledge utilization: decision making, enlightenment, and capacity building. The enlightenment function (Weiss, 1972) of providing information and using research and development knowledge is especially relevant to the roles played by intermediaries as links in the research into practice continuum and to the type of knowledge generated by NSF programs. Technical assistance missions
The knowledge utilization literature also points to the importance of the characteristics of what knowledge gets used and the conditions surrounding use.

Relevant Lessons from Research - The lessons from knowledge utilization and implementation research that may be most pertinent to this evaluation are caution about what not to expect for outcomes, heightening sensitivities about what would be of value and interest, where to look, and what to expect. First, it is useful to review a few lessons from Milbray McLaughlin’s influential summary (1987) of two decades of implementation research:

- We know to expect enormous variations in how knowledge is used, even when the object at hand is as bounded and prescribed as a packaged curriculum;
- We know that local capacity, motivation, and beliefs are the central influences on what gets implemented; and
- We know that it is individuals within organizations who use information, reflect on attitudes, and implement changes (not the organizations as units).

These lessons suggest modest expectations for knowledge use by intermediaries and practitioners. At the same time, McLaughlin’s lessons suggest we need to ask what kinds of choices, interpretations, and transformations are made to meet the information needs of different actors at different points in time. They offer intriguing possibilities for questions about the capacities, motivations, and decisions that face intermediaries as they select and shape knowledge to influence practitioners. McLaughlin’s “implementing system” notion suggests attention to the connection between the knowledge generated by NSF programs and those most likely to seek and make important use of it.

Research about the utilization of social science information offers other relevant lessons to frame the questions to be answered by an evaluation:

- Since utilization of knowledge takes many forms, and is seldom used in direct instrumental ways, the relevant questions related to use are when, under what circumstances, and how (Nelson, 1987).
- When viewed from a communications perspective, the important variables related to use are source, message, channel (the path and form of information), characteristics of the receiver, and conceptual impact (as opposed to instrumental) (Nelson, 1987).
- Utilization value depends partly on strategic conditions — timing, feasibility, values, and power orientation (van de Vall, 1987).

The knowledge utilization literature also points to the importance of the characteristics of what knowledge gets used and the conditions surrounding use. The variety of conditions surrounding the paths of knowledge use traceable to intermediaries is great. The ideal result from this type of evaluation is a deeper understanding from selected cases of how knowledge comes to be valued and used by intermediaries.

Context: The Author’s Perspective - The design choices proposed in this paper about what would be both interesting and important to evaluate have been strongly influenced by my own work as a...
technical assistor in national educational dissemination and reform efforts.

In large part, my work and that of my RMC Research colleagues has been about support for reform of practice in teaching and learning at state and local levels, usually functioning as the type of dissemination/reform intermediary described in this paper. Our work for Federal and state governments and foundations is about the promotion of research-based policies and practices through training, consultation, and product development. As a group, we serve in several capacities as intermediaries, translating research into practice and supporting or facilitating educational improvements that contribute to systemic reforms. These responsibilities have directly impressed upon me a respect for the challenges involved in “leaving a mark” of any type on practice — even when one understands the complexities involved in influencing changes in educators’ behaviors and attitudes, and is immersed in the policies and procedures of school systems.

At the same time, it is also clear that desired reforms do occur in some situations and under certain circumstances. And it is also clear that intermediaries have played a variety of roles in the reform process: stimulating dialog, providing background information, planning evaluations, interpreting results, working in partnership with schools to identify and implement changes, creating experiences to force disequilibrium, training teachers, linking with model programs, etc. My own experience has raised interest in (a) the proactive roles that the actors within intermediate agencies play in the transformation and transfer of knowledge into practice for the purposes of reform, especially now that the reform talk has turned systemic; (b) the processes by which we intermediaries shape, renew, and revamp our own knowledge bases; and (c) the group and individual decision making within intermediaries for selecting and sharing knowledge with practitioners.

Conceptual Framework: The Questions Addressed by the Evaluation

The conceptual framework for the evaluation design begins with a “macro” view of how knowledge affects practice. Exhibit 1 is a preliminary conceptual framework, illustrating components of a model with the following characteristics:

- Within the array of NSF grantees, specific elements of program-generated knowledge will need to be selected and described for tracking purposes;

- The paths of knowledge acquisition and transfer can be simple or multiple, circuitous or direct, connected or unconnected, curious, unpredictable, serendipitous, mutual — and are best traced through exploratory, investigative activity; the path-arrows on the diagram are meant to illustrate the wide variety of patterns that might be found,

- Intermediaries vary in scope, importance, function, and role;

- Intermediaries seek knowledge from and are influenced by many sources, including NSF programs;

- Intermediaries use a variety of modes to influence educational practice; and
NC programs and the intermediaries are depicted within the field of education practice; obviously, both are also influenced by other elements of the field (although this is not depicted in the diagram simply to keep the discussion simpler).

As with any diagram of this type, this framework risks making the relationships among components seem less complex than they really are, but it does help to generate evaluation questions.

**Evaluation Questions** - At the simplest level, the basic evaluation question is about the very existence of footprints: Do knowledge footprints associated with NSF programs appear when the work and operations of intermediaries are examined? While practically challenging, whether the marks are found or not, this question is unlikely to yield information that is helpful to the ultimate purpose of NSF programs; that is, building a knowledge base that contributes importantly to reform of educational practice. Rather, the most interesting and useful questions involve asking where the footprints appear and about how they got there: what varied paths the footprints have taken; and the shape, size, and depth of the marks when located. These questions are important because dissemination paths were not originally prescribed, and therefore grantees’ intentions about knowledge use are likely to vary dramatically. The utility of this evaluation is learning how knowledge reaches intermediaries; how intermediaries understand, select, and transform that knowledge; and how and to whom intermediaries promote the results. The special feature of the proposed approach is tracing both forward and backward; that is, following the paths of influences both in those cases where NSF program grantees intended dissemination for particular uses and in those where no proactive dissemination was intended.

Exhibit 1 lists four broad evaluation questions, corresponding to the relationships and processes depicted. The first two questions (What is the nature of knowledge that reaches intermediaries? and What are the paths and processes of acquisition and transfer?) seem most relevant. The question of how intermediaries translate and shape knowledge occurs at a different stage of the system of influence and is probably beyond the scope of this evaluation. The fourth question (How is knowledge used by intermediaries?) should be addressed to the extent of learning about intermediaries’ intended uses of knowledge and their proposed strategies for influencing use. A beginning list of variables associated with the three questions (I, II and IV) of primary interest follows. Obviously, it would be important to involve stakeholders in identification and selection of the variables.
What is the nature of knowledge that reaches intermediaries?

What are the paths and processes of acquisition and transfer?

What are the processes of translation and transformation?

How is knowledge used by intermediaries?

What is object of influence?
I. What is the nature of NSF program-generated knowledge that reaches intermediaries? What is the nature of the knowledge that does not? What are the differences?

Sample variables:

- Scope of implied change/impact
- Perceived proximity to typical practice
- Perceived and actual technical difficulty of application
- Perceived and actual implementation difficulties
- Perceived and actual degree of innovativeness
- Length of time available
- Producing institution and its affiliations
- Content
- Level
- Form, i.e., degree of "packaging" for practice
- Variety of channels and opportunities through which knowledge is available
- Amount of time investment required for initial understanding
- Directness of connection to national/state policies
- Directness of connection to student outcomes

II. What paths and processes do intermediaries use to acquire and receive NSF program-generated knowledge?

Sample variables

- Motivations and purposes for transfer
- Motivations and purposes for acquisition
- Direction of initiation
- Characteristics of initiators
- Roles and positions of key actors
- Formal relationships that facilitate transfer
- Forums for awareness and exchange
- Roles of professional associations
- Roles of colleges and universities
- Differences in initial and subsequent contacts with knowledge
- Similarity/difference with other acquisition activities of intermediaries, especially those related to mathematics, science, technology
- Barriers (attitudes, understanding) from multiple perspectives
- Role and context of personal contact
- Function of receiving unit within intermediary
- Perceived satisfaction
- Content expertise of receiver

IV. How is NSF program-generated knowledge used by intermediaries? What are the intended uses and strategies that connect to education practice?

Sample variables:

- Internal and external enlightenment functions
Basic modes/strategies of influence
Similarity of mode to typical strategies
Placement within ongoing functions
Fit within ongoing conceptual work
Fit within ongoing instrumental work
Stimulus for new approach/new activity/revamping
Facilitation of connection to different levels of practitioners
Perceived satisfaction
Additional needs associated with intended uses

Study Method- Case histories are a logical data collection strategy, based on multimethod exploratory investigations that trace (a) forward from knowledge examples provided in NSF projects and (b) backward from selected intermediaries. Several case histories would yield a detailed picture of some of the effects of knowledge on intermediaries, and, by extension, the effects on education practice. Similarly, the study would also identify knowledge that did not reach intermediaries. Judgments about the value of the emergent patterns of knowledge use and non-use become a stakeholder problem, but one that might be resolved through other parts of the evaluation—perhaps, for example, the independent expert assessments of the value of NSF project work that were suggested by several other paper authors. Cross-case analyses (using the intermediary as the unit of analysis) would provide information about how knowledge is or is not acquired and transferred.

An Extended Example and Some Practical Problems

We have not yet addressed the scale of the evaluation. A modest but indepth exploration of three to four well-selected intermediaries would be sufficient to (a) learn about the value of the approach and (b) gather enough leads about influences on intermediaries to preview effects. Obviously, the selection of intermediaries is critical; consensus on their representativeness, potential for depth and breadth of contact with NSF program-generated knowledge, and effectiveness in technical assistance and reform must be established among stakeholders early in the evaluation. The intermediaries should probably represent a wide range in terms of likelihood of use of NSF program-generated knowledge, ranging from obvious choices (i.e., those with direct and primary roles in the reform of mathematics and science education practice and the application of technologies) to those with strong and important connections to practice but less obvious connections to NSF programs.

The extended example that follows is an unlikely intermediary, chosen to illustrate the potential of the approach to uncover effects. The example previews the issues that will arise in identifying and selecting candidates and collecting data. The sample intermediary is the national network of Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Centers (TACs) and Rural Technical Assistance Centers (R-TACs). Its selection was based on the author’s experience with TAC operations and not necessarily represents an optimal candidate. TACs are unlikely intermediaries because they are not charged...
"TACs connect knowledge and research to practice in mathematics to an extent far greater than a passing acquaintance with the TAC network might suggest."

The TAC network comprises 16 Federally supported multipurpose centers (approximately 65-70 full time equivalent) serving state and local education agencies in the areas of Chapter 1 program design and improvement and program assessment. In the past 5 years, TAC activities at the local level have focused largely on improvements in Chapter 1 programs, including promotion of research-based strategies for teaching and learning in mathematics, reading, and writing. The ultimate beneficiaries of Chapter 1, and therefore TAC activity, are disadvantaged students and their parents at all levels. In elementary mathematics, for example, TAC activities might well include any or all of the following:

- Identifying curriculum and materials;
- Providing awareness of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) standards directly to practitioners;
- Consulting with districts to establish staff development structures;
- Training administrators, teachers, and curriculum specialists in research-based principles, strategies, and techniques;
- Conducting demonstration lessons as part of inservice work;
- Helping to locate or design alternative assessments for problem solving;
- Researching the practices of other states regarding criteria associated with standards;
- Introducing parent leaders to the principles associated with advanced skills in mathematics, and defining high expectations by example;
- Developing research syntheses to inform policy development at the state level;
- Representing compensatory education interests on a statewide committee interested in reform;
- Encouraging a district to address the weaknesses of mathematics curriculum when developing a program improvement plan;
- Helping districts interpret the implications for instruction of the results of mathematics assessments;
- Writing a newsletter article on high-powered strategies for disadvantaged learners;
- Gathering information about user experiences with particular software; and
- Developing an agenda and locating presenters for a regional or national conference on mathematics teaching strategies for disadvantaged learners.

Certainly, TACs are not the only resource that Chapter 1 programs turn to for support in reform of the teaching of mathematics. However, because the TACs are multipurpose, credible, and provide services at no cost, there is a tendency for Chapter 1 clients to contact them for a wide variety of functions, as the above list demonstrates. As a result, TACs connect knowledge and research to practice in mathematics to an extent far greater than a
passing acquaintance with the TAC network might suggest. Furthermore, they are working with practitioners who serve an especially important group of students—students who are economically and educationally disadvantaged.

TACs have several other features that raise issues about what makes a good candidate to be an intermediary:

- Only a small proportion of TAC staff (perhaps 10 percent) have academic backgrounds related directly to elementary mathematics, so the need for acquisition of knowledge to serve clients is clear;

- Materials and training are shared across the network through established mechanisms (quarterly meetings, institutes and seminars, an electronic network, materials clearinghouses, some common policies related to materials development, a culture that supports exchange) so influences can spread fairly rapidly; and

- Two separately funded support centers for the TACs have mission of acquiring knowledge related to curriculum and instruction and organizing, translating, transforming, and disseminating it for use by all the TACS.

The advantages are the national scope of TAC influence; the mission of improving educational programs for the disadvantaged at all levels; the multiple functions of training, policy support, planning, consultation, and product design; the simultaneous work at different levels of educational practice (classroom, school, program, district, state, regional, and national); some degree of commitment for generating improved knowledge for practitioners; the system support for enlightenment and capacity-building uses of knowledge; the relatively small size of the network and accessibility of personnel; and the capability of tracking activities through content-based client service records. The disadvantages are the multipurpose TAC mission; competing obligations, because the TAC agendas are determined largely at state and Federal levels; and the variability of knowledge use across TAC centers (as a result of organizational context and cultures as well as regional needs and interests). These advantages and disadvantages offer a preview of criteria that might be used to select intermediaries for study.

Speculating on the results of an exploratory review of NSF influences on TACs leads to these hypotheses: the influences would be numerous; TACs would probably be the initiators of knowledge acquisition, using some traditional awareness vehicles but often becoming aware of specific knowledge through policy-related channels (Federal policy studies, for example); the primary intention of knowledge use by TACs would be teacher training through their influence on program design and policy development; knowledge with the clearest connection to student outcomes would be preferred; TACs would expect to translate research findings into best practices before using them with practi-
... the evaluation process is more like an investigative dialog with intermediaries than a survey of use ...

Selecting Intermediaries. The extended TAC example of an unlikely intermediary candidate raises interest in thinking about intermediaries that would be viable. The example also introduces a host of practical problems to be faced in the study, beginning with the process of identifying and selecting intermediaries. Different stakeholders will have preferences for different types of intermediaries. The essential criteria for intermediaries should be potential and credibility—potential in terms of likelihood of locating effects and credibility in the sense of scope and importance of influence. Other related criteria are national profile and scope of influence; longevity and stability of the intermediary; clarity of mission with respect to dissemination and reform; proactivity of outreach and extent of collaboration with other intermediaries; multiple functions, including a research and development capacity; multiple entry points from the perspective of practitioners; and maintenance of records that permit tracking of client contact at some level.

A related issue will be identifying the best informants or reporters from each intermediary, recognizing that the functions of knowledge acquisition, transformation, and use are probably carried out by different units within an intermediary.

Bounding Data Collection. This is perhaps the most elusive element of the proposed approach. There is little guidance for knowing what program-generated knowledge would be best for tracking purposes. Selecting and defining knowledge would involve those individuals or groups most familiar with the knowledge generated by NSF projects, especially the grantees themselves. Grantees are in the best position to know the aspects of their work that have potential for influencing practice and to identify what has already found a way into practice. We envision a process that engages grantees and other stakeholders (e.g., NSF, selected intermediaries) in developing a set of theories about the presumed paths of influence associated with knowledge generated from their work. That process would yield a range of types of knowledge to be developed into descriptions for tracking purposes.

Because a key evaluation purpose is to learn primarily about the process of acquiring, using, and valuing knowledge, it would be important to select examples of knowledge that are concrete, as well as examples that would be more difficult to track. Ideally, the pool of descriptions would vary at the outset and from perspective by format, scope, content and level, proximity to practice, longevity, perceived innovativeness, and technical complexity. Because the evaluation process is more like an investigative dialog with intermediaries than a survey of use, descriptions need only serve as conversation starters, not complete catalogs of program-generated knowledge. An obvious challenge is that intermediaries will have translated and transformed the knowledge as they have incorporated it into their work.

Data Collection Procedures and Analysis. The exploratory nature of tracking the influence of knowledge suggests use of the investigative journalism metaphors and models described by Smith (1981) and Guba (1981). In Guba's terms, the goal of tracking the paths of influence is to develop "working hypotheses embedded in thick descrip-
Evaluators follow the trail of a chain of events, continuously using creative strategies to develop new sources and leads. The process requires the establishment of a record, reconstructing and then verifying the tracks. Next steps always proceed from what has been previously documented, analyzed, and summarized. Continual recycling to previous sources and leads with newly generated hypotheses is part of the process, as is running information back through contacts for confirmation or refutation. Data collection includes records review and analysis, key interviews, and observations to "establish a record" of transactions, profiles, chronologies, and relationships. Developing and refining hypotheses about what and how influence occurs is a matter of cross-referencing the varied pieces of information in the rich database built from the experiences of the intermediaries and the points of contact with NSF projects. As data are collected, the conceptual framework would be refined through reflection on the evolving hypotheses. Finally, cross-case analysis (each intermediary is a case) would be based on a revised framework. Both cross-case results and descriptions of the experiences of each intermediary represent valuable products.

Alternatively, one might organize and vary data collection by stages, beginning with surveys and/or focus groups of grantees to learn first about possible intermediaries, presumed paths of influence, and dissemination intentions. Next, paths might be traced backwards from intermediaries as discussed above. Grantees with especially clear, deep, and varied connections to knowledge could then be studied in depth in another set of cases.

Summary. Suggestions provided by authors of other papers in the series offer potential solutions for methodological issues that arise from this evaluation approach. Cluster evaluation techniques could be used to define knowledge and hypothesize paths to trace. Expert judgments are required at several points to give value to the findings about paths and processes. Generalizability analysis as discussed by Webb offers some ideas for sampling the breadth of NSF programs. Several elements of Yin's partial comparison model provide conceptual guidance for thinking about the legitimacy of approaches: use of proximal outcomes where interventions are weak, direct assessment of process logic, and the value of compelling explanations of documentable chains of events.

The connections to other papers reinforce the possibilities for using this evaluation approach in conjunction with others. The approach is offered as one of several "small wins" in Karl Weick's terms—an option for breaking down the complex nontraditional evaluation problem into a series of achievable tasks.
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As I listen to these papers and discussions, it becomes quite clear that I represent another face of science education—that which calls itself informal science education and includes institutions such as natural history museums, science centers, children's museums, zoos, aquariums, botanical gardens, community centers, youth organizations (4-H, Girls Inc.), and even theme parks. Informal science education generally is not well connected to the educational research loop. However, (consciously or unconsciously) it both uses the results of educational research and seeks to avoid them. Let me make some connections and observations.

• Because informal science often is an open system—museum visitors (apart from highly directed school visitation) use museums as a recreational outlet as much or more than as an educational experience—museums have to look at the educational process differently from the way the formal system does. This has forced museums (or at least the currently more successful ones) into serious front-end evaluation, or needs assessment. They are customer-driven, rather than driven by current research or even the availability of technology as delivery system, even though "research says" that museums must devise some other strategy for presenting that particular body of material. If a museum goes ahead simply on the basis of research studies and staff-initiated approaches, it runs the risk of giving a party to which no one comes. Therefore, museums are very selective about what they use of the enormous body of research that is being generated by NSF, intermediaries, and other providers of materials and ideas.

• Also, because most museum visitors are self-selected and not part of any curriculum or content module, most museums have learned that they must be very careful about defining desired outcomes. Measurements of content knowledge are unimportant to dangerous. The expectation that one several-hour visit to a science center or natural history museum will make or break a scientific career is preposterous. Rather, as in Hezel's discussion of goal-free or naturalistic evaluation, they are concerned with attitudes, and like Mark St. John, have become very good at ferreting out reactions to science as a way of thought and a legitimate area of interest and learning.

• Museums are experimenting with new techniques in data gathering. Webb mentions videotaping as a way of recording events and experiences. Museums do a great deal of that, sometimes even recognizing at the time filming is ongoing that the presence of a camera may cause behaviors and reactions that would be quite different were the camera not there. They do a great deal of eavesdropping, both surreptitiously and openly, following visitors to see what they do. In these respects, museums are able to be more creative than are researchers attempting to understand what goes on in a classroom.

• However, there are times when museums behave like the formal system and even are integrated into schools, and when museums serve as Dwyer's intermediaries for dissemination of ideas and materials into schools. For many years the Lawrence Hall of Science, a unit of California-Berkeley, has produced curriculum materials. These are marketed as GEMS—Great Explorations in Math and Science. These materials are tested extensively, and teacher workshops are convened to assist with their penetration of the classroom. A number of projects funded by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute are generating more materials tightly connected to reform curricu-
la—the University of Nebraska State Museum, the Oklahoma Museum of Natural History, and the Buffalo Museum of Science are deeply involved in this effort.

In conclusion, I suggest that there is a science education universe that calls itself informal science education. Sometimes it is responsive to the varied research being done through NSF, mainly when it sees that there is a clear utility to the NSF products. And just as often, this universe sees the research efforts as being unimportant or producing inapplicable results. Because museums are a growth industry, and because they are becoming increasingly sophisticated at knowing what happens in their exhibits and programs, it may be useful for evaluation of NSF research efforts to begin to include their impact on the informal sector.
I must say that I am very tempted by the previous presentations to tell you about what our Center does, but since I was always a good little student who did what the teacher said, instead I will do as asked and comment on the three papers I was asked to review. First of all, I too found them quite eclectic and interesting. I'll give you some general comments and then try to be specific.

One paper begins with the author characterizing the program he is considering. I found this very useful because it sets a context that I thought was needed for the suggestions and recommendations he makes, even though these may be quite generalizable. Two of the papers make specific evaluation suggestions, some of which were presented orally by the authors. The third paper was quite general. Two of the papers (not the same two) give very long lists of particular evaluation questions that might be asked. As the last speaker pointed out, there already is a tremendous problem in bounding the questions, let alone the data collection efforts. The two papers giving long lists did not deal successfully with this problem.

From my perspective—and I've been in and out of government—all the papers were written very much from an evaluator's point of view rather than from the point of view of the clients for the evaluation. The clients for NSF are researchers and educational systems and institutions; those who ultimately are going to ask evaluation questions are OMB and Congress. If NSF doesn't satisfy these oversight bodies, none of us will be sitting here 5 years from now.

A common theme advocated by these papers is the need for dissemination. That raises the question of what is worth disseminating and how this is decided. Webb's paper discusses an internal process of self-evaluation. He suggests using videos as a way of communicating, but does not address the issue of the researcher needing to decide what he or she wants to communicate. In fact, none of the papers addresses this issue in any detail.

Dr. Hezel made a point (quoted from someone else) that is well worth talking about: The kind of evaluation we are considering at this conference should be conceived as part of a system of self-renewal rather than as a yes/no decision-making paradigm. I commend all the papers because I think they are written in that spirit; it is a critically important point of view in considering alternative nonaccountability types of evaluation.

A second major point that he makes in his paper concerns the importance of dissemination. But I see very little in this paper that tells me an acceptable way of deciding how or why one would want to disseminate particular evaluation findings. Dissemination costs lots of money; let's not fool ourselves about this. I've always been amused at the funding curve that characterizes the Federal government and also private foundations that support research and development in education, as contrasted to that of private industry. For education, research and development receive the lion's share of funds, followed by program development, and trailed by dissemination or marketing. Because Federal agencies haven't learned that dissemination is very costly, the issue of what one chooses to disseminate has to be taken seriously.

Several minor points about the Hezel paper. He urges against nose counting, which I appreciate in the context of nontraditional evaluation. On the other hand, he also rightly points out that one must count whether minority populations, disadvantaged populations, and so on, are getting benefits. Therefore, I found myself in a little bit of a quandary as to whether the paper advocates nose counting or warns against it. This needs clarification. There also is a distinction, made early in the paper, between qualitative types of methods as being appropriate for non-traditional evaluations and quantita-
tive types of methods being appropriate for the usual sorts of outcome and impact assessments. In fact, later in the paper the author suggests using both quantitative and qualitative methods to address evaluation questions of both types. I agree with his later statement; the author should reconcile these two apparently conflicting positions.

Hezel also discusses the notion of tracing the intellectual origins of an innovation or program being evaluated. It would be extremely difficult for me to do so in my own work. I can't document how my synapses work. Yes, as researchers and evaluators, we add long lists of citations at the end of everything we write, whether it's a proposal or a paper, but where the intellectual ideas actually came from and how they were synthesized to give rise to a new project would not be easy to trace. Another question Hezel suggests asking concerns the duration of the project and the difference between the proposed and actual duration of the project. I'm not sure what that would tell us, but perhaps Dr. Hezel could respond.

The next paper I want to comment on is Chris Dwyer's. (In my comments, I am moving from the most general to the most specific paper.) She discusses the idea of using intermediaries as key informants. This is a useful approach, provided the intermediaries are chosen appropriately. In my view, however, her list of criteria on selecting the intermediaries is missing the most important one, that is, whether the intermediary is knowledge-searching. Does it even operate in a context in which it needs R&D and evaluation knowledge? If so, what are its search mechanisms and the filters it uses for selecting what to act on? A good example is one that Dwyer actually gives, the National Diffusion Network (NDN), which uses a very particular kind of filtering device for deciding whether to disseminate information about a given program or not. If the desired evaluation (or filter) wasn't built into the program in the first place, it will never make it through NDN because it doesn't provide the data on which NDN bases its decision. Or to put it differently, NDN defines quality through impact data, while the program may have quite different criteria. Another question concerns how the intermediary deals with the information it acquires. If the intermediary is a knowledge-seeking kind of organization, if it has defined filters by which it judges the quality of research reports, research and development products, or whatever, and if it also has a process for acting on its searches and judgments, then I agree that including intermediaries as key informants is one strategy among a number that could be considered.

I would not start in the way she suggests, however; I would do some retrospective analyses, namely look at the intermediaries and what knowledge they are actually using. That may raise similar problems to those I noted earlier with respect to Dr. Hezel's recommendation on tracing the origins of ideas. Perhaps one could start with some specific practice that looks as if it had been influenced by some assessed program, and then trace back where the practice came from. If the tracing involves an intermediary, the practice may have multiple origins. A good intermediary, one that is out there to improve practice, should be using multiple sources of information, not merely relying on a single project or program as the sole source for its information.

I found Norm Webb's paper very interesting and thoughtful. He placed his discussion in the context of a specific program, so that one could follow how he was relating his four major suggestions to NSF's Research on Teaching and Learning (RTL) Program. The evaluation matrix he suggests makes us aware of having to look for both the successes and the failures. Failure contributes to our knowledge as well as success; we tend to forget that. We tend to believe that only success is good, but that's not true in research or even in development. For example, we may develop a program that works in some setting, but when we find out it doesn't work in other settings, that's very
important information. Webb's matrix reminds us of this.

Let me comment on his specific suggestions. Regarding the retrograde analyses, I may have misunderstood what he intends, but I think they might focus too much on the internal process of a particular researcher or project. I would feel that's too narrow a net, unless combined with other strategies. If it is just one component of an evaluation, then I think it's an interesting suggestion. Something like that might be a piece of a larger-scale evaluation of an NSF program.

This particular suggestion reinforces the general impression I had of all the papers I reviewed, namely, that they appear to be written from an evaluation rather than from a policy perspective. For example, Webb conjectures about the reason for the many and varied kinds of projects in the RTL Program. Possibly, as he says, this has to do with all the client audiences, their needs, and all the different avenues to pursue. More likely, since this is a field-initiated program, and the peer review system being what it is, I suspect the eclectic nature of the RTL Program comes about as much through proposal pressure exerted by good people proposing the things they want to do as through a desire to meet client needs. The perspective of the evaluator of education R&D is different; we are concerned with the use of R&D products. So that's why I say this set of papers is written from the perspective of the evaluator rather than the real world of Federal agencies, but that's fine. I commend NSF for going outside its own concerns to get a different sort of perspective.

I've noted that I feel Webb's first suggestion is too narrow—just looking at NSF generating its own further work through its principal investigators. The second suggestion, video documentation, made more sense to me in his oral presentation than when I read it. When I read it, it seemed more like PR than like evaluation. But orally, Webb made the point that, in the process of creating such a video, one would have to think about what it is that is important to disseminate. I think that's a very valid point, as I noted earlier. But I want to reemphasize that there has to be more widespread dissemination than just to one's peers; that is, to people who generate the research or the development products or who make judgments about what is worthy of dissemination.

The suggestion for cultural analysis of the research community is a wonderful idea, but I wonder whether it will be of interest to Congress. Consider the creation of a community of scholars that can engage in the kind of dialogue we are having this morning. This seems like a good thing. However, I am reminded of something that happened in the 70s when lots of money was being poured into graduate fellowships and traineeships in order to create a science infrastructure. All of a sudden, there were lots of young researchers asking for research money, and OMB said "Oh, we have created a monster. We cloned all these researchers and now we've got to feed them. This has to stop." And it did stop. Well, all right, I love the idea of studying the research community, but history makes me ask, "What is the Hill going to say?"

The fourth suggestion that Webb makes is on generalizability analysis. I have not had a chance to see the paper from Western Michigan, so I'm not precisely sure what it says about cluster analysis. This may be a better approach than a statistical one. Random sampling to deal with the great variety of projects funded by a program such as RTL does not strike me as appropriate. I would prefer groupings of projects that in some way reflect the approach taken, the problem addressed, etc. The groupings would have to be thought through very carefully. After grouping, one might select a representative subset of projects from each group for evaluation. If, for example, you had 200 projects and created 10 groups, you could select 3 out of each group for further study. I think that might be a better approach than random sampling.

Let me end my remarks by thanking NSF for the opportunity to participate in this stimulating conference and the audience for your attention. I look forward to the publication of all the papers.
Overview

This paper suggests that three considerations should prevail in the evaluation of National Science Foundation (NSF) programs. First, evaluations of major public significance should provide for a process that gives voice to the key stakeholders of the evaluation. Second, evaluation should be designed and implemented to serve a primary function of program improvement, including enhancing dissemination. Third, NSF program evaluations should be exemplars for individual project evaluations.

Current issues in evaluation that have emerged from a need to develop program evaluations relevant to a wide variety of audiences (stakeholders) are briefly discussed. Additionally, emphasis is placed on the importance of using evaluations to shape programs to enhance effectiveness as they are in progress, rather than on providing post hoc findings that are often not amenable to real world adaptation (dissemination).

As a strategy for evaluation, this paper describes a method of evaluation of multiple projects with common or closely similar outcomes that has been named "cluster evaluation." While aspects of the method can be used retrospectively and could be used to aggregate findings from a program's funded projects, a primary value of cluster evaluation is in the formation—during the course of program activity—of an interactive, collaborative group consisting of project directors, funding agency program staff, evaluators, and other appropriate key stakeholders. Cluster evaluation is, therefore, constructivist in orientation, with the evaluation being constructed out of the shared visions, values, and directions of the cluster group.

Cluster evaluation—a collaborative, project-enhancing, leadership-enabling, outcome and system-focused process—is an appropriate framework for any publicly significant evaluation. Certain elements of this evaluation method may be more directly relevant for overall evaluations of NSF programs than others, and the process can be adjusted to meet the needs of particular situations.

Implications for NSF Programs

In its efforts to identify nontraditional approaches to program evaluation (the "Footprints" project), NSF can learn much from cluster evaluation methodology and its philosophical underpinnings. Diverse multisite programs with common areas of interest seeking to improve overall and individual project efforts and determine effects of program process and accomplishment of outcomes, such as those of NSF, are primary candidates for cluster evaluation. Although cluster evaluation can be applied to many settings in and out of government, for the purposes of this paper, reference will be made to the NSF Research in Teaching and Learning (RTL) program as an example for applying cluster evaluation.

1This is a new use of the term "cluster evaluation" and bears no resemblance to evaluation forms existing prior to 1988.
The RTL program, according to documents supplied to the authors as background for the "Footprints" assignment, "seeks to support new discoveries about how individuals and groups learn, teach, and work more effectively in complex, changing environments." Three important goals of the RTL program are particularly amenable to the use of cluster evaluation: 1) building a coherent and comprehensive base to meet future and current needs of all decision makers, 2) initiating an emphasis on direct teacher and other stakeholder involvement, and 3) helping assure the application of research findings. An interactive, collaborative evaluation process gives voice to front line educators, as well as researchers, in a nonthreatening, practical issues-focused context in which assessment and evaluation become tools to improve practice and to shape programs to serve the full range of interested audiences.

Statement of the Problem—Program Evaluations

Through its "Footprints" project, NSF is exploring alternative, nontraditional approaches to evaluating their efforts, especially those programs focusing on mathematics and science education research and applications of technology. Frechtling, in her introduction to the "Footprints" papers, discusses three concerns about traditional evaluations in the context of NSF needs: 1) given the multiplicity of influences, it is unlikely or impossible that appropriate unidimensional causal statements can be drawn, 2) sole use of quantitative measures are likely to exclude important information, and 3) impact measures, such as student achievement, need to be considered relative to the likelihood of impact in the projects’ time frames.

These are important concerns and are discussed in more detail in the context of philosophical underpinnings of cluster evaluation. First, the nature of evaluation data needed, not only for funders but also for a wide array of audiences for the purpose of accountability, project refinement and enhancement, and successful dissemination, is much more complex than previously thought necessary and hence more difficult to obtain.

A second critical issue, however, lies in the purpose of the evaluation itself. Wholey (1983) saw parallels in the public sector use of evaluation to what profit does in the for-profit sector, providing critical feedback that is immediately useful to policymakers and managers. In his 1973 work (Wholey and White) he stated, "the main purpose for evaluation, . . . to feed back information about how a program is working to improve its operation, is missing from most local and state evaluation activities." In another article, he suggested,

The new evaluator is a program advocate—not an advocate in the sense of an ideologue willing to manipulate data and to alter findings to secure next year's funding. The new evaluator is someone who believes in and is interested in helping programs and organizations succeed. At times the program advocate evaluator will play the traditional critic role; challenging basic program assumption, reporting lackluster performance, or identifying inefficiencies. The difference, however, is that criticism is not the end of performance-oriented evaluation; rather it is part of a
larger process of program and organizational improvement (Bellavita, Wholey, and Abramson 1986, p. 289).

Finally, Frechtling notes recent trends in evaluation which seek to involve all the stakeholders in the process. Cronbach and associates (1980) see this as a key task in understanding the political nature of the end result of any important evaluation study. Guba and Lincoln (1989) speak of stakeholders' claims, concerns, and issues as organizers for the evaluation. Donmoyer (1991) strongly suggests that stakeholders be actively involved in dialogs before, during, and after the evaluation.

If these purposes and intents—implementing a more appropriately complex evaluation, shaping programming and improving projects by providing feedback during project implementation, and involving stakeholders in the process—are valid, the evaluations should be shaped "upfront" with these goals in mind. Grantees, however, are often not prepared with either the evaluation skills required or knowledge of the broader context in which their project findings are relevant for those findings to be meaningful. While some amount of information can be obtained from evaluations after the conclusion of projects, to achieve a measure of information appropriate for use in guiding selection of new projects, in disseminating results to other project sites, or for use in systemic change modalities, the evaluation process must be improved as the projects proceed.

Design Considerations—Undergirding Philosophy

Two conceptual models offer useful insights for designing nontraditional evaluations for NSF research-oriented programs: Cronbach's concept of a Social Problem Study Group from his 1980 book, Toward Reform of Program Evaluation, and Guba and Lincoln's fourth generation evaluation from the book (1989) by the same title. They also provide guidance in the design and implementation of cluster evaluation described in a later section.

Cronbach suggests the formation of a social problem study group made up of members representing all concerned parties for evaluations of social significance, not unlike panels NSF convenes for evaluation purposes. The group, however, would embrace the following activities:

- Study problems (e.g., What should be the influence and direction of an NSF program?) in the broadest possible way.
- Hear from those who conduct evaluations, preferably as their work progresses; hear from those who deal with the problem in service agencies; hear from those who have ideas about new policies and interventions.
- Produce a far more comprehensive and dependable interpretation than emerges from a single study or a lone critic questioning a finding.
- Continually reformulate the questions worth studying and recast key terms that define stated problems.
- Put research into proper time perspective, dispelling the illusion that quick and partial studies will resolve dilemmas.
- Provide a forum for putting observations and uncertainties into perspective.
• Be willing and able to think hard about the specified problems.

In another but related direction, Guba and Lincoln have defined "fourth generation evaluation" in which the processes of the evaluation are as follows:

1. Identifying the full array of stakeholders who are at risk in the projected evaluation.

2. Eliciting from each stakeholder group their constructions about the evaluation and the range of claims, concerns, and issues they wish to raise in relation to it.

3. Providing a context and a methodology through which different constructions, and different claims, concerns, and issues, can be understood, critiqued, and taken into account.

4. Generating consensus with respect to as many constructions, and their related claims, concerns, and issues, as possible.

5. Preparing an agenda for negotiation on items about which there is no, or incomplete, consensus.

6. Collecting and providing the information called for in the agenda for negotiation.

7. Establishing and mediating a forum of stakeholder representatives in which negotiation can take place.

8. Developing a report, probably several reports, that communicate to each stakeholder group any consensus on construction and any resolutions regarding the claims, concerns, and issues they have raised.

9. Recycling the evaluation once again to take up still unresolved constructions and their attendant claims, concerns, and issues (Guba and Lincoln 1989).

Taken together these two frameworks suggest an evaluation process that actively involves all the known stakeholders. Collaboratively, they generate an evaluation that is far more than monitoring or accountability, but which addresses broad-level policy considerations in a future-oriented mode.

Evaluation Questions for NSF Programs

The following questions are suggested as the guiding overarching questions for evaluating NSF mathematics and science education programs, including the Research in Teaching and Learning program. Additional overarching questions and/or subquestions pertinent to a particular program area should be added as appropriate.

Outcome Questions

What has been the nature of the impact (intended and unintended) of the program on teachers and learners? Positive outcomes? Negative?

What has been the nature of the impact on the system of mathematics and science teaching and learning?
What kinds (and numbers) of new leadership have emerged within the educational system as a result of the program?

What new national or local programs and policies have emerged or been furthered as a result of the program?

Context Questions

Has the program effectively served a diverse body of mathematics and science educators?

Has the program effectively reached a broad range of mathematics and science learners?

For what educational settings has the program’s effectiveness been demonstrated?

Has the program funded grantees across a broad range of characteristics representative of the educational system, especially in mathematics and science?

Implementation Questions

Has the program been effective in selecting grantees within categories best able to provide practice-relevant findings?

Have grantees been encouraged and supported to maximize project success?

In understanding project effectiveness, have teachers and learners had a voice?

Is the program sensitive to and implementing projects that result in disseminatable findings?

In sum, the questions should cover not only what has been accomplished within the program but for whom those accomplishments apply and under what conditions. If the answers to the questions are derived through a collaborative process engaging representatives of the various audiences in a consensus-building process, the results are more likely to be applicable to the educational system and not fragmentally to one or another part of the system.

One Strategy for Collaborative Evaluation—A Brief Description of Cluster Evaluation

What follows is a description of an evaluation method that engages a group—or cluster—of projects in common evaluation efforts. Using this method, the authors have been able to accomplish the purposes discussed earlier for NSF evaluation. Cluster evaluation provides a complex, rich data set, derived to a large extent from the involvement of stakeholders in the formation of the evaluation itself, that provides information for determining program impact, as well as improving programs. The process of the cluster also enables and prepares project directors to improve their own evaluation skills and allows them to be better consumers of evaluation data. The authors believe the cluster evaluation model has widespread application in the NSF arena.

The generic method of cluster evaluation was described and named by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation and is used in their various funding initiatives. Implementation, however, varies from cluster to cluster. The specific cluster evaluation method developed and used by the authors with two groups of 12 science education projects is summarized below.
Organizing the Cluster

The specific organization of the cluster is affected by several factors, including the number of projects funded, geographic location of projects, nature of topical area, targeted populations, and degree of similarity of the project implementations. Availability and level of experience of the cluster evaluators also affects the process.

Selection of cluster evaluators is initiated by the funder, and basic organization, time frame, role of funder program staff, evaluators, and project staff, and implementation procedures for the cluster evaluation are negotiated.

Projects selected for inclusion in the cluster are usually determined by the funder. Completion of selection of projects varies, with some selected prior to the initiation of the evaluation and others selected several months into the process. Based on the authors’ experiences, selection prior to initiation of the cluster evaluation results in a more effective evaluation.

The number of projects in a cluster can vary, depending on the factors described above. The basic purpose and expected results of the cluster evaluation should be carefully considered, along with available financial and other resources. Clusters of not more than 25 are optimal for conducting an intensive collaborative cluster evaluation as described in this paper.

Regular networking conferences are organized by cluster evaluators and program staff, with funding included in cluster evaluator budgets or a separate budget. Additionally, resources must be made available to funder-program staff to participate in conferences and technical assistance.

A retrospective cluster evaluation of completed projects is also possible, but would necessitate assembling directors from completed projects. The purpose and results of a retrospective cluster evaluation would be different from one with a formative emphasis.

NSF research-oriented projects, such as those in the RTL program, could be easily placed in clusters based on a set of factors, from topic to implementation strategy, and determined by specified evaluation purposes. A retrospective cluster could be determined by regional or other representative sampling techniques.

Cluster Evaluation Team

Because cluster evaluation is a complex process with diverse components requiring a variety of skills and resources, a team of evaluators should be enlisted. It should include people with evaluation expertise, research skills, human relations skills (including writing skills), and appropriate content-area knowledge. Additionally, adequate support staff must be available to attend to details of networking conferences, data collection/comilation, communications, etc. Although not all team members necessarily have to devote full time to the effort, sufficient professional staff time must be available to coordinate and carry out the many evaluative tasks.

In the case of the science education cluster evaluations conducted by the authors, the cluster evaluation team is made up of two principal investigators, one with a strong background in research and evaluation, the other with extensive experience in science education. Additionally, doctoral students and staff bring research, evaluation, organizational, and communication skills to the team. Keeping current in the content area is
necessary if evaluators are to provide useful information to improve programs and to judge outcome accomplishment.

Additionally, external content area and evaluation specialists should be enlisted to periodically review the cluster evaluation.

**Setting Expectations**

It is important to set expectations for the cluster evaluation up front not only for funders and cluster evaluators, but also for project directors and their staff. Although some projects may have a proposed evaluation plan, including an internal evaluator to implement it, most will need assistance with both internal and cluster evaluation activities. Expectations for funded projects must include full participation in all cluster evaluation activities, including networking conferences, data collection and analysis, and reporting and dissemination. Funders must make these expectations clear and provide adequate resources to facilitate full participation.

Through RFPs or in award letters, NSF staff would make expectations clear for full participation in the cluster evaluation. Additional communications would introduce cluster evaluators and provide instructions for collaboration.

**Negotiated Common Cluster Outcomes**

Usually at the first networking conference following selection of projects for the cluster, initial common cluster outcomes are determined collaboratively. Using important evaluation questions developed by project and funder program staff for specific projects and questions developed by cluster evaluators and program staff for the overall cluster, a comprehensive list of outcomes is devised. From this list, a set of common cluster-level outcomes is developed by consensus of the project directors and evaluators, funder program staff, and cluster evaluators. In one science education cluster, 19 cluster outcomes, held in common by two or more projects, were created addressing issues related to students, teachers, curriculum, collaboration, and continuation/dissemination.

As projects evolve and the cluster evaluation develops, modifications are made to the common cluster outcomes as appropriate, such as adding outcomes or modifying existing ones to better reflect actual intended outcomes. This set of outcomes provides a partial framework for the evaluation of the cluster of projects, and "represents to the projects the intended impact of the cluster" (Barley, 1991). Individual project-level evaluations may also be conducted by projects in the context of the cluster evaluation, depending on requirements of the funder.

For use at NSF, staff, along with cluster evaluators, would develop a set of important questions for the overall evaluation of, for example, a cluster of RTL projects. Some questions will be pertinent to the overall RTL program and others specific to the particular cluster of RTL projects. Individual project staff develop important questions pertinent to their own projects. Collaboratively, a set of common cluster outcomes is then established through negotiation.

**Collaborative Data Collection**

Both qualitative and quantitative data come from a variety of sources and are in a variety of forms. Individual projects collect data directly from the participants through questionnaires, interviews, observations, journals, standardized tests, recordkeeping, and common
When expectations for data collection are clear early in the process, better data are the result.

Cluster instruments (same instruments used across projects to collect consistent data). Some data are reported in annual reports; other data are sent directly to cluster evaluators. Cluster evaluators collect data from cross-project participant surveys, project staff interviews, documents, participant interviews, and site visits and observations. Also collected is specific information on the strategies and activities each project uses to accomplish the cluster outcomes, as well as contextual information pertinent to cluster outcomes.

Several factors affect the quality and quantity of data, including commitment of the various stakeholders to the process, financial resources, and data collection design. When expectations for data collection are clear early in the process, and cluster evaluators facilitate the process through technical assistance and instrument development, better data are the result.

It would be important for projects within an NSF cluster to collect data pertinent to individual project and cluster outcomes, as well as contextual factors and implementation strategies. With technical assistance from cluster evaluators, project directors and their staff will be in the best position to collect pertinent data for individual project and cluster use. Cluster evaluators would also conduct across-project data collection efforts.

Regular Networking Conferences

Direct networking among all project directors, project staff and evaluators, cluster evaluators, funder program staff, and guests at annual or semi-annual networking conferences is an important component of cluster evaluation. The purposes of these conferences will vary somewhat depending on the purpose of the evaluation, topical focus of the cluster, and frequency of the meetings. All networking conferences should include sessions (1) to conduct strategic planning for, exchange ideas about, provide direction to, discuss issues and problems emerging from, and review and analyze data and findings of the cluster evaluation; (2) share lessons learned with other projects; and (3) visit project sites. For a science/mathematics education focused cluster, for example, purposes should also include learning about current and developing issues in science education and science curriculum, instruction, and assessment topics directly pertinent to projects; and formally and informally sharing science education curriculum materials and instructional strategies. Networking is at the heart of a constructivist approach, since it provides a forum for direct engagement of major stakeholders in the cluster evaluation process.

Networking conferences are organized collaboratively between cluster evaluators, program staff, and project directors. Specific travel, overnight accommodation, meal, and meeting arrangements can be part of the cluster evaluator’s responsibility and funded accordingly, or the funder can arrange or contract for networking conferences. The number and duration of conferences are related to the purpose of the cluster evaluation and/or available financial resources.

For a cluster evaluation of NSF projects, program staff would be actively involved with cluster evaluators in planning and implementing the conferences. Project directors, individually and in committees, provide feedback and can help make arrangements for the gatherings.
Data Analysis and Working Hypotheses

A method used in one of the authors' science education clusters to review and analyze the diverse outcome-related data is the use of "working hypotheses," a term first coined by Cronbach (1975), describing tentative hypothesizing statements "that give proper weight to local contextual conditions," but facilitate transferability across varying contextual situations. The degree of transferability depends on the similarity between contexts—the "fittingness" or "degree of concurrence between sending and receiving contexts" (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Core and auxiliary working hypotheses, based on common cluster outcomes, address commonalties and differences in project-level implementation strategies (Barley, 1991). Working hypotheses are reviewed and modified at networking meetings. Tentative findings are developed by the evaluators and presented to the cluster members for further review. Project staff have an opportunity to offer suggestions for modifications based on additional data and findings from individual projects and make recommendations for additional relevant data collection.

Other analysis methods for mixed data can be used, but should involve project directors and staff at appropriate points in the process.

Cooperative Derivation and Dissemination of Results

Dissemination of findings and sharing of lessons learned occurs between individual projects in the cluster, from individual projects to other pertinent programs (for example, science/mathematics education programs for an NSF cluster), among projects at networking conferences, and at local, state, and national gatherings of educators, evaluators, and others. Networking conference sessions are also devoted to planning common dissemination activities, such as development of printed materials, videos, conferences, consulting services, etc.

This will be an important aspect of cluster evaluation for NSF programs, since project directors and staff must be actively involved in deriving and disseminating results, not only of the evaluation, but of project research findings. Evaluation findings should help NSF program staff, in collaboration with cluster evaluators and project directors, determine future funding and research efforts. Networking within a cluster and between clusters would also facilitate interactions among a large group of researchers and NSF staff, leading to more informed coordination of NSF-funded research activities and their relationship to overall education reform efforts.

Recommendations and Conclusions

Cluster evaluation as briefly described in this paper is an innovative and effective method that can be appropriately adapted to help meet the needs of the National Science Foundation as it seeks to develop an evaluation framework that will identify the footprints left behind by its programming efforts. Although cluster evaluation can be used retrospectively, it is particularly appropriate when used with groups of projects initiating and conducting their programs, thus identifying footprints throughout the course of the projects.

As a formative/summative combination approach (as described in this paper), cluster evaluation engages stakeholders in the evaluation process. It provides feedback to projects as they implement their programs, and, thus, helps them improve. Cluster evaluation also

... cluster evaluation engages stakeholders in the evaluation process."
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measures the overall impact of the group of projects and addresses contextual factors and implementation strategies.

Using it retrospectively, cluster evaluation provides a framework for addressing important evaluation questions related to outcomes, context, and implementation. It is suggested that an evaluation “panel,” representative of a broad cross-section of NSF stakeholders, project directors, program staff, evaluators, teachers, and learners, be established for particular NSF program areas or portions of a program area (i.e., projects with similar missions). Operating collaboratively and on an ongoing basis, their purpose would be to construct and adjust the evaluation design out of their shared concerns, values, and directions for the program. They would jointly establish the evaluation questions, determine the specific design, collect common data, and develop analyses appropriate to the real world of educational practice.
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It is both healthy curiosity and political necessity to wonder how research and development in science education is affecting not only the teaching and learning of science but also the greater educational and social system. In this paper, I review concerns about program effectiveness and accountability, and comment on the capabilities of program evaluation methods and people to trace systemic effects. Before identifying potential contributions from qualitative methodology, I outline its common characteristics. Claiming an interpretive commitment to be qualitative research’s characteristic most applicable here, I suggest creation of, for each major program of the directorate, a semi-independent evaluation council for long-term interpretive study of the systemic influence of NSF educational research and development on various fields of action.

Seeking New Strategies for Program Evaluation

Thirty years of experience with the evaluation of Federal programs has persuaded many members of the American Evaluation Association that “there are no easy answers.” At each year’s annual meeting, there are restatements of the perplexity and renewed attention to political and cultural contexts. The foundation for future strategic thinking should not ignore the presidential addresses, the 96 theses of Lee Cronbach and colleagues (1980), and the 31 “hard-won lessons” identified by Michael Scriven (1993). Applying some of the experiential wisdom expressed in those resources to the present task, I begin with the following 17 caveats.

Evaluation Strategies: Caveats

1. Providing indicators of program impact is a task fraught with political and promotional pressure, resulting in overly “favorable” evaluations (Scriven 1991), resulting in evaluation schemes that exceed the technical capacities of evaluators. Realistic review of evaluation strategies is uncommon. Over-promising becomes routine. Organizational structures should be developed to require more realistic strategies for evaluating NSF programs.

2. Efforts to measure program merit and effect face complex political environments that reward:
   a. Delaying action (evaluation seldom can happen fast enough to support or counter impressions and experiences of the program itself);
   b. Disguise of advocacies (by reifying certain criteria of success and obscuring others, groups oriented to the reified criteria are supported); and
   c. A facade of accountability (the act of commissioning an evaluation makes it appear that the commissioning agency is acting responsibly).

“New strategies need to be directed as much at disengaging evaluation from the advocacies of science and mathematics education as at finding new representations of effect.”
3. While group efforts to examine strategies for program evaluation should be encouraged, strategies are not necessarily strengthened by group consensus. Strength is also to be found in a diversity of ideas. It may be more important to add strategic options, some unpopular, to the armamentarium than to find a grand strategy that has few opponents.

4. Uniform strategies across programs is not an important end. Dissimilarity within and between programs requires nonuniform evaluation methods. If methods are too dissimilar, understanding of program effects will be low. With strategies too similar, unique contributions of individual programs will be understated (Cronbach, et al. 1980).

5. One strategy recognized almost universally is that multiple measures of important constructs are highly desirable. Conducting multiple studies is one way of getting multiple measures, some of which will help validate the constructs and others which will help illustrate the different interpretations given a construct in different settings.

6. Evaluation data can be newly generated by research or can be gathered from people who already are interpreting what is happening.

7. Most government-sponsored evaluations are designed in instrumentalist fashion; that is, the program is presented as an agent effecting some change in operations and productivity with certain benefit to a clientele. In the eyes of many advocates and clients, however, program quality is seen as the quality of services provided, as intrinsic quality rather than product quality. The social sciences are a reservoir of instrumentalist views; the humanities are a reservoir of intrinsic views. A review of evaluation strategies should consider both (Guba and Lincoln 1981).

8. Whether or not programs should be evaluated formally is a political and administrative matter more than a developmental and epistemological matter. It is common knowledge that formal evaluation studies have usually not provided critical input to government decision making about continuation or change in programs.

9. Evaluation occurs both formally and informally. Those closest to the scene tend to be more satisfied with informal than formal evaluation. People at a distance, especially those dubious about the program, tend to prefer formal and independent evaluation.

10. Most programs supported by the National Science Foundation are complex. Instruction and other discourse affected by NSF programs are simultaneously being affected by many other influences. Attribution of effect to NSF programs is problematic, at best.

11. The more distant an intended effect is from program activity, the more difficult the attribution. Distance can be a matter of time, place, personal interaction, content, or conceptualization.

12. The pre-announced metaphor of "footprints" as an indicator of effects of a program's passing should be given no more than a moment's thought. That metaphor raises the image of pristine sur-
faces, such as newly waxed floor or fresh sand at the beach, and the fitting of a slipper to Cinderella-like program agents. Real surfaces are scuffed, trammelled, and exposed to countless footfalls, and real programs rarely leave distinguishing marks. But the major flaw in the metaphor is its romantic image of an indicator that requires little human interpretation.

13. Education and human beings are extremely complex. We seldom can measure effects of educational research and development directly. Validity of measurement tends to diminish, the more indirect the indicator. For a nation, a school, and sometimes even a child, our indicators of program effect are quite indirect. Many are of low validity. Indicating the systemic effects of NSF programming on research, training, professional communication, and popular discourse directs attention to quite indirect outcomes.

14. We have indicators of high validity and those of low (Shavelson, et al. 1987; Guiton and Burstein, 1993). Misleading evaluations result from interpreting indicators beyond the limits of their validity. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>These indicators:</th>
<th>are a good indicator of:</th>
<th>but a poor indicator of:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>need statements</td>
<td>what people would like</td>
<td>what is actually needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standardized test scores</td>
<td>student ability</td>
<td>actual student achievement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grade point averages</td>
<td>compliance in instruction</td>
<td>ability to use own knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>courses taken in Education</td>
<td>teacher formal qualification</td>
<td>teaching quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monetary costs</td>
<td>money spent</td>
<td>the social costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>followup ratings</td>
<td>participant satisfaction</td>
<td>program effectiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15. Indicators have a reactive effect. To get better test scores or other marks, schooling is redirected to better affect the indicator variable, sometimes at the expense of the real targets of education. Both insiders and outsiders increasingly substitute the indicator variable as the definition of education. Were we to create valid indicators of systemic effects, advocates and adversaries would probably find ways to subvert them.

16. Essentially, in evaluation studies, we are not aiming as much to identify program effects as to identify the value of the effects (Scriven, 1991). Value of effect requires consideration of costs. (In education, worth and costs are seldom measured in dollars.) At least as hard to measure as effects, values and cost measurements are seldom included in an evaluation design. Strong measurement designs often presume that values and costs will be apparent without measuring. Sometimes the best strategy will be to obtain summary judgments from people who themselves have been exposed to all three.
"For most people, the evaluation of Federal programs raises the expectation that something will be measured to which a value can be attached."

17. Increased attention is being given to the design of indicators of provision of educational opportunity. School delivery standards (Porter 1993) would change evaluation strategy to concentrate more on the measuring of process and less on the measuring of product. A strategy emphasizing systemic effects runs counter to emphasis on provision of opportunity.

I open my paper with these 17 caveats intending to help anchor discussions of evaluative strategy in practical experience. I think it is possible to increase NSF sensitivity to the effects its programs are having, but precise, validated, and immediate indicators are some of the illusory "easy answers." How NSF sensitivity and program advocacy may be enhanced by nontraditional evaluation strategies requires a careful look at what is expected of program evaluation.

What Is Being Asked of Evaluation

Essentially, evaluation is the determination of merit and shortcoming (Scriven, 1967). Program evaluation is commonly taken to be "systematic examination of events occurring in and consequent on a contemporary program ... to assist in improving this program and other programs having the same general purpose" (Cronbach, et al., 1980). For most people, the evaluation of Federal programs raises the expectation that something will be measured to which a value can be attached. (In this paper, I am not speaking of project or proposal evaluation but the evaluation of large NSF programs, especially their effects on the educational R & D enterprise and on education generally.)

A Contrived Rationality

Program evaluation, like the social sciences, is in the business of making rational what is empirical. Our principal knowledge of life is empirical. Although indirect and sporadic, much of our knowledge of the work of government is empirical. We try to rationalize what we experience. Government programs change, society changes, people change, all calling for changes in our rationalizations.

Evaluation specialists get contracts to discern a program’s measurable relationships, particularly cause and effect relationships. And most evaluators confidently try—operating under the notion that if change has occurred, a cause can be discerned. If subsequent conditions seem to connect back to the program more than to anything else, then it may be said that the program caused the effects. Proof of such a relationship is far beyond reach. Certainly, in program evaluation, if not everywhere, cause and effect is a constructed reality—sometimes a contrived reality.

The context of government programs is political. Information needs are unlike contests common to researchers (Chelimsky, 1991). Problems are real and taken seriously, but expediency and irrationality are common. Almost every government official is tuned to the morning news (Barnouw, 1970). Bureaucracies strive for rationality; failing that, for the appearance of rationality. They are beset by news media not only for news but for stories. The media are presumptuous about rationality. They equate rationality with responsibility. They imply rationality to be the responsibility of officials, whose information systems are expected to tell what is causing what.

Reporter orientation to causality is particularly aroused by a calamity such as the immolation of the Branch Davidian cult in Waco, Texas. Did the
FBI provoke a mass suicide? Did the President really take full responsibility? Looking back on the Waco calamity, columnist Michael Kelly of the Washington Post discerned the discrepancy between public and media stances, noting little interest within the public in finding someone to blame (April 1993). Kelly used words of Robert Coles, which described the media's "... arrogant faith in rationalism ... , all of them paying homage to the great delusion of our times, that social scientists will deliver us from irrational madness and the random hand of fate." Blame makes a good story. Under media expectations, it behooves evaluators to identify blame for program shortcomings.

Deliverance also makes a good story. Within professional education at present, much attention is paid the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics, published by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) in 1989. Does problem-solving get graduates ready for the work place? Is NCTM now leading the school reform movement? Some believe evaluators should be trying to measure such effects. How should they evaluate the effects of NCTM Standards? Perhaps by looking into other teaching areas (Ball, 1992). Specialists in language arts promoting a "whole language" approach occasionally mention the NCTM Standards. Specialists in distance education trying to develop simulations far from campus occasionally mention the NCTM Standards. Is their work influenced by the Standards? Possibly, but not on the basis of how frequent is the mention or how congenial the innovation. Workers in other fields see that the legitimacy of the Standards might rub off on their efforts, so they cite them. Citation does not mean they have been influenced by the mathematics teachers.

Now that we have thought about it, there may be a phenomenon we can call the NCTM effect on school improvement. And an evaluator might be able to estimate how much the work of mathematics teachers has influenced other innovatory efforts. Could we call the estimate an indicator? Could we validate the estimate? Indicator validation is not going to happen. The estimate itself may be useful, not only for promotional purposes, but in the rumination and discourse of program management. But estimates are not facts. Indices such as "the NCTM effect" or "readiness for the work place," just like the now vernacular "employment rate" and "Dow Jones average," however useful, are fictions, beyond constructed realities, a form of that new whiz bang, "virtual reality." More on that in a moment.

The real work of educators is not "to look good," nor is it "to catch up with the Japanese," nor is it even (in my view) "to cause the child to be different," but to provide opportunity and pressure for children to follow preferred paths to becoming educated. It is the natural state of the child to be affected by teachers and tenuously by distant research programs. How much the separate layers of the system can take credit for good effects—or bad, for that matter—is beyond the understanding of everyone, including evaluation specialists. Whatever the appetite for indicators, whatever the demand for program accountability, however useful measurement of effect might be, the state of the art is such that indicators of systemic effect are not available. And it is irresponsible for officials to use unvalidated indicators of effect as if they had been validated. And it is an act of deception for evaluators to provide such indicators.
"There is no single wellspring of qualitative research from which to draw methods for evaluating NSF strategies."

What state-of-the-art evaluators can do is to see if programs are drawing upon the best of human understandings, organizing programs in felicitous ways, recognizing and coping with problems, maintaining a dignity of human relations. It is not wrong to be curious about outcomes, but it is wrong to join in the deceit that governments cause education, and in the self-deceit that evaluators reliably measure and attribute effects. It is wrong to portray a rationality that does not exist.

It is also wrong to base evaluation strategy on what ought to be rather than on what is. Formal evaluation expectations are based largely on specialist services presently available. They do evolve, and can be seen to be increasing their use of qualitative field work, particularly with case studies and ethnographic interpretations. How NSF sensitivity and program advocacy may be enhanced by nonresidential evaluation strategies requires more than a passing knowledge of qualitative research methods. Drawing upon the *Handbook of Qualitative Research*, (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994), the following section is my distillation of that emerging methodology—disciplined qualitative inquiry.

**The Nature of Qualitative Research**

There is no single wellspring of qualitative research from which to draw methods for evaluating NSF strategies. Practices vary in different fields. The distinction between quantitative and qualitative methods is a matter of emphasis more than a matter of boundary. In each ethnographic or naturalistic or phenomenological or hermeneutic or holistic study, i.e., in each qualitative study, enumeration and recognition of differences in amount have a place. And in each statistical survey and controlled experiment, in each quantitative study, natural-language description and researcher interpretation are expected. Perhaps the most important differences in emphasis are threefold:

a. Distinction between knowledge discovered and knowledge constructed;

b. Distinction between aiming for explanation and aiming for understanding; and

c. Distinction between personal and impersonal roles of the researcher.

**Constructed Knowledge and Virtual Representations** - The children of today are manyfold the linguists their parents were as children. Their exposure to images has grown a hundredfold. Their access to keyboards and software gives them vast new ranges of expression. Literary empowerment has been enormous for evaluators as well. We can say so much more, represent it in so many more ways, prepare handsome camera-ready copy ourselves.

As the electronic field has exploded in both sophistication and public access, the art of representation has exploded too. Readers can be immersed in the description, drawn into the most elaborate of vicarious experiences (Spiro, et al. 1987). Following Aldous Huxley's *Brave New World*, broadcast advertising (Barnouw, 1970), and, more recently, computer artist Myron Krueger's *Artificial Realities* (1983), we are passing into a period of interactive stimulation that extends personal experience far beyond the movies and charismatic teaching. Among its champions, it is called, "virtual reality" (Woolley, 1992), making possible a sensory reality beyond...
ordinary experience, such as playing tennis on a low gravity court. Radio talk shows have been titillating the public with ideas about simulating pleasure. A few "virtual reality" venues are more sober, more intellectual. A number of our colleagues in artificial intelligence research have designed extra-responsive environments for simulation of problem situations to enhance learning (Psotka, 1993). But this medium is one of grand deception. As Lewis Carroll explained, "For the snark was a boojum, you see."

What I said two paragraphs back about empowerment of children and evaluators is merely an assertion, another virtual reality, but one I expect will sit comfortably with most readers. If that claim is not true, it is virtually true. It is an untruth most people will accept as true. Increasingly we realize our dependence on virtual truths. We pause in our own metamorphosis. As we increase our ability to represent the world, we have greater difficulty in remembering what the world actually has been, and increasing doubt we ever knew what it might be. Some virtual realities we settle for, some we aspire to, such as those we call science and art. We cannot even imagine a world without these virtual realities, these constructs, these indicators. Our problem is one of believing them too much, losing the appetite for validation.

Multimedia shows and role playing repeatedly have shown us that simulation creates a reality of its own. When simulation is effective, that which was simulated can become secondary to the simulation. Shakespeare and McLuhan agreed, "The show's the thing." Virtual sunsets outdo the real in so many ways. The classical questions reappear: "What is reality?" "Is there substance behind appearance?" Children and researchers create new knowledge. And in telling others what they have learned, even as they remember, they simulate that knowledge. New knowledge and simulated knowledge are different (Stake and Trumbull, 1982), propositional and tacit knowledge are different (Polanyi, 1969), but I often find them difficult to tell apart.

In our personal lives, some symbols, narratives, and indices stand for the real thing, more stand for other symbols, narratives, and indices. We remember, sometimes remembering memories rather than the original experience. We create within our minds a world of representations. We do this from our earliest ages, seeking to make sense of puzzling environments, repeating experiences, refining our indicators—but all too seldom do we go out of our way to validate them.

In our societal and institutional lives, we of course need symbols, narratives, and indices. We do not know how to survive without them. We are jolted by the realization that indices are created for other purposes than representation: as dreams and icons, as subterfuge, as enhancements and caricatures, as provocations and supplications. Secretary of Education Terrell Bell created his famous Wallchart of SAT scores ostensibly to represent the quality of secondary education in the 50 states. He knew the data were greatly misleading, but posted them to provoke researchers into creating a valid comparison (Bell, personal communication). Indices exist for advocacy as much as for information. New indices are seldom validated over a developmental period before being offered for public or specialist interpretation. It is part of our evolving language, part of our evolving knowledge base, to have grand indices, but it is part of our carelessness to take them to mean what they seem to mean.
A preponderance of qualitative methodologists are constructivists, professing belief that knowledge is the invention of inquiring minds, not their discovery (Schwandt, 1994). Knowledge is made, not found. Qualitative study of teaching and learning correspondingly emphasizes the construction of ideas by children rather than the acquisition of ideas. This is not just a preferred set of learnings or preferred pedagogy, but an epistemological definition. Each person constructs knowledge, most not recognizably unique, but individually created. We have common knowledge not so much because there are pre-existing facts, truths, for us to discover, but because learning, like dressing and driving, is a social process. We have strong tendencies to conform. We modify our actions to fit the actions of those we respect. And we create knowledge that appears to be very similar to that of the people around us.

The important thing to the qualitative researcher is that it is helpful to consider much learning, much "reality," as human construction. It is necessary sometimes to be reminded that the indices, the virtuals, we use to monitor our lives are contrivances regularly in need of calibration.

Experiential Understanding—A distinction among aims, an epistemological distinction, fundamentally separates qualitative and quantitative inquiry. The distinction is not that between quantitative and qualitative data. The distinction is in intent, between inquiry for making explanations versus inquiry for promoting understanding. It has been nicely stated by philosopher George Henrik von Wright in his book, *Explanation and Understanding* (1971). Von Wright recognized that understanding is personally constructed. He acknowledged that explanations are intended to promote understanding and understanding is often expressed in terms of explanation—but epistemologically, the two are quite different. Von Wright emphasized the difference between generative explanation and experiential understanding.

It is a distinction seen in preferences for process versus product evaluation. Products are the manifestation of generative processes. Choosing product evaluation is problematic for us because the causes of systemic effects are not necessarily the processes we assume, allude to, or experience. Given such uncertainties, the qualitative evaluator gives greater attention to process as experienced (Guba and Lincoln, 1982), with the reader expected to share in the interpretation. For the educator, the distinction parallels the difference between preparing to teach didactically and preparing experiential opportunities for learners. Shall researchers tell a reader what they have learned, or shall they arrange a situation optimally suited to reader learning? Qualitative evaluation designs generally aim to have evaluators make descriptions and situational interpretations of phenomena, which they offer colleagues, students, and others for modifying their own understandings of program merit (that is, for "naturalistic generalization," as Deborah Trumbull and I called it in 1982). Quantitative evaluation designs generally aim to advance abstract comprehensions of the evaluators who, in turn, present these explanations to their colleagues, students, and diverse audiences.

Qualitative descriptions are expected to be recognizable by readers, yet no description captures veridically the phenomena described. Jorge Luis Borges spoke of this elusive character of language in *A Yellow Rose*:
...Then the revelation occurred: Marino saw the rose as Adam might have seen it in Paradise, and he thought that the rose was to be found in its own eternity and not in his words; and that we may mention or allude to a thing, but not express it...

Borges recognized the inescapable artificiality of description.

Quantitative research methods have grown out of search for grand theory. To establish generalizations that hold over diverse situations, most social science-oriented researchers make observations in diverse situations. They try to eliminate the merely situational, letting contextual effects “balance out.” They try to nullify context in order to find salient and pervasive explanatory relationships. Qualitative evaluators treat the uniqueness of individual contexts as important to understanding.

Most program evaluation work has been dominated by science’s search for grand explanation. Employment of formal measurement and statistical analysis, i.e., quantification, has occurred in order to permit aggregation of a large number of dissimilar cases, thus to position the researcher to make formal generalizations about the program. The appropriateness of scientific explanation for program evaluation has been questioned by Scriven (1978) and Cronbach (1980, et al.) on the grounds of the particularity of the evaluand, its situationality, and its political context. Both of them have emphasized the evaluator’s responsibility for authoring programspecific descriptions and interpretations. Practicing evaluators draw upon both quantitative and qualitative methods, choosing one or the other to provide scientific explanation or experiential understanding.

Emphasis on Interpretation—Qualitative evaluation specialists such as Elliot Eisner (1979) and Egon Guba and Yvonna Lincoln (1981) have urged reliance on direct interpretation of events more than on interpreted measurement of attributes. All research designs feature interpretation—but, with standard quantitative designs, there is effort to constrain interpretation during that period extending from design of the study to analysis of the data. Standard qualitative designs call for the persons most responsible for interpretations to be in the field during that period, responding to the situation (Stake, 1975), making observations and interpretations simultaneously.

The difference is epitomized by two kinds of research questions. In quantitative studies, the research question typically embodies a relationship among a small number of variables, e.g., “Is there an enduring correlation between applicability of technological support and teacher qualification over a variety of situations?” Efforts are made to operationally bound the inquiry, to define the variables, and to minimize the importance of interpretation until data are analyzed. At the very beginning, it is important to anticipate how relationships between variables would reduce weakness in explanation and, at closing, it is important for the researchers to modify their generalizations about the variables. In between times, it is important not to let interpretation change the course of the evaluation study (Stake, 1994).

In qualitative studies, the research question typically orients to case or phenomena, seeking patterns of unanticipated as well as expected relationship. For example, “What will happen to collegial relationships among teachers
working with this program if all are obligated to emphasize a problem-solving pedagogy?" Or if the project had been implemented sometime in the past, "What happened?" Dependent variables are seldom operationally defined, situational conditions may not be known in advance, even the independent variables are expected to develop in unexpected ways. It is important to have the interpretive powers of the research team in immediate touch with developing events and ongoing revelations, partly to redirect observations and to pursue emerging issues. The allocation of resources is different. Reliance on carefully developed instruments and redundancy of observations typical in a quantitative study give way to placement of the most skilled researchers directly in contact with the phenomena and making much more subjective claims as to the meanings of data.

In his fine summary of the nature of qualitative study, Frederick Erickson (1986) claimed that the primary characteristic of qualitative research is interpretation. He said that findings are not just "findings" but "assertions." Qualitative study is not alone in personalizing interpretation. Speaking of all social science, Henry Aaron (1978, 156) claimed:

Outsiders may be lulled into thinking that issues are being debated with scholarly impartiality, when in fact more basic passions are parading before the reader clad in the jargon of academic debate.

Qualitative methods invite personal reflection. With intense interaction of researcher and actors in the field, with a constructivist orientation to knowledge, with sensitivity to participant intentional-ity and sense of self, however descriptive the report, the qualitative researcher expects to express personal views.

Erickson drew attention to the ethnographers' traditional emphasis on emic issues, those concerns and values recognized in the behavior and language of the people being studied. Geertz (1973) called it: "thick description." And often the aim is not veridical representation so much as stimulation of further reflection, optimizing readers' opportunity to learn. Stake and Trumbull (1982) called it "naturalistic generalization," a concern for assisting the reader's further understandings. It draws from history, philosophy, and literature, sometimes paralleling the artist's work. Claude Debussy, on composing I a Mer, not at sea, but in his Paris studio, said:

I have my memories and they are better than the seascapes themselves whose beauty often deadens thought. My listeners have their own store of memories for me to dredge up.

The function of research is not always to map the world but to sophisticate the beholding of it.

Thick description, alternative interpretations, "multiple realities," and "naturalistic generalization" are not only common; often they are aims for these nontraditional research methods. Such pursuit of complex meaning cannot be just designed in or caught retrospectively (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). It seems to require continuous attention, an attention seldom sustained when the dominant instruments of data gathering are objectively interpretable checklists or survey items. An ongoing interpretive role of the researcher is promit Tnt in the work of qualitative research.

**Other Characteristics of Qualitative Research** In addition to its orientation away from cause-and-effect explanation and toward personal interpretation, qualitative inquiry is distinguished by its
emphasis on holistic treatment of phenomena (Schwandt, 1994). I have remarked already on the epistemology of qualitative researchers as existential (as opposed to causal or generative) and constructivist. These two views are correlated with an expectation that phenomena are intricately related to many coincidental actions and that understanding them requires a wide sweep of contexts: temporal and spatial, historical, political, economic, cultural, social, personal.

Thus the case, the activity, the event, is seen as critically unique as well as common. Understanding it requires an understanding of other cases, activities, and events. Uniqueness is recognized not primarily by comparing cases on a number of variables—there may be few ways in which this immediate case strays from the norm—but the collection of features, the sequence of happenings, is seen by people close at hand to be in many ways unprecedented and important; that is, a critical uniqueness. Readers are drawn easily to a sense of uniqueness as they read narratives, vignettes, experiential accounts (van Maanan, 1988). The uniquenesses are expected to be critical to the understanding of the particular case.

For all their intrusion into habitats and personal affairs, qualitative researchers are non-interventionists. In the field, they try not to draw attention to themselves or their work. Other than positioning themselves, they avoid creating situations to test their hypotheses. They try to observe the ordinary and they try to observe it long enough to comprehend what, for this case, ordinary means. For them, naturalistic observation has been the primary medium of acquaintance. When they cannot see for themselves, they ask others who have seen. When formal records have been kept, they scrutinize the documents. But they favor a personal capture of the experience, so they can interpret it, recognize its contexts, puzzle the many meanings, while still there, and pass along an experiential, naturalistic account to allow readers to participate in some of the same reflection.

Recognition of Risks- Qualitative study has everything wrong with it that its detractors claim. It is subjective. The contributions toward an improved and disciplined science are slow and tendentious. New questions are more frequent than answers. The results pay off too little in the advancement of social practice. The ethical risks are substantial. And the costs are high.

The effort to promote a subjective research paradigm is deliberate. Subjectivity is not seen as a failing to be eliminated but as an essential element of understanding. Still, personal understanding frequently is misunderstanding, by actors, by the researchers, and by readers. The misunderstanding may occur because of the intellectual shortcomings of the interpreter or because of weakness in protocol which fails to purge misinterpretation. Qualitative researchers have a respectable concern for validation of observations, they have routines for “triangulation” (Denzin, 1989) that can approximate in purpose those in the quantitative fields, but they do not have the protocols that put subjective misunderstandings to a stiff enough test.

Many phenomena studied take long to happen and evolve along the way. Often we need a long time to come to understand what is going on. The work is labor-intensive and the costs are hard to trim. Many of the studies are labors of love. Many findings are esoteric. The
It is not that we need more than a single indicator; it is the idea of indicator that is insufficient. We evaluators need to realize that we are asked for, and we ourselves yearn for, artifice, the hypothetical, the illusory. We propose indicators of things that do not exist other than in our imaginations. Many of the things we would indicate—the well-being of a child, the coherence of a curriculum, the fiscal integrity of a school district, the merit of a research policy—do not exist other than as mental contrivances. They are not things we can approximate. There is no way that we can test the validity of such representations.

That does not mean we should purge our thoughts of indicators. We have no choice. Words are indicators, photographs are indicators, memories are indicators. We cannot communicate without representations of both the tangi-

A Qualitative Strategy

Human Surveillance of Policy- One implication of qualitative methodology is to raise a caution flag on the use of “indicator variables”; yes, on all formal representations of complex phenomena. More than an intensive search for the closest indicator of an expected effect, we need disciplined scrutiny of this particular notion of effect. Interested in the effects of a research program on public policy, we may seek already-existing traces and we may create new indicators of changes in policy, but we should also extensively and repeatedly examine our conceptions of the research program and the public policy. Experimentalists (Boring, 1950) used to call it, “the criterion problem,” the suitability of the representation.

As we first identify a program and a criterion policy, almost immediately we have expanding conceptualizations of the problem, the remedy, the effects. We have no single construct to represent, no true substance to indicate. It is not that we need more than a single indicator; it is the idea of indicator that is insufficient. We evaluators need to realize that we are asked for, and we ourselves yearn for, artifice, the hypothetical, the illusory. We propose indicators of things that do not exist other than in our imaginations. Many of the things we would indicate—the well-being of a child, the coherence of a curriculum, the fiscal integrity of a school district, the merit of a research policy—do not exist other than as mental contrivances. They are not things we can approximate. There is no way that we can test the validity of such representations.

That does not mean we should purge our thoughts of indicators. We have no choice. Words are indicators, photographs are indicators, memories are indicators. We cannot communicate without representations of both the tangi-
ble and the intangible. Of course we will have indicators, not only in common discourse, but in all means of technical representation. The big question is how we will treat our indicators. Particularly, will we set them up as approximates to imagined truths, as substitutes for human sensitivity, for decision making? Will we use them to regulate our affairs?

Sometimes we will. We use various servomechanical systems: thermostats, cost-of-living increases, sliding scale cutting scores for admission. All, we hope, are subject to petition and override, but they are a part of our human systems. Some serve us well. Sometimes we wonder if they serve us well enough. The more the decisions impact indirectly on personal well-being, on differences in privilege, on the common good, the more we should worry that the indicators may be unwell and the more we should insist upon calibration in the form of close human surveillance.

It sometimes is supposed that a qualitative approach is fundamentally an aggregation and quantified analysis of data gathered in an qualitatively interpretive fashion (Miles and Huberman, 1984; Yin, 1989). While that may be useful, an essentially qualitative strategy for monitoring the effects of research is typified not by the establishment of quantitative indicators of qualitative phenomena, but by the establishment of disciplined and reflective human surveillance over all indicators, qualitative and quantitative.

These humans, these discerning humans, will use existing indicators and construct new ones. They will use multiple indicators to reflect the complexity of the phenomena and different perspectives found among people affected. They will couch their thinking and presenting of indicators in the language of experience, frames of time, place, and personality. If they do their work well, they will be a deterrent to overinterpretation of indicators, to the oversimplification of problems and solutions. They will demystify.

But they also will mystify. They will try to convey the best of insights of those who have most closely studied the matter. They will introduce new constructs, new models, and new scales. If they do their work well, they will not make it easier to command understanding, nor to make decisions. What they will offer is not indicators but virtuals, representations not of something real but essences of things understood. They will continue to remind us of the construction of our knowledge.

Interpretation Roles- Of the three pervasive characteristics of qualitative research I elaborated earlier, the most promising for extending NSF program evaluation is, I believe, interpretation. Interpretation is not a stranger at NSF, but more comprehensive and protected roles can be imagined. To come to understand the effects of major NSF programs, the qualitative strategy I propose is simple: an invigoration of interpretive responsibility, a mobilization of interpretive assets, an elevation of interpretive capability. I am echoing the plea of Cronbach and associates who called for much more vigorous collegial review of evaluation research (1980). The National Science Foundation needs comprehensive interpretation of what its science education programs are accomplishing (Katzenmeyer, 1993). The best contribution of qualitative methodology to such evaluation would be, I think, to enhance the role of systemic interpretation.

Individual evaluation studies aggregate poorly (Cronbach, et al. 1980), in
NSF as elsewhere. Policy makers do not get the support they need. Program officers and individual evaluation contractors provide too little in the way of historical perspective and independence. To get independent views of quality, evaluators are sought who have little to gain or lose by the conclusions they draw. These people usually have but cursory knowledge of present and past operations. To enrich formal evaluation with existing knowledge of present and past operations, an evaluation assignment often goes to prior funded parties (and potentially future award winners) or their associates, but these people are pressured by personal and institutional relationships to constrain their inquiries. There are natural constituencies of researchers for curricular issues, technical advances, teacher training, and special pedagogies, each capable of providing traditional reviews of research, development, and evaluation studies, but more narrowly defined than the panoramic responsibility for science and mathematics education. Most advisory panel members lack the purview, independence, and time to provide historical perspective.

An Interpretation Council- One possible move would be to create within each NSF program or in the agency as a whole, an Interpretation Council, a small, full-time, internal but independent, evaluation-oriented policy-analysis team. Among the members should be persons well experienced in program evaluation, research integration (Cook, et al., 1992) and qualitative field study (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Maintaining knowledgeable but dispassionate status would not be easy. Interpretation roles and council status would take time to develop. Although the appointments might be as difficult as those to the Supreme Court, the needed talents already exist among those who staff the Education Directorate. Members should be committed to gaining a thorough and enduring acquaintance with key issues, major projects, and related programs, yet having little vested interest in particular ones. This council should not replace the External Expert Panel, a more removed group needed for their interpretations (Katzenmeyer, 1993).

On the organization chart, the council perhaps should be a permanent free-standing affiliate, possibly attached to the Inspector General’s office. Although much smaller, in some ways it would mimic the Government Accounting Office. GAO serves the Congress; the Council would serve an NSF program—but to provide interpretation and review rather than to complete studies. Like GAO, the Council should be obligated to stay relevant to the sweep of institutional responsibility, subject to multiyear mission renewal, and free to design and conduct individual program reviews. Even though dedicated to its sponsor, the Congress, GAO appears to me to have sufficient independence for designing studies, for occasional unwelcome findings, and for initiating some inquiries unrequested (Chelimsky, 1987). With strong management and a capable staff, I would say that presently GAO is the outstanding program evaluation shop in the world today. GAO is not an ideal model, however, because it does not maintain a sufficiently enduring relationship with particular programs. The purpose of that agency is not long-term administrative reflection and continuing program evaluation.

Thomas Cook (1978) and Lee Cronbach and associates (1980) pointed to the desirability of “social problem study groups.” My suggestion here is similar but different. It is for one group, an institutional council, to review sci-
ence education performances of importance to NSF, including the systemic effects of its programs. One organizational model to examine would be the fiscal audits provided by such corporations as Booz, Allen, and Hamilton. The audits are expected by both parties to resume annually until either party is no longer satisfied with the arrangement. Many of these auditing agencies have increased their staffing to offer program evaluation services. But here, too, there is little expectation that the persons working on the evaluation in a given year will have done so in the past and will build upon historical perspective. The format of the review is standardized to lessen the need for situational study. An interpretive council drawing from qualitative research methods would give particular attention to evolving situations.

The question may not be so much a matter of longevity of acquaintance as its intensity. Various corporations employ organizational and fiscal specialists to reside within the headquarters or plants for extended periods of time with a rather broad responsibility for discerning what is happening. When General Electric acquired the National Broadcasting Company in 1986, viewers were switching from the networks in great numbers to watch cable channels. Concerned about keeping the network profitable (Auletta, 1992) new Chief Operating Officer Robert Wright brought in a consulting team of four accountants to find ways of reorienting NBC away from revenue enhancement toward cost containment. GE officials wanted them to study “the culture” of the organization, which, through lengthy interviews, observations, as well as document review, they did. What the team provided were not indicators but hugely subjective estimates of what might be saved. They described the contributions of long-time NBC officials, especially those more bent upon providing public service than maximizing shareholder profit. The advice of the consultants was appreciated by corporate managers and disparaged by program staffs—but their interpretations were considered typical of what disciplined, intelligent observers will ascertain when they have sufficient opportunity to study a massively complex situation—not necessarily right but better than what was known before.

A long-staying internal but independent Council could be just as irrelevant as brief visitors and just as constrained as an internal team, but steps could be taken to increase relevance and minimize constraint. The Council could be guaranteed access, obligated by contract to raise critical questions, and insulated in various ways from intimidation. Such functions might be refined by the study of biographies of unique advisors such as Averill Harriman, Oscar Davis of the former U. S. Court of Claims, and Sam Messick of the Educational Testing Service. The Council could use its own internal workings to challenge observations and interpretations. In touch with principal investigators and evaluators, it could try out draft language and preliminary findings on program officers and other administrators. But mainly, it would serve as critical memory in the service of, but not dependent on, the science education program managers of NSF.

Drawing on the Qualitative Tradition—Whether or not an Interpretive Council is a good idea, the strategy of increasing the interpretive resources of the National Science Foundation should be considered. The present NSF investment in design of evaluation studies far outweighs its investment in interpretation. I have offered caveats here to recognize the
shortfall in efforts to build a rational evaluation enterprise. I have presented my argument here in terms of the epistemological flaws in evaluation data and indicators that might be used to define the effects of Foundation programming, claiming that the usual indicators of need, productivity, or systemic effect are largely hypothetical, created more from social theory and political discourse than from empirical science. These indicators belong to a largely fictitious world referred to here as virtual reality.

It is within the capability of the educational research community to improve the present battery of indicators, from the Wallchart on up, but the utility of indicators appears to be to enhance or justify decisions already made on political grounds (Lindblom and Cohen, 1979). Rather than develop and validate better indicators, as many qualitative and quantitative researchers would urge, my recommendation has been to increase the quality of interpretation available to program officers, central administration, advisory panels, and oversight committees. Much depends on peer review, and peer interpretation, not just those peers on a special council, but all Directorate members. According to Michael Scriven (1992):

Like democracy, peer review may be a flawed system but, if given its best possible implementation, it’s the best in sight and something like it will always be a key element in proposal and program evaluation.

The emphasis in this paper has been not on review of projects or proposals but on review of program performance. Such interpretive evaluation could be accomplished in various ways (with the 1978 advice of Cronbach and associates still highly pertinent) but probably not with major reliance on external contracting and rotary personnel. Institutional restructuring is needed—bringing greater disciplined interpretation inside. That needed interpretation, comprehensive yet program-specific, would require enduring study under security enjoyed by judges and scientists. I think the most important contribution the qualitative paradigm can make to the evaluation of systemic effects is to raise the emphasis on disciplined interpretation.

Informal evaluation of systemic effects of NSF programs already takes place; more formal evaluation is said to be needed. These programs are part of a political process and their evaluation is part of that political process. Efforts to shelter the evaluation from political pressure are needed: they cannot expect to be entirely successful. The qualitative strategy of increasing personal interpretation responsibility in a formal evaluation effort requires long-term agreements and protection to those who will bring bad news. A pressure-free environment is unrealistic, and explanations by interpreters are another form of virtual reality. But validation, experiential as well as technological, can engage the merely virtual in improving understandings of program merit and worth.
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We've had several models of discussions this morning, and I am going to introduce you to a third model. I am also going to talk about two of the papers.

The papers I have been asked to discuss today are very different, as you have just seen. In one, Bob Stake looks broadly at the field of evaluation, notes its gaps and its failures, its distorted emphases, and its unresolved tensions, and tries to build an evaluation mechanism for NSF that could perhaps remedy these problems. Specifically, the paper speaks to the promise of qualitative research, to the needs for experiential understanding rather than explanation, for interpretation rather than a search for cause and effect, for the distinction of system patterns of information over time, and for the conciliation of historical perspective with independence (I guess you'd say "semi-independence," Bob. I noticed that changed in the evaluation function.) The proposal is for an invigoration of interpretive responsibility to be incarnated by a group of "semi-independent" evaluation researchers within NSF. The group members would do some evaluations, advise on others, and generally lend their research expertise to the improvement of agency evaluation information over time.

The second paper describes a particular method—cluster evaluation—and proposes it as one likely to be useful to NSF in addressing two needs that its authors, Zoe Barley and Mark Jenness, judge important in the evaluation field today: the need to account for and conciliate the use of stakeholders, and the need to structure evaluations to serve the primary function of improving the program.

So, one paper focuses on a particular evaluation method, the other on a broad approach to assessment. One emphasizes knowledge, the other stresses the program and its services, but both papers deemphasize the importance of attribution of defined outcomes. I read both papers with great pleasure and think them worthy of NSF's careful attention and reflection.

Cluster evaluation seems to me to be a reasonable way of achieving buy-in and consensus across what are often warring groups. It's less clear to me how findings could be developed from the analysis—again Bob Stake's point about the need for validation—and whether so complex a process would be both feasible and productive.

Bob Stake's paper, which is a sort of luminous meditation on the problems and joys of producing something like real knowledge through evaluation, brings some critical insights to the assessment of teaching and learning. Reading his discussion of the distinctions between quantitative and qualitative representations of realities, I was reminded of the passage in Gabriel Garcia Marquez's *100 Years of Solitude*, in which the town of Macondo loses its memory and is forced to put up signs reminding citizens of the names of objects and how to perform functions like milking cows. By the way, the first object for which a sign is made is called a stake, spelled S-T-A-K-E, and of course another sign tells people exactly how to go about milking cows.

It's true that signs and other "virtual" quantitative abbreviations cannot represent everything, but sometimes it's the best we can hope for. My own bias in looking at an evaluation function—that is, how it should be organized and what methods are most valuable—would add some other components to those presented in these two papers. To me, the kinds of evaluations that need to be done will always depend heavily on three things: the kinds of policy questions or evaluation questions that will be asked about the program, the service, or the function; who will be asking these questions; and what evidence will be needed both to answer the questions and satisfy the political and institutional culture of the particular audience. The question, after all, is the critical trigger that determines what methods need to be used.

Someone asked the question earlier, Can we really separate evaluation from dissemination?
Again, that depends on the question. If we are looking at something that the Congress might ask us to do—for example, evaluate a study and tell us whether it’s good—we would simply do an evaluation of it. We would critique it in one way or another, depending on what the study was, but there would be no need for dissemination other than simply passing it to the committee that wanted it. If we are talking about a program where the question is, Can we use intermediaries to disseminate knowledge to a given audience? then dissemination is part of the evaluation—it can’t be separated. So it all depends upon the question that is asked.

I think we shouldn’t forget that traditional quantitative and qualitative methods can answer a great many questions about the effectiveness of programs or functions and the quality of services (for example, questions about whether someone learned something or not, or whether program beneficiaries are pleased with or insulted by the services they receive). But ingenuity and creativity and innovation are needed to answer broader, complex, systemic questions.

To me this suggests four interdependent means of dealing with these broader issues. The first is an evaluation organization that starts with a profound understanding of which questions will most often emerge, and why, from the political environment within and surrounding an agency and its programs. The second is a panoply of traditional methods and the skills to apply them appropriately and to validate them. The third is the exploration of new methods as a response to questions that cannot be answered with old ones, and the fourth, an in-house organization that can demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of doing both the old and the new. New methods cost a lot of time and money to specify, test, and apply, and they involve some risk to their users. In particular, the more political controversy there is about a topic, the greater the initial credibility risks of newly developed methods. Therefore, the evaluative requirement for them should be, I believe, abundantly clear and their use warranted by the need for answers to specific user questions.
I want to begin by expressing my gratitude to Zoe Barley, Mark Jenness, and Robert Stake. I want to thank them for giving me the opportunity to read their papers and learn from them.

My thoughts are organized into four themes. First, ideas, solutions, and innovations have difficulty moving horizontally in hierarchical systems. Second, local-level project personnel in social programs can do program evaluation, if technical assistance is available. Third, qualitative analysis is central to the evaluation process. And fourth, NSF needs to study the problems of math and science education in a larger social context.

Promoting Horizontal Flow of Information

I have a lot of experience working in local-level programs, and I have learned that information usually flows vertically in any institutional system. Reports, plans, audits, monitoring results, evaluations—all of this stuff moves from program units through management to policy people. Few resources are given to moving information between program units. Consequently, the people who are responsible for delivering services in a program rarely have means or opportunity to communicate with each other.

Cluster evaluation, as described by Zoe Barley and Mark Jenness, does much to overcome the horizontal flow problem. In the cluster approach, regular networking conferences for the projects are a central feature. Staff from different projects participate in negotiating agreed-upon common outcomes and then collaborate in data collection. Finally, “dissemination of findings and sharing of lessons learned occurs between individual projects in the cluster…”

Local-Level Evaluation

In my current job as Director of Program Evaluation for ACTION, the Federal domestic volunteer agency, I have been actively engaged with the problem of how to get project staff involved in evaluation. My agency gives grants to community-based organizations. Many of those grants carry a congressionally mandated requirement that they conduct an annual evaluation of their programs. For small grants, say under $100,000, this may appear to be an absurd requirement. The resources needed to meet the evaluation standards of the grant guidelines are seen by project personnel as detracting from their basic mission, which is not research. In small programs, often the evaluation tail is wagging the service delivery dog.

Through ACTION training conferences for grantees, I have made some efforts to overcome this problem. I try to give project personnel some skills in what I call local-level, low-tech, low-cost evaluation techniques. For example, I ask participants (and sometimes I might have a few hundred in a room with me at one time), “How many of you know your annual budgets?” Everybody raises a hand. Next, I ask, “How many of you know how many hours of volunteer service your program produces each year?” Almost everyone raises a hand. Finally, “How many of you calculate the cost per volunteer hour of service?” Rarely have more than 3 or 4 persons in 100 responded affirmatively.

Again, cluster evaluation proponents recognize this problem and opportunity. The cluster evaluation approach emphasizes the central involvement of evaluation in program management and improvement and stresses the importance of direct stakeholder involvement in that evaluation. The processes of cluster evaluation, as described by Barley and Jenness, go a long way toward empowering local-level project people with needed evaluation skills and other resources.

Qualitative Analysis

In reading Bob Stake’s paper, I was reminded of a time years ago when I was doing extended field
research in Johnson County, Kentucky, the birth place of Loretta Lynn. In some of the Pentecostal churches in that part of eastern Kentucky, there was the belief that a person possessed by the Devil could not say the word, “J-, J-, J-Jesus!” Well, Bob Stake apparently is possessed by some demon for he cannot say the word “A-, A-, A-, Anthropology!”

He refers to several concepts and methods that are the traditional domain of cultural anthropologists. These include ethnographic research, the emic/etic distinction, and holism. In one passage, he presents a fair representation of anthropology’s central concept, culture.

We have common knowledge not because there are pre-existing facts—truths—for us to discover, but because learning, just like dressing and driving, is a social process. We have strong tendencies to conform. We modify our actions to fit the actions of those we respect. And we create knowledge very similar to that of the people around us.

Stake mentions several of the social sciences, but nary a mention of the father and mother of qualitative research, anthropology.

I recommend to this audience the extensive research literature in applied anthropology. In this subdiscipline of anthropology, the concepts and methods that Bob Stake discusses are not nontraditional, rather they are very central to our tradition.

One caution: qualitative research is not easy. Bob Stake is absolutely right in characterizing it as costly, time consuming, and subjective. My experience with contractors conducting research for my agency may be typical. Our research designs often call for site visits, case studies, and other types of participant observation. I have yet to see the wealth of information gained in these qualitative approaches used in any way other than as anecdotes to fill out quantitative reports.

I would disagree, however, with his contention that the “results pay off little in the advancement of social practice.” While a reply would need another paper, I must say that applied anthropology has made major contributions to improving social conditions, especially in the developing world. One example is the important role that anthropological (qualitative) research is playing in the development of techniques to disseminate health information on AIDS in Africa.

The Larger Social Content of Math and Science Education

As a final comment, I want to suggest to the National Science Foundation that it expand its research on the problems with math and science education in the United States. In addition to improvements that might be made to curricula, we need more understanding of the cultural settings for science education in our country.

While we are a nation that seems to revel in technological advances, we are also a nation beset with rampant superstition, ignorance, and even rejection of basic scientific processes, principles, and theories. Almost a majority of people in this country, if some recent polls are to be believed, accept the creationist view of our origins (the story in Genesis) and reject basic evolutionary theory. Millions profess to believe in astrology. The list of irrational belief systems that are being embraced by substantial numbers of Americans is quite lengthy.

The question for NSF is, How can we educate children in science when their parents show such disregard for its most basic principles?
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Michael Scriven

I want to begin by saying how important I think meetings like this are, that is, meetings in which the existing paradigms of evaluation are seriously questioned by those who are not only involved in the game, but also those who are hiring these people and those who are being evaluated by these people. I think we should regard it as a kind of moral imperative for evaluation as a discipline that meetings like this happen.

The results of the major efforts that we have heard about today are impressive. One of the results is a series of suggestions on a very practical level, in particular, a list of 40 suggested questions that you might ask in doing an evaluation of programs like the examples from NSF. There is no substitute for the local experience that some of these people have as evaluators and as program participants. While their comments are aimed at NSF many of them will work equally well for another agency. Many are generic types of questions, though specific enough to be relevant to the ground level of evaluation. So, I think simply on that ground alone, we have something worthwhile here.

On the other hand, there was, I thought, a substantial lack of clarity about what was being done in the efforts discussed today. That doesn’t mean that they’re not useful. It’s just that the interpretations given them were sometimes implausible.

The three things that were going on in these papers, apart from trying to improve evaluation, were:

- Trying to improve dissemination;
- Trying to improve explanation and understanding; and
- Trying to improve description of process—what happened? How did it come about?

These three things need to be distinguished, not sharply—that’s not possible—but generally speaking, as carefully distinguished as possible. I think we are meant to be talking about evaluation. Let me put it another way. Dissemination is a specific process that’s crucial in certain projects, but absolutely irrelevant in others (e.g., where you are trying to solve a theoretical problem, and the payoff is having solved it). The justification for the project is that it had a reasonable chance of solving the problem, not that it did solve it. Dissemination, as Eleanor Chelimsky put it, is going to come in if the task of the evaluation is to find out whether the results were disseminated successfully, and it’s not going to come in if the task of the evaluation was to find out whether the problem has been solved, useful discoveries had been made, etc. I think this distinction is quite unclear.

One of the reasons for that lack of understanding leads to a constructive conclusion that we should take extremely seriously. We really are not treating dissemination as a research area, although it’s very unfortunate that we are not. We’re constantly reinventing wheels, or much worse, we’re starting to realize that someone already did, but we don’t know
"I do not have the faintest understanding, nor does anybody else, of why aspirin works. But as an evaluator in the pharmacological field, it's not a big problem to prove that it does."

Dissemination is, of course, a perfectly sensible part of applied social science. We just need to give it more attention and expect to get more from it. Then, we can pull that knowledge in without having to force people who want to help in changing the schools to be experts on dissemination, which many of them are not.

The explanation and understanding issue is a little trickier because there is a gray area. Bob Stake spent quite a bit of time talking about the importance of qualitative research as a way to obtain insight and understanding, perhaps on the way to explanations of certain kinds. Well, there is a part of evaluation where explanation and understanding is of the essence. It's what you might call "perspectival" evaluation, where what you are doing is trying to achieve a new perspective on the program — to see it in a different way. Wittgenstein spent years toward the end of his life working on the phenomenon of seeing one thing as another thing. That's a very important part of what the good evaluator, and particularly a good qualitative evaluator, can do. But it's only part of the job, and it's only part of the job in some kinds of evaluation tasks. So, we want to be careful about thinking that explanation and understanding is, in general, part of the evaluation job. It is not. I do not have the faintest understanding, nor does anybody else, of why aspirin works. But as an evaluator in the pharmacological field, it's not a big problem to prove that it does. I don't want to be fooling around too long with people who keep saying, if you can't understand how learning goes on, then you can't evaluate teaching. Of course I can evaluate teaching; I don't need to know anything about learning theory, I just need to be able to recognize effective teaching when it bites me.

So we don't want to get into this academic trip about the need for the theories in order to do good evaluation. On the contrary, in many cases, if you can't do good evaluation, you can't even develop the theories of good teaching. Evaluation is the groundwork without which you cannot validate the theory. You want to know what methods of teaching work better, so you need to have measures of learning, not the theories of learning, which you can use to find out which methods did work better. You must be able to evaluate the learning, assess the students' work in order to evaluate the theories.

Indeed, there was one paper which was almost entirely devoted to discussions of questions about how things happened (i.e., descriptive research on various processes in learning and teaching). That's important stuff, it is a part of the task of the RTL program, but it's not a part of the task of evaluating teaching.

There were thus four kinds of valuable payoffs from the papers and comments. First, we were presented with a wonderful array of suggestions for indicators and questions to be asked when evaluating important programs of this general type. Second, there were suggestions for needed research on evaluation. Third, quite a different matter, there were suggestions for research on how teaching and learning works. And some of the suggestions for research on evaluation were, in fact, suggestions for research on dissemination or research on...
explanation. We can shuffle those over to other groups where they are useful topics for research, but not of direct concern for use in evaluation here.

Fourth, there are the proposed “new models,” and one aim of the conference was in terms of looking for new models or approaches. Here I think the arguments are less persuasive, and I find myself in the truly embarrassing position of defending the status quo, something which I’ve never done throughout my life. But there doesn’t seem to be anybody else around to say, “Hey, that’s a straw man, we do better than that today.” So I’m going to argue in that direction for a while.

We need to distinguish first between the arguments that we do need a new approach, and specific arguments for the proposed new approaches. We have heard quite a few of both of these. The arguments for needing a new approach are, in my view, mostly aimed at what is really a straw man. Now, NSF has had a great deal of experience with the standard approach to evaluation because it sends out a lot of RFPs to get evaluations done and it sees what comes in. So I’m not going to second guess their view, that there’s a body of bidders who trot out their favorite quantitative something or other model. Yes, things creak at the joints a bit in the process of development, but one doesn’t really want to treat that as the state of the art. If we’re going to start looking for new paradigms, then we need to see if the existing best practice is faulty. And the best practice isn’t always what Brand X trotted out with their number 16 proposal writer when you run an RFP up the flag pole. Best you can get from Eleanor Chelimsky; the best you can get from the best practitioners in the American Evaluation Association none of whom are bidding on these RFPs. We want to be careful that we don’t rush to ditch current best practice on the grounds that current proposals are unsatisfactory for the sort of tasks that are involved in evaluating the types of programs exemplified, but not restricted, to the three big NSF programs that were mentioned frequently.

It seems to me, for example, that the best current practice is a kind of eclectic amalgam of qualitative and quantitative. It’s certainly not just quantitative. And this is not only for the reasons Bob Stake gives that there is no such thing as pure quantitative, but also for the other reason that these days best practice will have explicit qualitative elements aimed at various areas such as those where you can’t get a good quantitative grip and those where the interpretive process is absolutely fundamental. Numbers aren’t going to do the interpretation for you. So, it’s an eclectic mix of quantitative and qualitative, formative and summative, internal and external, worth and merit. That is, it involves looking at cost effectiveness and not just effectiveness.

In the Call to Arms, Joy listed the reasons that the Directorate had for suspecting that there might be a need for a new paradigm. She says that the traditional approaches are “not directly applicable to the many research-oriented, ground-breaking, inquiries” that NSF often supports. Well, of course, “ground-breaking” is an interesting phrase; it does suggest that you broke some ground. And, if you broke some ground, it does suggest that there ought to be some sort of a footprint in the sand. We should at least see some sort of a new path, some blockage that got broken through, some problem in conceptual
understanding was solved. So I don't feel that we really should have to say, "Abandon hope all ye who enter the eclectic, contemporary model of evaluation," here's a case where you can't handle the challenge. Groundbreaking is easy; at any rate groundbreaking is a lot easier than, "Did it have an effect on the kids in the 12th grade in the United States?"

The research efforts in RTL, for example, are in an important sense, much easier to evaluate in themselves. However, the question of whether everybody has come to recognize the leading work in the field, whether the practitioners have all been affected by these efforts, is the dissemination question. It involves another step, and it's harder. The question of whether the problem is solved is not so hard. And so, I think it's a really serious reason for avoiding naive applications of a quantitative model, which you certainly run a risk of getting when you put out RFPs. But you should expect to write your RFPs to rule out the naive bidders, expect to be very tough about awarding contracts, and restrict awards to people who see through the simple-minded ways of handling the issue at hand.

Joy adds that the impacts are different between studies that are research oriented and those that are groundbreaking. For example, she says that the old style of groundbreaking evaluation "seeks to attribute the effect to a single source." Well, is that really true? They were interested in the question of whether somebody's project did it, if that is a single source, because that's what they were asked to find out. But, then you can hardly blame them because they looked at the question of whether a single project did it. I find myself wading through many pages of their variance analysis, which says, 'No, there isn't a single source that did it, but the single source contributed something to it, here's the figures to prove it.' That doesn't seem totally stupid to me; it seems to me that's a fairly sensible kind of approach. So I think we can handle the notion of more than one source, and even the quantitative fellows, bless them, actually do that quite a bit, and certainly the rest of us can do it too.

The second thing she says and, of course, Joy didn't invent all this out of whole cloth—she's picking up common comments—is that standard evaluations are almost entirely reliant on quantitative data. Well, that is a sign of weakness in the bidder, in the evaluator. Let's not make any mistakes about it, if they're almost entirely reliant on quantitative, then in very many cases that will be just a flaw in their capacity to solve the problem of getting a true measure of merit and worth. But that seems to me to be an example of bad use of a simple-minded paradigm, not an example of current best practice being unable to handle the problem.

Following up on this point, she says that quantitative won't do because a single successful project may justify the entire research investment. Indeed, but where do we have somebody saying the program was a failure because only one Einstein went through? Nobody says that; or if they do, then scrape them off the list for next time around.

We can cope with selecting portfolios of high-risk, high-pay-off investments. At the first meeting of the Evaluation Network, 20 something years ago, I set that task as the task for the President's prize. Nick Smith won the prize for a study in which he showed how to handle portfolio assessment. It's
discussed in some references as the apportionment problem. So, we want to be careful about hopping on a new bandwagon on that issue. I'm speaking reluctantly in favor of the existing best practices being better than you might think.

One of the things I do at the moment is handle all the external evaluations for a wealthy community foundation that funds absolutely everything you can think of—legal aid, work in San Quentin, housing for dispossessed mothers, help for the drug addicts, restructuring schools. Mention anything, we've got a program, probably six. Now, that's a very wide variety, but we don't find any need to shift paradigms among them. In fact, the value of somebody handling a wide variety of evaluations for the trustees of the foundation is that they can use a consistent model across the board. It gives them a degree of comparability which is useful. Perhaps we ought to think the same way about large agencies. We should be trying to use a standardized model—which doesn't mean a primarily quantitative model—across the board.

Then there was the question of the tendency to give priority to measures of student achievement. Well, is it an inadequate sole measure for some NSF programs? Certainly it is, and if you were to use that as the only measure, you would have to wait around 25 years to get some of the data, which wouldn't be much good.

So the real rival for the new style religion is the reformed orthodox church, not the church of the 1960's. Bearing that in mind, we now come to look at the proposed new models. These are not very much of a threat to the reformed orthodox model; they are much better seen as suggestions which should be used to forge refinements of the eclectic best practice model. I think that they can be very useful in that role. Cluster evaluation for example, seems to me an excellent device for improving evaluation, if we redefine it. Redefined, it looks something like this. The evaluation staff, on a group of related projects, regularly meet to discuss what they are doing and how things are going; and occasionally, but only occasionally, meet with the project directors in order to discuss how things are looking, but in limited terms, not full disclosure at all. In the way in which this was described to us here, it was really a replay of the original, transactional, North Dakota, East Anglia, model of collaborative, negotiated evaluation. Which, to put it bluntly, is a great way to cheat the consumer. Who's represented at the negotiations? It's an exact analogy to the way in which the union meets with school district management to thrash out the contract. Who's not there? There's nobody representing the kids, nobody representing the taxpayer. And you get just the same amount of credibility with the results. So, in this case, getting the project people in bed with the evaluators is exactly what you do not want to do if you want a credible and serious evaluation. Now, that approach is very popular these days; the President of the AEA calls it "empowerment evaluation." But it's simply a way to guarantee the loss of what objectivity is possible in those ongoing, formative evaluations, and that's a terrible loss. Why do you read Consumer Reports? Why don't you just read the handouts from General Motors? Well, suppose we insisted that the Consumer Reports auto evaluators spend the year with GM engineers. Will that improve the objectivity? No, it will corrupt it. We knew that from day one. So, I don't feel happy about that example.

It seems a bit mean to have picked on the cluster evaluation protagonists...
and then not to go pick on everybody else, which I could easily do. But instead, I'm just going to do two remaining things. First, I'm going to put forward what Bob Stake will regard as a truly straightforward demonstration of my simplemindedness, by defending the silver bullet approach. Then I'm going to talk about Bob Stake's paper.

Now, I'm going to ask you in thinking about this intervening discussion where I want to convey to you, what I believe we ought to be doing, to think of three people. The first is Mosteller, whose name was mentioned earlier. Fred Mosteller at Harvard is generally thought to be one of the two or three best applied statisticians in the world. He's the author of *Understanding Robust and Exploratory Data* which was a reality-oriented push in statistics. He is also the author of another notion which I want to commend to you today because I intend to use it as a paradigm. After years of editing a journal and receiving countless submissions in which something or other turned out to be statistically significant at the .05 or the .01 level, he coined the term, “interocular differences” to contrast with “statistically significant differences.” His line about them is very simple. Go ahead and play around with the statistically significant differences while you are doing research because it may help you find something interesting. But don't come to me until you've found some interocular differences. In other words, if the difference doesn't hit me between the eyes, I don't want to hear about statistical significance. Now that's the voice of a good statistician and it's a very sensible appropriate voice when you look at what happens to the 95 percent of published research that was statistically significant. It doesn't replicate the second time around, it turns out to be trivial in the light of various conditional requirements on it, and so on, and so on, and so on. So the first point is, we ought to be looking for interocular differences in evaluation and we ought to be sending the statistically significant stuff back to the drawing board.

Now, the second person I'd like you to keep in mind, though you haven't ever heard of him, is John Hattie. You'll hear a lot about John Hattie. He's a brilliant eclectic educational researcher, my fellow professor at the University of Western Australia for several years. He's done an analysis of the kind that will make Bob Stake want to bring his lunch back, the kind of study which Congress just loves to get. It's this. He's looked at every educational intervention that can be given a generic description, such as should we add paraprofessionals; should we put computers in the classroom, in what ratio; should we reduce class size; should we increase inservice education; should we mainstream, should we ability group. He simply lists them, and does a meta-analysis, or finds another meta-analysis that has already been done on each of them. He finds the effect size and lines it up, and he says, if you've got X bucks you can possibly spend in a school district, here's the shopping list in order, this is what you'll get for each buck.

You'll remember that Hank Levin has done a very nice study of that kind, aimed particularly at whether you should computerize or not but covering other things. Hattie has a generalized version of that. Of course, this will not be a perfect guide, but as Bob Stake says, we have to move from initially misleading indicators to better indicators. Now that's the kind of result that Congress is always pounding us for and that academics sneer at, but I think quite wrongly. In this connection, one should remember...
the story of the Office of Inspector General. There was one Inspector General 15 years ago, and there are 26 today. Why? Because the academics would never get the evaluation reports in until long after the people who needed them had left. An Inspector General finally said, I think it can be done in 3 months for $100,000, and so let's see. And, so now we have a whole bunch of people doing those evaluations. Have the academics ever done an evaluation study to show that these are such trashy results that they have lead to millions upon millions of wasted money? No, they have not. Now that either shows that they don't want to find out, or that the results aren't at least obviously disastrous. So, I think exactly the same thing applies here: meta-analyses should guide policy. We want to be very careful to try to speak the language of common sense on these things.

I'll bring that down to cases. In the Advanced Technology program there is a great deal going on, but in 25 years of serious work in the Ed Tech area, I have found the same problem to be endemic that I see in the material here, briefly described though it is. You might sum it up by saying that they'll never look at the top competition. If you're looking for magic bullets in the Ed Tech arena, you won't find them by test firing against bows and arrows. Magic bullets have got to be the ones that beat the best of the other bullets; it's not interesting that they can beat bows and arrows. And we're finding a lot of material here whose only claim to fame is that it can beat a bow and arrow.

Specifically, there's very little in Ed Tech that can beat a programmed text, but we never run things in Ed Tech against programmed text. We run them against the status quo, non-Ed Tech approach, or against very primitive Ed Tech approaches. That's not serious evaluation. Programmed texts have now gone: "everybody knows" that they don't work. But there were many out there that could beat anything. They could beat intensive tutoring, they could beat the best teacher there was, they could beat what existed then in the way of computer-assisted material. And, so we just walk past that; we averaged it out. Who cares about the average? The question is, what was the state of the art? Certainly programmed texts were more expensive than standard texts, but a lot less expensive than most Ed Tech. So, one of the problems that we've got, is that the group of Ed Tech folk, are, to put it bluntly, massively biased in judging proposals. What is the effect on them of using the toughest possible standard, competing against the best alternative there is? It is that very few of them will ever be funded. They know that very well, so that you must understand that a lot of what I have to say consists in saying, don't do collegial review, don't talk peer review, if by that you intend to mean people from the same in-group, because they are massively biased.

Now, with respect to Bob Stake's final suggestion about a panel, I'll suggest how one might expand that notion, so that you would, in fact, get quite a good degree of independence. When you do a secondary school accreditation, it's always a bad deal because when the team of 40 arrive at the high school, it's got one person on it in Driver's Ed, and one person in Accounting, and one person in whatever, and after the Driver Ed person goes to look at Driver Ed and has tea with his friends he saw last week at the All-State Conference in Driver Ed, he then comes back saying, "Gee, this school is strong in Driver Ed." What's that worth? Nothing. If you'd sent the accountant to look at Driver Ed and the
"If we want magic bullets, we have to set the shooting competition up with the proper rules; beat the best, or go back to the drawing board."

Driver Ed guy to look at Accounting, we might have learned something. Better, send both to both. We should use that model for panel construction—the mix of local and outsider expertise.

So, remember Mosteller, remember Hank Levin on the employment futures that high tech delivers and on the relative payoff of various ways you can spend money on student outcomes. Remember John Hattie doing that more generally, and me talking about the programmed texts as the main competitor with CAI, e.g., with enormously expensive PLATO installations. I did the largest evaluation of a PLATO installation that’s been done so far, so I speak with some interest in that area.

The bottom line of that sort of study, from Mosteller through Hattie, is the sort of thing that Congress rightly wants to see. Academic condescension says, ‘No, that’s a naive assumption about how easily you can produce indicators for these things.’ I think not. I think the fact is, that we ought to revitalize the entire effort so that the task is this: using the Ed Tech area as an example we’ll give you a little money for a pilot; then if you show signs that you can beat a programmed text, we’ll re-fund you for a limited period of time. If we want magic bullets, we have to set the shooting competition up with the proper rules; beat the best, or go back to the drawing board.
Footprints: A Search For New Strategies
For Evaluating EHR Programs

Laure Sharp and Joy Frechtling
Westat

Prologue

This paper presents our interpretation of what was said at the “Footprints” conference and written in the “Footprints” papers. It is not an attempt to summarize all suggestions or to comprehensively discuss the pros and cons of each author’s proffered strategies. Rather, we have attempted to extract the points that we see as especially relevant to the Division of Research, Evaluation, and Dissemination (RED) and to offer our suggestions for how RED can build on what was learned from the “Footprints” task to shape its future evaluation agenda.

Introduction

In 1994 and 1995, several programs funded by NSF’s Directorate for Education and Human Resources (EHR) are scheduled to undergo third-party evaluations. Planning these evaluations will be a complex task, given the heterogeneous nature of the programs and the projects that they support. As a first step in the planning process, the National Science Foundation asked Westat to commission a series of papers from experts in diverse fields of evaluation to help develop a framework for examining these programs. The eight commissioned papers and the comments of seven discussants are presented in this volume. In this final paper, we have sought to highlight and discuss those topics and ideas that emerged from the conference and seemed most germane to EHR’s planning needs. This selective review was guided by what we believe are EHR’s concerns and especially those of RED in undertaking program evaluation in the near future. Many more valuable ideas and comments can be found in the papers and discussions, and they deserve close review by NSF staff and others interested in innovative evaluation practices.

The need for a New Evaluation Approach

New techniques were sought because the RED staff felt that traditional educational evaluation methodologies would not be appropriate to assess what many EHR programs had accomplished.

Traditional evaluations of educational programs have been developed primarily to assess the results of new or improved service delivery models. For example, Chapter 1 and Headstart typify the service delivery model and provide the template against which most large scale federal evaluations have been constructed. In such evaluations, typical questions include the following:

* Do students benefit from the introduction of new services or technological innovations, such as the use of computers?
* Do students’ attitudes, interests or test scores change?
* Do teachers adopt new instructional methods after attending science workshops?
* Do these new methods result in improved student performance?
The service delivery model may be appropriate for some EHR-funded projects. However, it is ill-suited to many others, and with a few possible exceptions, it is inappropriate for the evaluation of programs. The mismatch stems from a number of sources, including the organization and makeup of the EHR programs, the goals the programs are intended to meet, and the very nature of the funding mechanism that predominates.

Each of these is considered further below.

**Program Structure**

Traditional evaluations have been developed to assess the impact of programs supporting projects that are fairly homogeneous in nature. They have common components and may even be built along a “planned variations” model. EHR programs, including Research on Teaching and Learning (RTL), Applications of Advanced Technologies (AAT), Studies and Indicators, in contrast, support a wide variety of projects that are highly diverse and vary in size and duration. Some are part of a stream of research, reflecting decisions made over multiple funding cycles. Some reflect the results of cross-program collaboration. Others are one-time efforts or exploratory projects.

While some of these projects can be evaluated using a service delivery model, for many others the model is unsuitable or, at best, incomplete. For one thing, it cannot be applied to projects that can be categorized as basic, theory-driven research (as contrasted with those categorized as applied, problem-based research). It is also inapplicable to descriptive studies and those that are funded by the Studies program to generate new international statistics on student achievement in mathematics and science (SIMS and TIMSS).

Even where the model may be applicable to individual projects, it is rarely appropriate for the evaluation of a program as a whole. That is, in many cases, it may be neither possible nor conceptually correct to aggregate individual project evaluations for the purpose of evaluating the program as a whole, if only because a comprehensive program evaluation must answer questions that go beyond assessing the outcome of individual projects. For example, to evaluate the RTL program, policymakers and other stakeholders may want to know if the funded projects addressed the most important research questions or had an impact on classroom practices in school systems other than those in the project sites. Aggregating the evaluations of individual projects does not provide answers to these more global questions. Furthermore, some programs - of which AAT is the prime example - may choose a “high risk - high gain” investment strategy, anticipating that only a few projects will lead to scientific breakthroughs. In this case, an evaluation based on aggregation of project outcomes would be especially inappropriate.

**Program Goals**

A second obstacle to using the traditional, service delivery model for many EHR programs is their broad-based and highly ambitious goal structure. Traditional evaluations have frequently been motivated by, and structured to address, specific legislative mandates. Rightly or wrongly evaluators have relied primarily on narrow goal specification and looked for indicators that can document goal attainment over a period of a year or two or even five.
The EHR programs on which we are focusing lack specific, tangible goals that are to be met within a given time period. While the ultimate objectives of NSF’s programs in education and human services are clear, they are also very ambitious and very broad. The programs serve to promote more participation and better learning outcomes in mathematics and science among students at all educational levels and/or more recruitment into scientific careers especially for underrepresented populations. It is very difficult to assess progress toward these goals in the short time span under which program evaluations must typically operate. Further, given the magnitude of the implied task of changing major components of the educational system, holding the relatively modest NSF programs accountable for their attainment is unrealistic.

The Funding Mechanism

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to the use of traditional evaluation strategies for NSF programs stems from a third cause — the funding mechanism. Educational programs and projects for which traditional evaluations have been carried out were usually funded through contracts or grants that prescribed performance requirements, benchmarks, and outcome criteria. In the great majority of cases, EHR programs are based on the academic grant model, where grants are awarded to field-initiated projects selected through peer review. In this process the emphasis is on quality of performance and the qualifications of the principal investigator. Awards based on the academic model encourage experimentation with innovative ideas and processes; the grantor will, therefore, accept a high risk of failure as part of the research design. The process is tolerant of considerable deviation from proposed activities in the detailed execution of the project, at the discretion of the principal investigator, and gives investigators considerable leeway in their choice of procedures; adherence to specific performance criteria is seldom required. This grant model is in line with NSF’s basic funding mechanism and philosophy for the support of research in the physical sciences.

As a rule, institutions using the grant mechanism to fund projects do not carry out systematic program evaluations. Rather, grant programs sponsored by government agencies and private foundations have relied for evaluation on judgmental approaches through expert panels, review committees, and similar mechanisms. Education programs are also being reviewed in this manner, but the mandated periodic third-party evaluations call for more systematic approaches.

Thus, RED must develop a strategy for the systematic evaluation of EHR programs whose goals and funding mechanism often preclude the use of methodologies traditionally used in the evaluation of education programs.

The Guiding Concept Proposed by NSF: Footprints

Understanding the difficulty posed by the need to evaluate many of EHR’s programs, NSF staff sought new ways of examining program accomplishments. The “Footprints” model was chosen because it seemed to offer a new way of thinking about results and because it seemed flexible enough to apply to the evaluation of the very diverse programs funded in EHR.

“Footprints” were defined as evidence that the program had left a mark on the field of mathematics and science.
education and had contributed to new knowledge or new practices. Specifically, this metaphor suggests that the program evaluation should seek to ascertain whether a program has contributed substantially to the state of knowledge in mathematics and science education (the “research base”), and has left its own “footprints in the sand” (evidence that both researchers and practitioners have been exposed to this knowledge and/or have been influenced by it). A footprint implies that a mark has been left, but it is not explicit with regard to how and when the mark actually got there. This metaphor has the advantage of not being overly specific as NSF’s Susan Gross said in her introductory comments, “Footprints come in all sizes and shapes,” thus avoiding a priori restrictions on potential outcome indicators. RED staff initially identified four general areas where footprints might be found:

- Effects on the profession (the supply and characteristics of researchers, topics presented at conferences, and in journal articles);
- Effects on other research;
- Effects on practice (teacher training, curricula, and implementation of sound pedagogy); and
- Effects on funding agendas of other institutions.

Such footprints might begin to answer the broader questions which NSF itself, as well as oversight agencies within the Federal Government and congressional bodies, ask about these programs:

- What has been their impact on the thinking and practices of educators and administrators in local school systems?
- Are these programs likely to contribute to the achievement of national goals such as higher participation by women and minorities in mathematics and science education?
- Is there any evidence that they have improved the quality of instruction in science and mathematics at various levels of the educational system? Have the programs affected the thinking and actions of educational policymakers, of researchers, and of those who fund research at the national, state or local levels?

**Ideas and Suggestions from the Conference Papers**

As might have been expected, given the diversity in their backgrounds, work settings, and disciplinary orientations, each paper author and discussant came with his or her own experiences, approach, and ideas. While some presenters dealt extensively with the “Footprints” theme, others addressed the issue of nontraditional analytic techniques or, more broadly, the topic of nontraditional approaches to educational evaluation. As Joy Frechtling pointed out in her introduction to the conference, while none of the papers went so far as to propose a specific evaluation design for one or more EHR programs, they provide valuable directions and inputs. Many of these can provide useful guideposts as RED undertakes its planning efforts for third-party evaluations of EHR programs.

As we have thought about what was learned from the “Footprints” effort and attempted to distill the main points from what was said in the papers, by the discussants, and by the general audience, we have identified two “messages.”
• Message 1: There are a number of alternatives to the service delivery model that might be applied to EHR evaluations. Indeed, what we have referred to as the traditional model may be traditional in only a very limited context.

• Message 2: There are many different frameworks that can be used to evaluate EHR programs on which we have been focusing. The footprints we have started to uncover lead in many different directions. Before choosing a direction for any specific evaluation, the audiences for the evaluation and their general interests/concerns must be defined by EHR.

In the subsections that follow, we discuss these messages in somewhat greater detail. Specifically, we will examine the following topics:

• Who is the audience for EHR evaluations?
• Is there a set of core topics that all evaluations should address?
• What techniques are suitable for proposed evaluation tasks?

Who is the Audience for EHR Evaluations?

When the "Footprints" task was initiated, the audience for the evaluations was not identified and specific evaluation questions had not been spelled out. It is clear from the papers that participants had very different notions with respect to who the audience is or should be. For some, the audience was the personnel of projects that the programs had funded; for others, it was the educational research community; for still others, it was primarily Federal decisionmakers, including executive and congressional watchdogs and funding agencies. Some participants assumed that the evaluations had a narrowly defined accountability purpose, documenting the extent to which progress had been made toward the attainment of the short-term goals that projects had been set up to achieve. Others assumed that the evaluation should be guided by a heuristic perspective and assess the extent to which NSF programs had funded projects that dealt with important issues, had contributed to the generation of new knowledge, and could be expected to improve educational practice over time.

Several conference participants emphasized the need for audience definition before adopting the evaluation questions and methodologies that seem most appropriate. This point was strongly emphasized by two discussants with considerable experience in conducting federally sponsored evaluations (Raizen, Chelimsky), and was also addressed by several other participants (Johnson, David Jenness, Yin, Boruch).

Audience definition is also a question that RED, and not the research community, must ultimately answer. What are the questions that the upcoming cycle of evaluations are supposed to answer, and whose questions are they:

• The program directors', to tell them how well all or some of the program goals have been met?
• The NSF policymakers', to help them assess the relative effects of programs now in place and perhaps identify new directions for program priorities?
The educational research community, to alert them to the results, dissemination, and footprints of work funded in the past and perhaps needed direction: for future grant applications and grant reviews?

- Or administrators in NSF and in oversight agencies, to tell them which programs had the best effects (payoffs)?

Furthermore, the audience may or may not be the same for every evaluation that is to be undertaken. Before a final evaluation design is selected, the audience question needs to be answered since it is unlikely that a comprehensive evaluation, which would meet the needs and interests of all potential audiences, can be designed within current budget constraints.

**Can a Standard EHR Evaluation Model be Developed?**

In his overview of the "Footprints" conference, Scriven stressed the desirability of using a consistent model across the board for all programs funded by EHR, because this provides a degree of comparability. Stake, on the other hand, argued in favor of using different models depending on the structure and goals of each program. Webb also pointed to the need for using multiple methods of inquiry in light of the large number of variables and complexities characteristic in educational research. Furthermore, while the suggestions that emerged from the "Footprints" conference tended primarily, but not exclusively, toward qualitative approaches, several suggestions, particularly Yin's proposed analytic model, have a strong quantitative component. There are other ways in which quantitative approaches, such as sample surveys of project participants, e.g., teachers or administrators, could play a useful role.

The extent to which RED will decide to base its evaluation strategies for EHR programs chiefly on the suggestions of the "Footprints" conference participants depends of course on NSF's ultimate decisions about the target audience and judgments about the types of information that this audience will require. For example, if costs and benefits are to be an element that should be considered in the evaluation, evaluation models quite different from those proposed by the conference participants, incorporating quantitative approaches that were not mentioned would need to be developed.

While there can be no question that a standard evaluation model would have great advantages, we do not visualize how it can be implemented, given the diversity of programs and the likelihood that different audiences might be targeted for various types of program evaluations. However, we have concluded from the examination of common conference threads that there may well be a set of core evaluation topics and questions that can and should be included in all evaluations. These are discussed in the next subsection.

**Ideas and techniques that RED should implement for all evaluations include:**

- Tracking selected program footprints or impacts;
- Archiving utilization information;
- Using portfolio assessment;
- Exploring the role of intermediaries; and
• Examining timing and extent of dissemination.

**Tracking Selected Program Footprints.** Most participants found the "Footprints" concept a useful one, although for many of them, "Footprints" is primarily a tool to be used for the construction of more elaborate evaluation strategies. But as a first step in the implementation of any of the strategies recommended at the "Footprints" conference, a comprehensive and coherent inventory of existing footprints is needed.

Several of the presenters came up with long lists of evaluation questions that an examination of footprints could answer and suggested possible sources for locating them. (The paper by Boruch, who focused on the Studies and Indicator programs, was most specific with respect to the latter.) As suggested by the participants and discussants, these lists need to be reviewed, so that for each program, a manageable, preliminary list of footprints and their sources for each of the four "effects" areas outlined by RED (effects on the profession, on other research, on educational practices, and on the funding agenda of other institutions) can be established.

While such lists will no doubt be modified as the evaluation task progresses, it is imperative to start with the compilation of a systematic, well-defined, and parsimonious set of footprints for each program that is to be evaluated and documentary and other sources where these footprints might be located.

Several of the conference papers provide a good starting point for these compilations, but a good deal of additional work is required. Particular attention should be given to sources and informants that commonly used bibliographic searches will not uncover (see Boruch's suggestions). It is also likely that relevant information can be located in program and project files, for example in applications for grant renewals, progress reports, or peer reviews. Once a first set of footprints has been compiled, it may be productive to seek reactions and suggestions for additional types and sources of footprints from selected policymakers and researchers who are active in a given program area.

The next step must be the bounding, classification, and ordering of footprints, along conceptually meaningful dimensions. Thus, the accumulation and classification of footprint data is a complex task, requiring both the casting of a wide net to capture "hidden" footprints, the setting of boundaries, and the creation of "Footprints" categories that will enable the evaluator to perform meaningful descriptions and interpretations of the data. Whether or not boundary setting should precede the data collection, or be done subsequently, is probably best decided on a program-by-program basis.

Depending on the audience and design, this initial data compilation will provide the basis for the following evaluation activities:

- A crude assessment of the program's visibility and potential impact in each of the four "effects" areas mentioned earlier;

- The selection of outcome indicators and other variables for the construction of a causal model based on partial comparisons (Yin).
• The decision to substitute a sample of projects for the universe in order to carry out analytic procedures with a more manageable data set (Raizen’s proposed methodology for sampling based on a project typology seems especially useful); and

• The selection criteria for case studies if the evaluation design calls for this activity.

Because the choice of evaluation strategies may be dependent to some extent on the volume and characteristics of footprints that are identified, NSF may find it useful to undertake the compilations prior to finalizing evaluation designs.

Archiving Utilization Information. As was stressed by Boruch and pointed out by several other participants, there is at this time no mechanism in place to obtain systematic information about the use of data and research findings generated by EHR. Knowledge resides at the program and project level in professional publications (citations, other references, etc.) and in public policy documents (minutes of congressional hearings, speeches by officials, etc.). To sustain an ongoing evaluation effort based on footprints, the establishment of an archive where this information can be stored and accessed is of great importance. In particular, program and project staff should be required to provide periodic “utilization information” to this archive.

Portfolio Assessment. Another recurring idea dealt with the need to take a broader perspective and look at the entire educational research system and at funding sources other than NSF when evaluating program effects. Also, rather than looking only at areas where footprints might be found, several authors and discussants identified a series of evaluation questions that would provide a meaningful context for footprints, suggesting some kind of mapping or portfolio approach:

• Is the universe of projects funded by EHR a true reflection of the interests of the research community (David Jenness)?

• What would have happened if projects other than those for which awards have been made would have been funded (Johnson)?

• Why are there no footprints from a funded project and what can be learned by looking at unsuccessful or unfunded research (Webb)?

While some of these questions, according to Johnson, call for the evaluator to measure the unmeasurable, it is evident that any evaluation of EHR programs would benefit from the more sophisticated approach of looking at EHR’s “Footprints” programs in the broader context of the total science, mathematics, engineering, and technical education (SMET) research effort. This effort is funded by many sources besides NSF and carried out by researchers who have their own agendas, which influence how grant monies are expended and the extent to which performance bears a close relation to what was originally proposed in the funding applications (David Jenness, Boruch, Yin).

The questions raised by a number of participants addressed fundamental issues that the evaluation of the sizable and complex programs funded by EHR should consider.
• How well does each program target its awards?

• To what extent do programs address the right issues and respond to existing urgent needs for basic and applied research?

• Does the peer review process fund research stimulated by grantees’ priorities for which they receive support from many sources?

• Do worthwhile proposals fail to obtain funding?

While NSF has instituted a mechanism for a broad review of these issues through periodic meetings of its Committee of Visitors and through the Expert Panels, a more systematic portfolio assessment is needed, based on an examination of funded awards, unfunded applications, funding activities carried out by other public and private agencies and an objective assessment of needs in the area for which the program bears responsibility.

One technique that might be useful in making portfolio assessments is a model proposed by Webb, represented on page 148, that uses a 2x2 matrix to address four key areas: what we have (or have not) learned from research supported by a program, the extent to which findings have been used, what problems have not been addressed by the program, and how the gap was filled. Webb limited himself to the RTL program when he developed this model and proposed specific types of studies for answering the questions raised. However, the model could be adapted for all or most EHR programs, since it goes to the core of issues that concern educational leaders as well as policymakers in funding and oversight agencies.

The Role of Intermediaries and Gatekeepers. Several of the papers have pointed to the important role played by intermediaries in acting as facilitators and gatekeepers in acquainting potential users (policymakers and practitioners) with research findings. Although this issue relates to some extent to dissemination, it should be examined in the “Footprints” context and needs to be considered for every EHR program that is being evaluated, although the types of intermediaries and the gatekeeping function they perform will differ widely.

In her paper, Christine Dwyer argued for a full-blown study of the paths and processes by which the Research in Teaching and Learning Program (RTL) influences educational practice, by examining the treatment of NSF-generated information by intermediaries and exploring the factors that determine transfer/nontransfer of this knowledge to practitioners (school personnel). The case studies that Dwyer proposes as a first step are exploratory in nature, focusing primarily on the intermediaries modus operandi, rather than systematic attention to the fate of EHR products. In her discussion, Raizen raised several caveats. In particular, she cautioned that intermediaries must be carefully selected and that not all intermediaries afford a valid test of information exchange. She also felt that rather than using the policies and practices of intermediaries as the starting point for case studies, it might be more useful to start out with some specific practice that looks as if it had been influenced by some assessed program and then trace back where the practice came from. Another approach that NSF may want to consider is to look at one major project within a given program to examine its treatment by relevant intermediaries (including some, such as museums,
Exhibit 1

Research Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Know</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What findings and information have been produced that have successfully solved a problem or fulfilled a need?</td>
<td>What findings and information have been produced that have not been applied to solve an important problem or fulfill a need?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Not Know</td>
<td>What critical problems or needs have not been resolved or refined by research findings and information?</td>
<td>What negative or poor applications have filled the gap in the absence of solid research findings and information?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

whose main function is not service to education practitioners), and examine the extent to which its findings did or did not reach the targeted audience. If carefully shaped so as to focus attention on the issue of concern to EHR, pilot studies of the role played by intermediaries could be very useful indeed.

Dissemination. There can be little argument that in many cases, the number of footprints is directly related to dissemination efforts on the part of investigators. NSF may want to investigate the extent to which the footprints that have been uncovered resulted from dissemination efforts by NSF program and project staff, and identify those dissemination techniques that have been most effective in yielding footprints. Initially, one or two case studies might be undertaken.

The many related issues, which the conference participants touched upon but did not develop, addressed the relationship between evaluation and dissemination. Several discussants (Raizen, Chelimsky, and Scriven) pointed out that dissemination is not appropriate for all research undertakings and is an expensive activity. Hezel, on the other hand, felt that evaluating the dissemination activities was a major task for the evaluation. There was also no thorough discussion about how to reconcile the need for early and widespread dissemination, which is emphasized in NSF proposal guidelines, with the time constraints imposed by evaluation and validation of project results, when projects are designed to affect educational practice and replication of successful projects is a program goal.
Scriven stated in his summation that although dissemination was included in the presentation and discussion of several conference participants, it was not a topic on the “Footprints” agenda and should be treated as an important but separate topic from evaluation.

I ideas and techniques that may differ with respect to various evaluations include:

- Need for causal attribution;
- Choice of evaluation methodology;
- Use of innovative analytic frameworks; and
- Use of innovative data collection.

Choice of Evaluation Methodology. In setting out the “Footprints” task, RED emphasized the need for finding new ways of evaluating the unique and innovative programs being supported in mathematics and science education and suggested that both new methodologies and new questions needed to be developed. While the participants presented many different ideas and differed on many issues, the one point on which there was agreement among the largest number of presenters and discussants was that the prevailing educational evaluation methodology, the service delivery model, is inadequate for the evaluation of many EHR programs and that viable alternatives do exist.

The alternatives offered took on many dimensions. At times nontraditional was equated with qualitative, and, therefore, traditional was associated with quantitative methods. Some participants (Barley and Mark Jenness) defined nontraditional methods as those that emphasize the interests of project clients and other local stakeholders and use negotiation as the major evaluation tool. While Stake questioned the use of any systematic evaluation method (because of the dominance of the political and administrative context in which the programs operate), most participants offered nontraditional evaluation strategies using both improved new approaches to educational evaluation and traditional scientific methods from other fields, especially ethnographic and cultural studies.

Indeed, the description of proposed nontraditional approaches led one discussant (Phelps) to comment that “they all model what should be and is good evaluation practice. They are only nontraditional in the sense that in the Federal Government they are not often carried out.”
In his comments, Scriven took exception to the widely expressed need for new methodologies. In his words, he found himself in the unfamiliar position of defending the status quo. He felt that the arguments for needing a new approach were mostly aimed at what is really a straw man and faulted the NSF's procurement policies, rather than shortcomings of the methodology. He asserted that the agency had not tapped into the best available evaluation practices, which are a kind of eclectic amalgam of qualitative and quantitative methods, carried out by experienced and sophisticated evaluators.

Taken together, the comments by conference participants suggest that while RED should continue to encourage the development of innovative methodologies, there is no need to rely solely on methodologies developed from scratch. While it may be necessary to do so for the evaluation of some programs, for others (for example the RTL program) the "eclectic mix" recommended by Scriven may be most appropriate. Furthermore, there presently exists a number of fully or partially developed models that are not based on the service delivery approach. A first step should be to explore the alternatives with the goal of adopting (or adapting) some of the quantitative and qualitative approaches that already are used in our own and other fields. The ideas and techniques proposed by the "Footprints" authors may be considered nontraditional with regard to common practice in federally funded evaluations, but many of them are based on data collection and analytic approaches with established histories and credibility.

**Alternative Analytic Frameworks.** Three of the conference papers (Yin, Webb, Barley and Mark Jenness) focused on innovative techniques for developing analytic frameworks for EHR evaluations. Yin's objective was to use footprints to establish a causal link between program activities and observed outcomes through the use of a rigorous technique that would be an acceptable substitute for experiments or quasi-experiments used in traditional service delivery-based models, which are inappropriate for most EHR programs. The usual characteristics of grant programs are that the intervention carried out by grant-funded projects is weak or small, relative to the impact of interest; the intervention is not part of a formal research design; and extensive time or resources are not available for the research effort. Given these problems, experimental designs must be ruled out. Database analyses are primarily descriptive and do not permit causal inferences.

Instead, Yin recommends a new methodological strategy, which aims at making "multiple, partial comparisons" instead of imposing a singular research design in carrying out an evaluation. Unlike traditional evaluation designs, this method can be used when evaluators have no control over the intervention or when the interventions do not meet the statistical requirements of any of the "traditional" designs. Partial comparisons can enable investigators to offer causal inferences by using single components (specific project effects) as the main unit of analysis. The larger the number of positive inferences that can be supported through these partial comparisons, the stronger the argument that positive results were produced and the stronger the conclusion that the program under evaluation produced them. This strategy requires the evaluator to identify and collect data, in effect footprints, that can satisfy as many partial comparisons as possible. Outcome data from projects funded by the program are the relevant input for each partial comparison, and
the instruments needed to collect these data will vary. The AAT program was one for which he felt this approach would be especially suitable.

The paper presented by Webb presented several strategies for the analysis of footprints. Especially useful was his suggestion about dealing with the very large number of footprints that some programs are likely to yield (he focused on the RTL program that to date has funded more than 200 projects). One of the issues often raised by critics of qualitative approaches is that investigators are very good at collecting a great deal of interesting data but have not developed rigorous methodologies for their interpretation. Webb proposed a generalizability analysis to substitute the study of a sample of projects, selected at random, that would yield a cross-section of projects and provide a good description of the program as a whole. In her discussion, Raizen proposed an alternative to random sampling of projects, recommending instead a two-stage approach, with some initial grouping of projects along common dimensions, such as problem addressed, or approach taken, and subsequent sampling within each of these groups. Raizen emphasized that the groupings would have to be thought through very carefully, but if this was done, the sample used for analysis would be greatly superior to one obtained through random sampling.

Both Webb and Yin sought to build comprehensive evaluation models to shed light on the value of programs, address the issue of utilization of findings, and answer questions of causality. Webb’s approach, discussed earlier, used a 2x2 matrix to examine the extent to which research has yielded findings that were used to solve educational problems. Yin’s model incorporated the concept of rival hypotheses to test the causal link between research findings and the adoption of educational innovation. His proposed analytic technique, partial comparisons, appears promising. Considerable work on partial comparisons has already been done by Yin for other agencies.

The framework proposed by Barley and Mark Jenness is based on a different premise. They believe that the main goal of evaluation is formative and aimed at project and program improvement. Their proposed cluster evaluation concept and techniques for its implementation have been tested, with support from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation for formative but not for summative assessments. Barley and Mark Jenness recommend its use for summative program evaluation through the creation of samples of retrospective clusters, consisting of completed projects, based on regional or topical sampling frames. A “cluster evaluator” would work with directors and other project staff to negotiate a set of common cluster outcomes and collect both qualitative and quantitative data from a variety of sources using various techniques. Some common cluster instruments, used across projects to collect consistent data, can be created for the data collection. Scriven has forcefully argued against this approach, pointing to the credibility and objectivity issues that its use would create for a summative evaluation. A more limited use of this technique, confined to data collection only and discussed later in this paper, might be considered.

Incorporation of all or part of Webb’s and Yin’s models and techniques in an evaluation design would greatly increase the sophistication of footprints analyses. Both models would require substantial data collection, in particular a fairly complete mapping of all efforts sponsored by public and pri-
vate agencies that are directed at the strengthening of mathematics and science education and recruitment. This mapping would be a difficult and time-consuming undertaking; again, a sampling approach seems indicated. After data have been collected, the suggested models for attributing specific outcomes to EHR programs can be fleshed out.

Yin sees the need for further methodological development before the partial comparisons technique can be tried for the evaluation of NSF programs. Key outcome measures (for example, new ideas for research or practice) have to be developed. To pinpoint effects traceable to NSF-funded programs, case studies need to be conducted of funded investigators and the projects they undertake, so as to develop information about how grantees merge various sources of support to carry out their research projects. The list of partial comparisons needs to be expanded to be suitable for EHR programs, and pilot testing should be done to assess the efforts and costs required. But if EHR sees the need for in-depth assessments of program outcomes, these methods are certainly worth exploring further.

Innovative data collection. Several of the papers, especially those by Boruch, Johnson, and Barley and Mark Jenness, contain innovative suggestions for data sources and data collection techniques that could be explored. Boruch, who focused his discussion on RED's Studies and Indicators programs, offered an extensive list of possible sources of references and uses going beyond the commonly used citation counts and publications in refereed journals by high-quality publishers. He suggests professional recognition through awards and prizes, presentations in professional and public forums, and popular press or media coverage. He also recommends scanning press and agency reports that have used a study without directly acknowledging the source, direct observation of public meetings where studies are discussed, and self-reports by project staff, usually the principal investigator. Peer reviews, review panels, and the knowledge of seasoned staff in foundation grant programs and Federal agencies are other good sources. Boruch further pointed to somewhat more remote effectiveness indicators, such as contributions to research methodology and data production methods. He recognizes that the systematic accumulation of this information may well be a monumental task, best carried out in an academic setting where graduate students constitute an affordable labor source.

Clusters could be a practical data and information collection resource, standardize evaluation questions. The RTL program is a good candidate for this approach. Using a common data collection instrument for projects in a given cluster would standardize evaluation questions and facilitate the collection of a common core of data for a given program. This approach might be useful for the RTL program.

Recommendations

The reason for initiating the "Footprints" task was to develop some nontraditional approaches to evaluating EHR programs, which, because of their organization, goals and support structure, are not easily amenable to being examined using the typical Federal evaluation model. The varied experts whose ideas were tapped as authors or discussants have provided NSF with a long list of ideas from which to choose in approaching these evaluations. In this paper, we have selected for more extensive discussion those suggestions that we felt were
especially promising. While several useful methodologies and frameworks for assessing programs' worth have been offered, we believe that the most useful contribution that the conference (and this paper) may have made is the identification of the common core of activities that we have outlined: tracking selected program footprints, portfolio assessment, the role of intermediaries, and the relationship between evaluation and dissemination. We also feel that the identification of evaluation audiences is of paramount importance before specific evaluations are designed.

What happens next depends on a number of steps that EHR itself must take; steps that involve possibly investing in the fuller development of some of the alternatives offered, as well as setting priorities among audiences and questions to be addressed. Given the innovative nature of some of the proposed procedures, small-scale pilot testing would also be advisable. We have identified several techniques that EHR may want to consider in planning upcoming evaluations for specific programs, and some methodological tasks that might be undertaken prior to the adoption of final evaluation designs. These include:

Develop a System for the Collection of Footprints from NSF Program and Project Files. Several discussants pointed to the role that NSF itself, as well as funded projects, must play in accumulating footprints. These recommendations have been discussed earlier. Written requests for copies of reports and other types of information, telephone inquiries about findings, invitations extended to program and project staff to participate in activities where program-generated information is to be discussed are not systematically documented at the program level. Boruch saw the need for an NSF program archive; other presenters emphasized the role of the project director. At present, available information is largely anecdotal and decentralized. As part of the current EHR effort for database creation, it may be possible to generate systematic Footprint data at the program and project level.

Develop a Methodology for Portfolio Assessment. The Webb matrix represents one possible approach; Yin's "rival hypothesis" also addresses the issue. But EHR needs a comprehensive strategy to carry out this assessment for all its programs.

Conceptualize and Pilot-test the Intermediary Function as it May Apply to all EHR Programs. Once appropriate intermediaries have been identified for several programs, it may be useful to adopt Raizen's strategy and examine in a pilot test the role played by these intermediaries with respect to one or more products that resulted from these programs.

Clarify EHR's Policy with Respect to the Connection between Evaluation and Dissemination. Here, too, it would probably be useful to look at some actual dissemination practices and examine their effectiveness as well as their relation to evaluation efforts and outcomes.

If the Causal Attribution of Program Effects is to be Included in the Evaluation, Develop and Pilot-test the Partial Comparison Methodology for the Program to be Evaluated. As suggested in the earlier discussion, it is not obvious that the model and analyses proposed by Yin will be appropriate for all EHR evaluations. When they are used, considerable methodological development and pilot testing will be needed, as Yin himself has emphasized.
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